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I. Introduction 
 
This report documents the findings of a Phase II Site Examination conducted at the 
McDonald Site 12 OR 509 in the Hoosier National Forest in Southeast Township, Orange 
County, Indiana (Fig 1.1). The section of the forest where the site is located was formerly 
a 40-acre parcel representing the SENE parcel of T1S R1E Section 28 of the Southeast 
Township. This parcel was owned by a farmer named James McDonald from 1850-1893, 
and it represented but a small part of his 200 acre farm. The U.S. Forest Service acquired 
the property in 1936. 
 
A Phase I archaeological survey was conducted at this site in 1985 by Resource Analysts, 
Inc., in which 6 shovel tests were dug on a 20 x 20m scatter. This survey identified both 
historic and prehistoric artifacts, as well as a root cellar that represented the most visible 
feature on the site. The resulting analysis of the site and relevant historic documents 
prompted the team to deem the site potentially eligible for National Register and 
recommended further testing and documentary research (Dorwin and Claflin 1986).  
 
In the spring of 2013, Angie R. Krieger, archaeologist for the Hoosier National Forest, 
contacted Dr. LouAnn Wurst of Western Michigan University to request a Phase II 
evaluation of site 12 OR 509 to determine the site’s eligibility in advance of an 
anticipated land transfer. Archaeological fieldwork was conducted over four long 
weekends in the fall of 2013 and spring 2014 by anthropology students from Western 
Michigan University under the direction of Dr. Wurst.  
 
In addition to excavating the root cellar feature, we dug a total of nine STPs and 26m
2
 of 
surface area, identified a total of 7 features, and recovered a sample of 6,209 artifacts. 
These artifacts were predominantly historic and domestic in nature, although 21 
prehistoric artifacts were also recovered. The prehistoric material likely represents a 
short-term camp site dated between 2000 and 600 B.C.E., indicated by the expedient 
production of flakes, or late stage reduction and management of tools. Given the sparse 
nature of the material, this site has little research potential. 
 
The historic period component represents a small house site. Structural features include 
the root cellar, three stone foundation piers, and a stone chimney stand or foundation. The 
lack of evidence for barns suggests that this was not a complete working farm. The 
artifact assemblage was very uniform across the site, and little evidence for temporally 
stratified materials could be discerned. There is slightly more evidence for spatial 
patterning, mostly in confirming the house’s footprint and indicating the location of a 
porch which may have served as a domestic work area. Most of the materials derive from 
sheet midden contexts, and thus represent small fragment sizes. This means that many of 
the artifacts could not be identified by functional group. Even so, nails, window glass, 
ceramics, bottles, and other small finds dominate the assemblage, confirming its domestic 
origin. In general, the historic artifacts represent only a modest investment in consumer 
behavior. Because of the uniform and modest material culture, we postulate that the 
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house was likely occupied by a tenant, perhaps working on McDonald’s farm or by John 
McDonald and his family, McDonald’s son, who worked as a school teacher.  
 
Given the level of investigation during this testing, the redundancy of temporal and 
spatial data, and lack of clear evidence for the site’s historic occupants, we do not believe 
this site has further research potential or is eligible for the National Register of Historic 
Place. Therefore, no further work is recommended. However, we believe that the rich 
data recovered provides a valuable case to compare to other sites in the region and will 
help to further develop the historic context of the Hoosier National Forest and south 
central Indiana.  
 
Figure 1.1: Location of Orange County and Southeast Township in Indiana (U.S. 
Census 1990) 
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II. Physical Environment and Site Description 
 
2.1 Environmental Context 
 
Modern Indiana has a temperate continental climate, often humid and with transitional 
variances along the state’s north-south axis. Microclimates are also present within unique 
environmental boundaries (Dorwin and Claflin 1986). The annual precipitation for the 
project location is around 47 inches, with May having the greatest average precipitation 
of 5.16 inches. Seasonal temperatures range from daily January averages between a high 
of 38 to a low of 18 degrees F. July temperatures range from average highs of 87 to a low 
of 67 degrees F. (U.S. Climate Data, 2013). The nature of the region within the Hoosier 
National Forest creates several unique microclimates. Steep ridges, valleys, and 
floodplains each experience different climatic exposure (Newman 1966). Temperatures 
differ significantly between the ridgelines and valleys, affecting the rate and timing of 
snowmelt and shaping both the physical environment as well as the ways in which human 
groups have interacted with the land (Dorwin and Claflin 1986). 
 
This parcel in the Hoosier National Forest has been a protected area and as such, 
vegetation has remained largely untouched since the Forest Service acquired the land in 
1935 (Miller 2005). The national forest is now a conglomerate of nearly 200,000 acres 
spread across Brown, Crawford, Dubois, Jackson, Lawrence, Martin, Monroe, Orange, 
and Perry counties (Miller 2005). The majority of the region is deciduous forest, with 
some open land and farmland interspersed throughout. Site 12 OR 509 is located within 
the Oak-Hickory forest zones (Figure 2.2). This zone is dominated by several species of 
oak and hickory, although there are a great number of beech and maples, which are 
usually clustered around the steeper ridgelines, most often along the cooler north and 
eastern sides of ridges (Dorwin and Claflin 1985). Common species in the area 
surrounding the site include chestnut oak, scarlet oak, post oak and mockernut hickory 
(Dorwin and Claflin 1985). The common herbaceous plants in the area are comprised of 
pussy-toes, common cinquefoil, wild licorice, tickclover, blue phlox, waterleaf, 
bloodroot, poison ivy, Joe-pye-weed, woodland asters, goldenrods, wild geranium, and 
bellwort (Dorwin and Claflin 1985). The understory varies somewhat between the 
ridgeline and the valley floor, though this list comprises the most common vegetation 
within the surroundings of 12 OR 509. 
 
The flora in the Hoosier National Forest and the immediate surroundings of 12 OR 509 
would have supported a large community of fauna, as well as Native populations and 
early European settlers (Bryant 2010). Brooks and streams in the region, as well as 
deeper pools in the seasonal streambeds, contain several species of aquatic animal 
species, include carp, minnows, and various suckerfish. Several species of turtles and 
tortoises are also present in the southern section of the state (Dorwin and Claflin 1985). 
Several bird species also reside within the forest. Wild pigeon (as well as the now extinct 
passenger pigeon) and the wild turkey are common avian species, and were economically 
beneficial to the early settlers of the region (Dorwin and Claflin 1985). Native mammal 
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species are numerous and would have been equally beneficial to early settlers. These 
include opossum, eastern cottontail, woodchuck, various squirrel species, beaver and 
other rodents; foxes, raccoon, skunk and other carnivores; and white-tailed deer. White-
tailed deer became infrequent in many areas of southern Indiana around 1850, and were 
nearly absent from the region by 1900. The species was reintroduced in the 1930s and has 
since flourished (Dorwin and Claflin 1985). Typical domesticated European species 
introduced to the regions surrounding 12 OR 509 include cow, horse, pig, sheep, dogs, 
cats, chickens, and other domesticated birds. 
 
 
Figure 2.1: Map of pre-settlement vegetation of Indiana. From Sieber et. al. (1989). 
 
2.2 Physical Environment and Soils 
 
The 12 OR 509 project area lies in the Crawford Upland zone. This zone has received no 
glaciation in the Pleistocene; as such, the modern topographic features are the natural 
result of weathering, geological processes, and human activities. Erosion from seasonal 
streambeds has played a large role in shaping the terrain around the project site. Two 
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major streambeds lie to the north and south of 12 OR 509, and meet at the western end of 
the site area. These streambeds are often dry, and only appear to flow with substantial 
force during periods of heavy rain and from seasonal runoff of spring snowmelt.  
 
Steep ridges and seasonal streambeds define the regional topography. The lack of glacial 
formation during the Pleistocene has left the region as a “series of limestone plains, shale 
lowlands, and sandstone uplands that [trend] from northwest to southeast” (Wayne 
1966:27). The presence of floodplains, ridges, and tributary runoff create a unique 
physiographic region with, steeply sloping land comprised 50% to 60% of the acreage. 
Maximum relief of 300 to 350 feet from valley floor to ridge crest is not uncommon in 
Crawford Upland (Schneider 1966:48).  The highly eroded tributaries and streambeds 
have revealed a great deal of bedrock. The exposed bedrock is part of the Mansfield 
Formation, which is comprised of 200-500 feet of sandstone and shale, below which are 
thin layers of coal, limestone, and clay (Shaver et. al. 1970, Figure 2.1). Outcroppings of 
exposed bedrock that resist weathering are present along eroded streambeds and ridges, 
revealing the bedrock and Martinsville Formation. Sediments from the Martinsville 
Formation are confined to the floodplains and streambeds, and date to the Holocene 
(11,000 B.P. – present) (Miller 2005).  
 
The topography present within the Hoosier National Forest varies greatly according to the 
diverse formations within the greater region of southern Indiana. (Homoya et. al. 1985). 
Site 12 OR 509 is located within the “Sandstone and Shale Area” presented in Ulrich’s 
(1966) study of Indiana soils. Soil formation within the area of the site occurs from the 
erosion of bedrock formations, and belongs to the Zanesville-Gilpin-Montevallo 
Association (Dorwin and Claflin 1986). The ridgeline above 12 OR 509 contains 
Zanesville, Tilsit, and Johnsburg soils (Ulrich 1966; Dorwin and Claflin 1986). These 
same soils are present along the base of the ridgelines due to weathering processes. 
 
 
Figure 2.2: Physiographic divisions and underlying bedrock in Southern Indiana. 
From Sieber et. al. (1989:2).  
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The soils from 12 OR 509 project area are all Wellston-Adeyville-Ebal silt loams, 12-18 
percent slope, eroded [WppD2] (USDA 2015). Each of these soil types are similar in 
composition and stratigraphy. Wellston soils are silt loam through the A horizon (0-20 
cm) and part of the B horizon (20-66 cm), transitioning to loam (66-104 cm) until fine 
sandy loam (104-137 cm) before bedrock (137-152 cm). Adeyville soils have an A 
horizon composed of silt loam (0-18 cm). B horizon is channery loam (18-61 cm) until 
bedrock (61-152 cm). Ebal soils differ slightly as the A horizon is classified as silt loam 
(0-18 cm) including portions of the B horizon (18-33 cm) while transitioning into a silt 
clay loam (33-53 cm). The second B horizon is clay (53-203 cm) until bedrock (203-229 
cm). Based upon these soil profiles, we can be confident that archaeological testing to a 
depth of 30-40 cm would be adequate to identify any cultural material.   
 
 
 
Figure 2.3: Map of soil types near 12 OR 509, WppD2 covers the entire site 
 
2.3 Site Description 
 
Site 12 OR 509 is accessed from a trail just off of Bacon Road in Orange County. This 
trail is the remnant of the original road that the occupants of the site used in the 19
th
 
century. This road ran parallel to the bank of what is now a seasonal stream and crosses 
the stream where the sharp bank and large number of rocks indicate the location of a 
former bridge. A smaller seasonal runoff tributary joins this creek just west of this 
possible bridge site. This smaller creek and the main stream form the west, south, and 
east boundaries of the 12 OR 509 site area. The northern boundary of the site is 
established by a steep hillside which was covered with several inches of leaf matter and 
very little ground vegetation. The root cellar feature was constructed in the side of this 
hill. A scattering of large, flat stones were located at the base of the slope in front of the 
root cellar. At the base of the hill there is a flat area peppered with young and old hard 
woods. This area is where the site was located and where excavations took place. A  
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modern power line runs along the stream through the gully to the east of the site. The site 
area was covered by light brush and small ground shrubbery. 
 
 
Figure 2.4: Location of 12 OR 509 
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Figure 2.5: Topographic context of 12 OR 509 
12 OR 509 
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III. Prehistoric Context of Southern Indiana 
 
Until the arrival of the Europeans, Native Americans inhabited southern Indiana for over 
12,000 years. Archaeological interest and research concerning the past of the American 
Indians has been ongoing for over one hundred years, and a general chronological 
sequence of prehistoric cultural periods has been developed for the region. In spite of a 
general understanding of the prehistory of the Ohio River Valley in Indiana, smaller 
tributary river regions and remote interior areas have not been investigated 
archaeologically. Still, archaeological work has produced a chronology of prehistoric 
cultural periods for the Ohio Valley extending back 14,000 years before the arrival of the 
French in the region. This chronology of cultural history provides a framework for 
organizing archaeological data based on cultural traits within each time period.  
 
Paleo-Indian Tradition (12,000 - 8500 B.C.E.) 
The earliest evidence of human activity in the area has been dated to the late Pleistocene 
epoch. The early inhabitants’ subsistence was based on megafauna and diagnostic 
artifacts for this period are limited to fluted and lanceolate projectile points (Dorwin and 
Claflin 1985).  These bifacial projectiles are characterized by grooves or channels on one 
or both faces. During the late stages of this tradition (Late Paleo-Indian), projectile point 
characteristics included the shortening of blade length and the absence of fluting.  It has 
been hypothesized that this modification of tools and weapons is indicative of more 
diversified economic exploitation of resources within several regional cultural 
developments (U.S., 2008). 
 
The scarcity of sites from this period indicate that the Paleo-Indians in this region 
probably lived in small, nomadic groups that migrated with game animals in an 
environment characterized by tundra-like flora. They hunted large grazing mammals such 
as mastodon, giant bison, giant beaver and ground sloth. In addition to these now-extinct 
large species, they also hunted smaller animals and took advantage of local plant 
resources. Archaeological evidence in Indiana indicates that Paleo-Indian activity was 
most concentrated along major waterways and their upland tributaries. 
 
Archaic Tradition (8500-1000 B.C.E.) 
As the Pleistocene environment began to change, there was a corresponding change in 
human adaptation to the developing forests. The long span of the Archaic Period is 
characterized by a gradual refinement of subsistence technology. The end of extensive 
glacial periods in North America also brought the extinction of mega fauna (U.S., 2008).  
This led Late Paleo-Indian/Early Archaic groups to take advantage of resources of the 
expanding deciduous forests. The warming environment was inhabited by modern 
species of flora and fauna. The initial change was gradual and hunting was still the 
dominant form of subsistence, but the emphasis was on smaller species. An increase in 
site size and artifact density indicates an increase in population density and settlement 
permanence, although some seasonal migration was still possible. 
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The Middle Archaic period (5000 – 5500 B.C.E.) is represented by material culture that 
had developed to include a broader range of tools, including the atlatl, ground and 
polished stone tools. This expanded tool kit reflected an expanding subsistence pattern, 
resulting from the adaptation to forest life.  People of this time hunted large and small 
mammals and fished with hooks, nets, and traps (Jones 2003). They also gathered river 
shellfish and collected plant resources to supplement hunting and fishing. Special hunting 
techniques, such as the use of weirs to catch fish, indicate an increasing technological 
efficiency. The new settlement and subsistence patterns discussed suggest growing 
populations that are closely associated with specific ecological communities. 
 
During the Late Archaic period, around 3500 B.C.E., adaptation to local environments 
and utilization of available resources developed further. The importance of plant food 
sources is also evident as indicated by the large number of vegetable processing tools 
found on sites of this period. In southern Indiana, especially along the Ohio and Wabash 
Rivers, dependence on fresh water mussels in the diet is reflected in the accumulation of 
numerous large shell middens (Dorwin and Claflin 1985). Evidence for extensive trade 
networks and non-local exotic materials becomes more common in this period. Copper, 
marine shell, and various chert were traded over great distances, and artifacts such as 
pipes and decorative ornaments indicate activities other than subsistence. Mortuary 
practices include burial with ornamental objects of bone, shell, and copper and suggest an 
increase in ritual ceremonies (Kellar 1998).  A variety of short-term (seasonal) and long-
term settlements are evident as populations were semi-nomadic, with a seasonally 
differentiated settlement pattern to collect resources from a variety of ecosystems.  Sites 
from this period include chert quarries and rock shelters marked by a few flakes or 
evidence of expansive, long-term habitation. 
 
Woodland Tradition (1000 B.C.E. – 1000 C.E.) 
Ceramic technology differentiates the Late Archaic and Early Woodland periods in 
southeastern Indiana. During the Early Woodland period, the basic economy persisted as 
it had in the Archaic period, but with the addition of three distinguishing traits. These 
included the firing of ceramic vessels, advancements in horticulture, and increasing ritual 
activity associated with burials (Dorwin and Claflin 1985).  Plant husbandry and the 
beginning of mortuary rituals that began in the Late Archaic continued to develop in 
Early Woodland cultures. Early cultivated plants were mostly native species, but they 
increasingly included imported species as well. Diagnostic projectile points consist of 
large, well-made contracting stem dart points such as the Adena type. Regional ceramic 
types of the period include Early Crab Orchard, Baumer, Marion Thick and Fayette 
Thick. 
 
Populations during the Woodland periods became increasingly sedentary and supported 
larger more diversified settlements. An increase in non-utilitarian artifacts reflects an 
increase in the importance of activities not related to subsistence and demonstrates 
differential social status, craft specialization and religious beliefs. Trade networks 
established during the Late Archaic period continued to spread cultural influences, ideas, 
and religious beliefs reaching as far as the Rocky Mountains, Atlantic coast, and into the 
Gulf of Mexico. An indication of the vitality of these networks is apparent in mortuary 
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practices and mound building shared between Woodland cultures, each of which still 
maintained their own cultural regional identity. 
 
Middle Woodland people (500 B.C.E. – 500 C.E.) continued to rely on hunting, fishing 
and gathering.  Cultivation of plants had become increasingly important, and maize was 
added to the agricultural base. Populations continued to increase and semi-permanent 
villages were located near central ceremonial centers.  The elements that contributed to 
the general breakdown of the Middle Woodland are not precisely known, however, 
hypotheses have been advanced which suggest population unrest, warfare and/or 
environmental pressures affecting subsistence as factors.  The late Middle woodland 
stage (200 – 500 C.E.) is not well known in southern Indiana.  
 
The Late Woodland period (600 – 1400 C.E.) is marked by a transformation in mortuary 
practices and extensive trade networks. These widespread similarities promoted by trade 
interaction were replaced by relatively isolated regional developments.  Late woodland 
cultures are not well understood. Occupations were often small villages consisting of a 
number of house structures around a circular open area. Burials lack the ornate ritualism 
associated with earlier Woodland cultures, and seldom contain material inclusions. 
Cemeteries with numerous burials were more common than individual monuments or 
mounds.  Subsistence patterns were focused on agricultural practices, but hunting and 
gathering still remained important.  The bow and arrow was the major technological 
innovation of the Late Woodland period. Evidence of the use of the bow occurs in the 
small, well-made triangulate and side notched arrowheads of this period. 
 
Late Woodland cultural practices began to dissipate when influences from the 
Mississippian cultures from the south began to enter the Ohio River Valley. Some 
evidence suggests violent conflicts and warfare during this time. In some areas, 
Mississippian culture traits appear on Late Woodland sites, indicating more peaceful 
influences (Emerson 2000).  The Oliver phase and the Yankeetown phase are cultures in 
Indiana that reflect both Late Woodland and Mississippian traits.  In isolated areas, some 
Woodland patterns remained beyond European contact. 
 
Mississippian Tradition (900 – 1600 C.E.) 
The origins of the Mississippian tradition are traced to the central Mississippi River 
Valley. The Mississippian occupation in Indiana occurs relatively late in comparison to 
its occurrence in other areas of the eastern United States. The highly complex cultural 
pattern of the Mississippian tradition likely spread by population migration. The 
occurrence of large platform mounds, shell-tempered ceramics, stockaded villages, large 
populations, and intensive maize agriculture characterize this period.  The Mississippian 
influence in the Indiana region disappears rather suddenly for unexplained reasons about 
A.D. 1600. Villages were abandoned and population numbers in Indiana remained 
relatively low after this period. In the lower Mississippi River Valley, large towns of the 
Mississippian tradition still prospered when the first French and Spanish explorers made 
contact. No large Mississippian occupations have been reported in the interior of southern 
Indiana. 
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IV. Historic Context of South Central Indiana 
 
The first Euro-American presence in south central Indiana relates to French and Euro-
American traders who began arriving in the area in the late 1600s (Sieber and Munson 
1992:16).  This region was but a small part of the larger territories that the British and 
French competed for.  The French maintained control over the area until 1763, and in 
1778 Euro-American occupation began in the southern half of Indiana with the arrival of 
George Rogers Clark and his followers at the Falls of the Ohio. Following the Treaty of 
Paris and the end of the American Revolution (1783), the boundary of the United States 
was pushed west to the Mississippi. In 1787, Indiana and the surrounding country were 
organized into the Northwest Territory by the United States (Sieber and Munson 1992; 
McCord 2012). In the 1800s, the United States government entered into a series of 
treaties with the Native Americans which essentially opened this area for permanent 
Euro-American settlement. After the War of 1812, occupation of southern Indiana 
increased dramatically due to the steady growth of river ports and the transportation of 
goods via the Ohio River (McCord 2012).  
 
This steady population growth is attested by the fact that Indiana met the required 
population of 60,000 and was admitted to the union in 1816. By 1812, regional surveys 
had already established township lines, and Orange County was established in 1815. The 
Southeast Township where 12 OR 509 is located was the first Euro-American settlement 
in Orange County and included the largest city, Valeene. Valeene became a city in 1827, 
the first schools were opened in 1817, the first formal churches were built in the 1840s 
and the first agricultural societies were formed in the 1850s (Dorwin and Claflin 1986). 
Indiana was generally settled from south to north. Between 1816 and 1850, the largest 
number of native-born immigrants to south central Indiana were from middle 
socioeconomic groups and emigrated from Kentucky, North Carolina, Virginia, and 
Tennessee (Sieber and Munson 1992:24-25). Smaller contingents arrived from the 
Tidewater South, the Mid-Atlantic States, and New England. Culturally and 
geographically, most of these settlers are associated with the Upland South, a region 
“marked by its rugged, hilly terrain and by the particular character if its people, dialects, 
and lifestyles” (Sieber and Munson 1992:24, see also Owsley 1949; Power 1953; Rose 
1985; Jordan-Bychkov 2003). As a result, southern Indiana was characterized by 
Southern Appalachian patterns of language, religion, place names, food, amusements, 
and construction.  
Most of these early settlers were ‘yeoman’ farmers, practicing a diversified agriculture 
based on hog raising and corn growing augmented with other field crops, dairy cows and 
chickens. Pioneer’s diet was augmented with wild game, but the importance of hunting 
decreased as increasing settlement reduced wild animal populations (Sieber and Munson 
1992:25). 
The first half of the nineteenth century saw improvements in transportation infrastructure, 
an increase in the number of farms, the establishment of additional communities and 
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developing commerce and industry in the region. Towns grew from settlements near 
industrial centers, such as quarries and mills, and along well-traveled transportation 
routes. The rapid expansion of the railroad system began in the 1850s as a vital mode of 
transportation (McCord 2012). As the population increased in southwestern Indiana, the 
number of roads grew, and, to some extent, improved. Given these infrastructural 
developments, it was not long before farmers started to produce surpluses for export 
(Sieber and Munson 1992:27).  
Even so, south central Indiana remained relatively isolated through the second half of the 
19
th
 century and into the early 20
th
 century (Sieber and Munson 1992:61). The steep 
terrain made railroad building difficult and most urbanization and industrialization 
occurred in the northern and central portions of the state (Sieber and Munson 1992:45). 
Thus, this area is marked by only gradual economic, political, and social change, and 
became increasing distinct from the rest of the state (Madison 1986:149). 
By the 1850s, improvements in farm equipment and the widening markets afforded by 
railroads were beginning to transform agriculture across the nation, but these changes 
were less dramatic in Orange County since the upland terrain was not suitable for 
mechanized technology. While the Upland South farmer is generally considered to be 
more traditional and conservative, interest in these new agricultural production methods 
is evident in the rise of agricultural societies, fairs, and publications (Sieber and Munson 
1992:46). The first agricultural society was organized in Orange County in 1841, 
although it was not until the early 1850s when regular county agricultural fairs were held 
(Goodspeed 1884:431-432). Corn had long been a mainstay of the economy, but farmers 
also raised other grain crops. After 1870, granaries were constructed to hold and store 
large quantities of grain. Overall, farm buildings increased in number, with individual 
buildings accommodating specific activities on the farm, such as a corncrib, hog house, 
chicken house, and granary. Domestic outbuildings also increased in number during this 
era and farmhouses were larger and better crafted (McCord 2012). 
The years between 1880 and 1920 are generally recognized as an era of prosperity for 
farming. As a result, commodity prices rose and production increased substantially after 
1900. Corn remained the main crop grown on south central Indiana farms, although some 
farms in the region produced specialty crops. However, the small-scale diversified 
farming practiced in this area was rapidly overshadowed by the ‘Progressive’ mechanized 
industrial agriculture practiced elsewhere (Wurst and Ridarsky 2014). Because Orange 
County farmers were unable to compete, the region faced economic decline in the early 
20
th
 century (Sieber and Munson 1992:85). 
These economic conditions were exacerbated by environmental conditions, most notably, 
poor soils and erosion (Sieber and Munson 1992:85-86). This is reflected in the 
population of Orange County, whose increase slowed through the late nineteenth century 
and began to decline in the early 20
th
 century. Farm out-migration, a national trend, 
intensified in south central Indiana (Sieber and Munson 1992:93; see Danbom 1995; 
Barron 1997). Many farmers were forced to abandon their land. The Great Depression 
intensified these already existing problems, and the “region was in a dire economic 
situation by the mid-1930s” (Sieber and Munson 1992:86). 
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The Federal Government began purchasing abandoned or ‘worn out’ farm lands, 
authorized by the Week’s Act of 1911, and the acquisitions increased during the 
depression. This voluntary program targeted farms in the hilly Crawford and Norman 
Upland forms, the context of the 12 OR 509 project area. By 1951, enough land had been 
acquired to authorize the creation of the Hoosier National Forest (Sieber and Munson 
1992:86).  
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V. Site History 
 
The McDonald Site 12 OR 509 sits on a 40 acre parcel of land in the SE¼ NE¼ of T1S 
R1E Section 28 of the Southeast Township in Orange County. The first recorded land 
transaction was in 1850 when James McDonald purchased the 40-acre parcel of land and 
received the patent in 1851 (Figure 5.1). James continued to own this property until his 
death in 1893. 
 
James McDonald was born in Kentucky on November 1, 1819 to Daniel and Catherine 
McDonald.  The family moved to Orange County in 1820. James lost both of his parents 
during his teenage years but had the support of his 10 siblings: Peter, Mary, Phoebe, 
James, Nancy A., Daniel, Sarah J., Margaret, Charles, and William, some of whom would 
become the namesakes for James’ future children (Goodspeed et al. 1884:620-621). On 
September 1, 1842, James married Mourning Babbitt, a native of Alabama and a daughter 
of John and Nancy (Hughes) Babbitt. James and Mourning had eight children: Martha 
(1843-1875), Margaret “Meg” (1845-1908), Catherine “Kate” (1847-1916), Jonathan 
(1849-1925), Nancy (1850-1930), John (1853-1918), Mary Ann (1856-1896), and 
Elizabeth “Lizzie” (1858-1933).  
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.1: Land Patent information for T1S R1E Section 28 (source: 
www.ingenweb.org) 
 
After Mourning McDonald’s death in 1859, James married Lucinda T. Cole, daughter of 
Jacob and Maria (Lemon) Cole, in 1862.  James was a member of the Christian Church 
and Lucinda, who was one year younger than James’ oldest daughter, attended the 
Methodist Church (Goodspeed et al. 1884:620). James had seven children with Lucinda: 
William (1863-1938), Emma A. (1866-1928), Rhoda Belle (1873-1904), Charles H. 
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(1871-1928), Frances Elzora (1871-1896), James I. (1876-1903), and George D.  (1879-
1901). Lucinda survived James, who died February 6, 1893.  Martha, Margaret, 
Catherine, Jonathan, Elizabeth, William, Emma, Charles, James, and George are buried 
with James and his second wife, Lucinda, along with his brothers Charles H. and William 
M. in the Bluff Springs Cemetery in Valeene in Orange County, Indiana (Heverly 1997). 
 
The biographical sketch included in the 1884 history of Orange County describes James 
as an active member of the local community. He served as Justice of the Peace in 1837, 
as a Township Trustee, and as a founding member of the Washington and Orange County 
District Agricultural Society, which was first established in 1853, and is described as 
“one of the county’s best citizens” (Goodspeed et al. 1884:620). His biography notes that 
“he made farming his life occupation,” and as of 1884, owned 240 acres (Goodspeed et 
al. 1884:620). 
 
This statement about McDonald’s farm size is confirmed by available agricultural 
schedule listings. In 1850, the same year that he bought the 12 OR 509 parcel, McDonald 
reported a farm size of 200 acres. His farm stayed 200 acres as reported in the 1860 
agricultural schedule, but decreased to 190 acres in 1870, and increased slightly to 210 in 
1880 (Figure 5.2). This figure compares McDonald’s total acreage with the farmers who 
were his immediate neighbors, sharing the same page of the agricultural schedules. The 
sample size of this comparison is relatively small, and is not intended to be representative 
of the entire community. Even so, it does suggest that as early as 1850, James 
McDonald’s farm was above average for the vicinity.  
 
 
Figure 5.2: James McDonald’s land holdings compared to neighbors. 
 
 
Comparing the dollar amount figures for farm implements and machinery of neighboring 
farms reveals an interesting pattern (Figure 5.3). In 1850, McDonald’s farm implement 
and machinery value is significantly higher than his neighbors. Given that James was 30 
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years old and newly married, it seems likely that this may represent his initial investment 
in the tools and equipment needed to establish a farm. The fact that after 1850 
McDonald’s values mimic those of his neighbors indicates that this was a singular 
investment.  
 
 
Figure 5.3: James McDonald’s value of farm equipment compared to neighbors. 
 
Federal Agricultural Schedules report the size and value of farms like McDonald’s and 
list many of the crops, livestock, and the occasional homemade products like butter and 
molasses produced on the farm. The agricultural censuses list sheep, swine, and other 
cattle as some of the most common livestock present on McDonald’s property from 1850 
to 1880.  Other animals owned by McDonald include cows, oxen, poultry, and horses. By 
1880, the number and cash value of their livestock dropped drastically, a trend 
experienced by many neighboring farms. Wheat and Indian corn were the two primary 
crops grown on the property, but oats, Irish potatoes, sweet potatoes, apples, and peaches 
presumably supplemented their diet, with surplus being sold at market.  Other crops such 
as tobacco, some hay and flax were occasionally cultivated as well.  In addition, butter, 
molasses and wool were also produced on the property, increasing in quantity in the years 
leading up to 1880. In every respect, the agricultural data indicates that James McDonald 
practiced mixed husbandry on a relatively prosperous farm. 
 
The large size of McDonald’s landholding causes some difficulty in interpreting the 
occupants of 12 OR 509. Archaeological data suggests that this house site was 
constructed about 1875, long after McDonald established his farm (see Section VIII). 
This means that while we can be confident that James McDonald owned this 40 acre 
parcel, it is unlikely that he and his family lived there. Therefore, it is by no means clear 
who built and occupied the 12 OR 509 dwelling. 
 
Population schedules provide some additional information that may help sort out who 
occupied 12 OR 509. The 1870 census lists Jonathan McDonald, James and Mourning’s 
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21 year old son as a farm laborer. It is likely that he was working on his father’s farm at 
this time. John was born on November 2, 1853 in Orange County and on March 9, 1875, 
he married Evarilla Moon, the daughter of John and Sarah Moon. According to the 1884 
history of Orange County, John McDonald “owns forty acres of land, but has made 
school teaching his business, having not missed a winter’s term for eleven years” 
(Goodspeed et al 1884:620). This indicates that John began teaching school in 1873 when 
he was 24 years old and two years before he was married. These dates correspond closely 
to the time period when the 12 OR 509 site was established. The fact that John is listed as 
owning 40 acres (even though the property was actually owned by his father James), and 
that this parcel is located in the immediate proximity to the school house lot shown on the 
1876 Orange County map (Figure 5.4), may support an interpretation that John and 
Evarilla lived at this house after they were married.  The situation is not quite as neat as 
this sounds. The 1880 population schedule lists John and Eva with their two children as 
living in the town of Greenfield, Orange County, obviously, not the 12 OR 509 site. Yet, 
this is the period that John has not missed a single winter term as noted in the 1884 
history. The census data was collected in the spring or summer so it is still possible that 
John and his family lived at 12 OR 509 only while school was in session. 
 
Other information indicates that John had an interesting career shift. According to the 
Directory of Deceased American Physicians, John attended the Hospital College of 
Medicine at the Central University of Kentucky in Louisville in 1891, when he was 38 
years old. He was licensed as an allopathic physician in 1893, and was practicing 
medicine in Valeene as of September 1915. The 1900 and 1910 population schedules 
both list John as a physician living in the Southeast Township. John McDonald died in 
1918 and is buried in Bluff Springs Cemetery in Valeene. If it is true that John and his 
family occupied 12 OR 509, even if only for part of the year, this data would indicate that 
they abandoned the site by the early 1890s. 
 
Additional information on the schools of the Southeast Township offer additional support 
for the interpretation that this was both the school house and John’s residence. James 
McDonald was one of the first school trustees, elected in 1853. According to Goodspeed 
et al (1884:568), in 1853 the trustees submitted a proposal to collect taxes to construct 
schools. Even though the proposal was defeated, the trustees requested citizens to build 
their own schools; “three districts responded and built log schoolhouses” (Goodspeed et 
al 1884:568). The fact that James was on the Board of Trustees and had recently 
purchased the 40 acre tract may strengthen the interpretation that 12 OR 509 was 
constructed as one of the log schools in the Southeast Township. 
 
Of course, it is just as likely that 12 OR 509 was occupied by tenant farmers or renters. 
James McDonald’s farm used little paid labor. In 1870, the total wages he paid was only  
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Figure 5.4: 1876 Baskin, Forster & Company map of Orange County showing 
school house on Section 28 in vicinity of 12 OR 509 (From Krieger 1999) 
 
 
$12, and none was listed for 1880. It is possible that the site was occupied by share 
croppers working James’ land which would not be reflected in the ‘wages paid’ category 
of the census. And, it is entirely likely that the occupation of 12 OR 509 was a 
combination of all of these: perhaps the site was first established by John and his family 
while he taught school, and later occupied by tenants or renters. 
 
After James died in 1893, the title to this 40 acre parcel passed to his children Jonathan 
and Nancy McDonald and a whole series of family transfers ensued. All transfers detailed 
in this section are summarized in Table 5.1, and unless otherwise noted, genealogical 
information was procured from www.rootsweb.com.The siblings passed the property to 
Margaret Cogswell (Jonathan’s wife), Catherine Line and her husband (Solomon W. 
Line), Mary Ann Purkhiser, and Elizabeth Moon. This transfer was forfeited because of 
unpaid taxes, and Beechem Agan acquired the property at a tax sale in 1899. The taxes 
were soon paid back, and on August 20, 1901 Margaret Cogswell got the property back, 
effectively nullifying Agan’s purchase. However, Margaret Cogswell et al. sold the 
property to farmer Daniel J. Paschal in 1903. Paschal was married to Cynthia Ann 
Paschal (1852-1909) in 1886 and they had one daughter, Roma (1896-1986). 
 
Lee Walton, his wife Rebecca Walton, and their two children acquired the property on 
October 23, 1919. After Lee passed away his children, Chloe and William, inherited the 
parcel, but then sold it to Alex Sutherland in 1929.  The 1920 Plat Map (Figure 5.5) 
labels this parcel E. Walton even though the initial does not correspond to any of these 
family members. In 1931, Sutherland sold the property back to Rebecca, Chloe, and  
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Figure 5.5: Detail Lot 28 from the 1920 Hixson Plat Map 
 
William, who all jointly shared the land. Finally, the property was sold to the U.S. 
government on October 21, 1936.  Interestingly, none of Lucinda’s children ever held the 
title to the deed, but this is likely due the fact that they were all significantly younger than 
Mourning’s children. 
 
It is likely that any buildings located on this parcel were long gone by the time the 
Federal Government acquired the property in 1939. An affidavit written by George V. 
Noblitt on June 23, 1936 states that “he has passed through this farm many times, and 
that the buildings that were one this tract of land have been destroyed.” Archaeological 
data makes it unlikely that this site was occupied past the first decade of the 20th century 
(see Section VIII). There is no indication in these records of what kinds of buildings these 
were or how they were destroyed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Date Owner Reference 
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January 15, 1850 James McDonald 46/14 Jeffersonville, Patent 
*August 29, 1853 William Saunders DR 15/470, Warranty Deed 
*January 25, 1854 Virgil Grubb DR 16/1, Warranty Deed 
*February 18, 1858 John Hensel DR 18/270, Warranty Deed 
*September 4, 1862 Andrew C. Vance DR 20/494-495, Warranty Deed 
February 20, 1893 Margaret Cogswell, Catherine Line, 
John McDonald, Mary A. 
Purkhiser, and Elizabeth Moon 
DR 43/212-213, Quitclaim Deed 
August 17, 1899 Beechem Agan Tax Record 3, Tax Sale 
August 20, 1901 Margaret Cogswell DR 51/389-391, Auditor’s Deed 
March 10, 1903 Daniel J. Paschal DR 53/416, Warranty Deed 
October 23, 1919 Rebecca Walton DR 72/136, Warranty Deed 
April 22, 1929 Alex Sutherland DR 78/561-562, Warranty Deed 
November 18, 1931 Rebecca Walton, Chloe B. Walton 
and Escoe Walton, jointly 
DR 80/249-250, Warranty Deed 
October 21, 1936 United States of America DR 83/190, Warranty Deed 
Table 5.1: Title Chain for the 40-acre parcel containing site 12 OR 509 (data 
supplied by the Hoosier National Forest) 
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VI. Methods 
 
 6.1 Field Methods 
 
Excavations at 12 OR 509 were conducted over the course of four weekends in the fall of 
2013 and April 2014. An arbitrary base line was established that ran parallel to the root 
cellar entrance along the base of the slope. The site datum, located at the eastern end of 
this line, was designated N50 W50. Hand tools were used to clear vegetation across the 
site area. As a result of this clearing, we discovered a diverse and diffuse spread of 
surface artifacts. These artifacts were collected in 1 m squares that were labeled by the 
northeast corner based on the site grid. 
 
A systematic grid of STPs was excavated at 10 m interval in three lines in the level area 
between the slope with the root cellar and the stream to the south. The interval on the 
N50 line was subsequently reduced to 5 m, resulting in a total of 9 STPs. STPs were 
excavated into sterile subsoil. All soils were screened through ¼” hardware mesh. All 
STPs were positive, and recovered a diverse array of ceramics, glass, and personal items. 
The soil was relatively consistent across the site, with a dark brown silt loam from 
approximately 0-40 cm transitioning into a sterile yellow-brown silt loam.  
 
In all, we excavated 26 square meters of surface area at 12 OR 509 (24 1x1 and 1 1x2 m 
units). These units were placed in areas to define or identify structural remains or to 
sample material deposits identified by surface scatter or STPs with diverse assemblages. 
Test units were excavated by shovel skimming and cleaning and leveling the walls and 
floors with hand trowels. Root clippers were used to rid the walls and floor of smaller 
roots and brooms were used to clean the floors of loose debris. All artifacts were screened 
through 1/4-inch mesh and bagged according to arbitrary levels until sterile subsoil was 
encountered. At the end of these excavations all of the units were backfilled. 
 
We also explored the previously identified root cellar (F1). First the loose organic 
material was removed by hand. After the loose debris was scraped away, soil was 
removed and screened to establish the walls using hand trowels.  This resulted in the 
discovery that a large portion of the root cellar was beneath the level of the bed rock, 
meaning those who constructed it bore through solid rock. After the walls had been 
uncovered, a trench located in the northeast corner was excavated in order to clarify the 
construction methods.  
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Figure 6.1: Map showing location of testing, and potential structure location 
 
6.2 Lab Methods 
 
All artifacts were taken to Western Michigan University for processing. The artifacts 
were washed and dried before being cataloged. Cultural material was cataloged using a 
non-hierarchical recording system based on artifact function. Artifact group is used as a 
large scale, gross functional classification in order to quickly compare different 
assemblages. Major groups include (1) food related (dishes, pots, etc), (2) food remains 
(bone, shell, peach pits), and (3) architectural (brick, window glass, nails). Other groups 
that tend to occur in lower density include (4) medicinal/hygienic; (5) household/ 
decorative; (6) clothing; (7) personal/ amusement; (8) lighting; (9) tools; (10) smoking; 
(11) miscellaneous modern; (12) mechanical/ transportation; and (15) prehistoric. In 
many cases it is not possible to assign a functional group; in these cases, group 0, or 
unaffiliated is used to denote this ambiguity. 
 
Other attributes recorded include type (a more specific descriptor), material, form, 
decoration, color, number, weight, length, width, diameter, and dating information 
specific to that particular artifact. A comments field allows noting additional information 
not already captured in the attribute list.  
 
All ceramics, bottles and table glass were catalogued by evaluating the minimum number 
of unique vessels. Given the nature of the sheet midden deposits identified at 12 OR 509, 
all ceramics and glass from contiguous units in each site area were laid out and arbitrary 
vessels numbers were assigned for each unique vessel within each spatial area. Estimates 
of vessel completeness were assigned to each vessel. Given the nature of the site, these 
procedures run the risk of inflating the number of unique vessels present on the site. For 
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example, it is entirely possible that a fragment of the same vessel could be located in both 
the north and west yards. However, while this may inflate the number of vessels, it 
should not affect the overall percentage of different vessel types, forms, or decorations. 
 
All of this data was entered into Paradox, a relational database system, for analysis. The 
artifact catalog is included here as Appendix 1, and on the attached CD in Paradox and 
Excel formats. After final review of this report, all artifacts will be curated at Glen A. 
Black Laboratory of Archaeology at Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana. 
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VII. Unit Descriptions and Artifact Summaries  
 
The results of the archaeological excavations will be grouped into different site areas for 
the sake of clarity. These areas include the root cellar (F1), north yard/midden area, 
Chimney stand (F5) area, south yard and west yard. Each of the units included in these 
areas are noted by different colors in Figure 7.1.   
 
 
 
Figure 7.1: Site area map of 12 OR 509 
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7.1 Root Cellar Area 
Two units were opened in the Feature 1 root cellar area. The root cellar itself was 
identified in the 1986 Phase I survey that included this parcel. The two units included a 
trench excavated within the root cellar and N49 W54.9, excavated just outside and to the 
south of the entrance.  
 
Figure 7.2: Feature 1 post surface cleaning 
 
Feature 1 
Feature 1 is a root cellar that was dug into the north hill slope demarcating the northern 
edge of the site area. It is the most visible feature at the site, and other than a light surface 
scatter of historic period artifacts, led to the identification of the site during the 1986 
Phase I survey. The walls of the root cellar were collapsed but traces of the stone support 
walls were still visible. The cellar measured 7’7” (2.3 m) north-south and 9’8” (2.9 m) 
east-west. A narrow entrance, about 3 ft (90 cm) wide was located in the center of the 
southern edge of the foundation and extended about 5 ft (1.5 m) north up an incline into 
the cellar.  The surface of the feature was covered with loose rocks that appeared to be 
collapse, as well as leaves and other organic debris that obscured its physical 
characteristics. We began by clearing the organic material and loose rocks off the entire 
interior of feature. The base of this level measured 144 cm below the surface at the 
highest northeast feature corner. Because of the large volume of material, Level 2 
represented only a small trench measuring 50 cm east-west by 110 cm north-south that 
was located in the northeast corner of the cellar in order to clarify the depth and 
construction of the feature. Level 2 was excavated to a total depth of 227 cm when 
bedrock was encountered.  The feature fill was generally compact yellow brown coarse 
sandy silt with many medium to large rocks. The base of the level, above the bedrock, 
was a darker brown caused by diffuse charcoal scattered through the soil. The feature 
itself appears to have been cut into the bedrock, and the cellar walls utilized this bedrock 
and stones were built up on top of it. 
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There was a very low density of artifacts recovered from this feature, especially given the 
volume of fill removed. The 33 total artifacts were mostly architectural (82%), and these 
were all nail fragments with the exception of a single window glass fragment. The 
number of architectural remains (Table 7.1) suggests a structure built on top of the 
foundation, although the number of artifacts is quite low. The fact that the feature fill 
resembles subsoil, contained a high density of rock, and had a dearth of artifacts all 
suggests that the fill originated as soil piled up over boards as the roof of the root cellar 
that would insulate the feature and help preserve food stored there. At some point the roof 
collapsed, creating the deposits that we identified.  
 
 
Figure 7.3: F1 trench excavation, looking north 
  
Table 7.1: Sum of major groups by level for Feature 1  
Level 0 1 3 TPQ* Mean 
1 5 1 4 1858 1886 
2   23 1880 1895 
0=unidentified; 1=food related; 2=food remains; 3=architectural; 4=medicinal/hygienic; 5=household/decorative; 6=clothing; 
7=personal amusement; 8=lighting; 9=tools/arms; 10=smoking; 12=mechanical; 15=prehistoric 
*TPQ is the Terminus Post Quem, or date after which the artifacts must have been deposited. This was 
taken for each level from recovered artifacts to figure out the latest date possible for deposit.  
 
N49 W54.9 
Unit N49 W54.9 was a 1x1 meter unit located near the entrance to the root cellar, just 
east of a large stone that may represent a possible structural element. This unit was 
excavated in five levels. Level 1 (0-11 cm) was a brown silt sand. Level 2 (11-18 cm) 
was a darker yellow brown clay sand; the soil was described as loose with a large root 
mass. Level 3 (18-29 cm) was a more dark yellow brown sandy clay. Level 4 (29-38 cm) 
was a rocky dark yellow brown sandy clay. Level 5 was an STP dug to 52 cm in the 
northeast corner to verify that subsoil was encountered. No soil changes were noted in the 
STP. 
 
Table 7.2 shows that the unit contained a moderate density and diversity of artifact 
groups. Architectural remains are the most abundant, representing cut and wire nails and 
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window glass. Unidentified artifacts are mostly glass and ceramic, but metal, slate 
fragments, and a possible doll part are also included in this group. Food-related artifacts 
are mostly canning jars, but some ceramics are also present. Other artifacts that were 
recovered included a safety razor head, milk glass buttons, lamp glass, an iron file, rifle 
and shotgun shells, and a horseshoe nail. A utilized Wyandotte chert flake was recovered 
from level 2.   
 
 
Figure 7.4: N49 W54.9, view north 
 
 
Figure 7.5: North wall profile of N49 W54.9 
  
Table 7.2: Sum of major groups by level for N49 W54.9  
Level 0 1 2 3 4 6 8 9 12 15 TPQ Mean 
S        1     
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1 72 35  136 1 3 7 1   1904 1888 
2 42 8 2 52    1 1 1 1885 1891 
3 54 11 5 47       1880 1887 
4 11 1  8       1880 1882 
0=unidentified; 1=food related; 2=food remains; 3=architectural; 4=medicinal/hygienic; 5=household/decorative; 6=clothing; 
7=personal amusement; 8=lighting; 9=tools/arms; 10=smoking; 12=mechanical; 15=prehistoric 
 
 
7.2 North Yard Midden Area 
 
Five 1x1 m units and one 1x2 unit were excavated the north yard area, just southwest of 
the F1 root cellar. This area extends from the edge of the slope to structural features 
located further south. This area yielded the highest density of surface artifacts and had 
several scattered large stones that may be structural features. Testing in this area was 
performed to sample the artifact concentration and to evaluate whether the visible stones 
represented structural remains.  
 
N46 W63 & Feature 6 
 
This 1x1 m unit was opened to the north of the Feature 3 stone pier to identify its 
boundaries and to further sample the midden deposit. The unit was excavated in four 
levels. Level 1 (0-5 cm) removed the humic layer and root mass. Level 2 (5-13 cm) was a 
light brown sandy silt. Some charcoal flecking and brick was noted at the base of level 2. 
Level 3 (13-21 cm) marked a soil change to a yellowish orange silt sand and revealed a 
linear array of small sandstone rocks along the south wall. These rocks were parallel to 
and located directly underneath F3. This rock alignment, presumed to be a foundation for 
the F3 stone pier, was designated Feature 6. Level 4 (21-28 cm) encountered the subsoil 
that was an orange brown silt clay that become more compact with depth.     
 
This unit had a moderate diversity of artifacts. Unidentified artifacts, the most common 
group, were mostly bottle glass, but some ceramics are also included. Architectural 
artifacts included window glass, brick, and both wire and cut nails. Food related remains 
were mostly varying types of ceramics, but also contained canning jar remains. A milk 
glass button, metal pants rivet and two gun cartridge casings were also recovered from 
this unit. 
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Figure 7.6: Units N46 W62 & N46 W63, view north. F6 in bottom right.  
 
 
Figure 7.7: Plan of N46 W63 showing Feature 6 
 
Table 7.3: Sum of major groups by level for N46 W63  
Level 0 1 2 3 4 6 9 TPQ Mean 
1 13 6  6   1 1850 1867 
2 40 15 4 31 3 2  1895 1880 
3 6 16 1 12  1 1 1911 1890 
4 5 7  1    1850 1869 
0=unidentified; 1=food related; 2=food remains; 3=architectural; 4=medicinal/hygienic; 5=household/decorative; 6=clothing; 
7=personal amusement; 8=lighting; 9=tools/arms; 10=smoking; 12=mechanical; 15=prehistoric 
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N46 W62 
 
N46 W62 was opened immediately to the east of N46 W63 to evaluate the extent F6. 
Five levels were excavated in this unit. Level 1 (0-4 cm) removed the topsoil. Level 2 (4-
13 cm) was dark brown sandy silt which became lighter in color in Level 3 (13-18 cm). 
Level 4 (18-27 cm) was an orange sandy silt, becoming more clay like at the end of the 
level. Level 5 (27-34 cm) was an orange sandy clay. Both Level 4 and 5 represent subsoil 
and were sterile of cultural material. No trace of F6 was identified in this unit, supporting 
the interpretation that it was associated with the Feature 3 stone pier. 
 
The overall artifact diversity is low compared to other units in the area. Additionally, 
many of the glass and ceramic fragments showed evidence of having been burned. 
Unidentified artifacts were made up mostly of glass, with ceramics making up most of 
the remainder. Architectural artifacts include window glass, cut and wire nails. Food 
related artifacts included ceramics and glass but canning jar fragments were also 
recovered. The identifiable food remains were both pig. Clothing artifacts include 4 
buttons and scissor handle fragments. Other artifacts recovered included chimney glass 
and a large bastard file.  
 
 
Figure 7.8: N46 W62, view north 
 
Table 7.4: Sum of major groups by level for N46 W62  
Level 0 1 2 3 6 8 9 TPQ Mean 
1 14 17  8 1   1880 1887 
2 27 11  23 2 1  1880 1878 
3 28 11 2 12 2  1 1880 1876 
0=unidentified; 1=food related; 2=food remains; 3=architectural; 4=medicinal/hygienic; 5=household/decorative; 6=clothing; 
7=personal amusement; 8=lighting; 9=tools/arms; 10=smoking; 12=mechanical; 15=prehistoric 
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N47 W 60 
 
This 1x1 meter unit was excavated to sample the area with the highest density of surface 
artifacts. Eight levels were excavated in this unit. Level 1 (0-12 cm) was a dark brown 
sandy silt. Level 2 (12-19 cm) was dark brown sandy silt with some charcoal flecking. 
Level 3 (19-28 cm) began to show some yellow mottling with the soil being more clay 
sand. Levels 4 (28-36 cm) was lighter brown with more yellow sand mottling. Level 5 
(36-40 cm) and Level 6 (40-44 cm) was yellow clay sand. The soil was consistent in 
Level 7 (44-50 cm), except along the south wall, which was darker yellow clay silt. Level 
8 (50-54 cm) was entirely light yellow clay sand. An STP was placed in the northeast 
corner to 88 cm to verify soil sterility.                                                                           
 
Table 7.5 shows that this unit contained a high density of artifacts. Architectural artifacts 
accounted for the largest group, most of which were cut and wire nails, but brick, mortar, 
and window glass are also represented. The unidentified artifacts are mostly glass, metal, 
and unidentified earthenware. The food related artifacts are mostly ceramic; other items 
include a possible spoon and canning jars. The only identified food remains are pig bone 
fragments. Other unique objects found in this unit include two metal stove fragments, six 
buttons (one with an intricate peacock design), three coins, a flattened tailor’s thimble, a 
shotgun shell, a wrench, horseshoe nail, and a tertiary chert flake.    
 
 
Figure 7.9: N47 W60, view north 
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Figure 7.10: North wall profile of N47 W60 
 
 
Table 7.5: Sum of major groups by level for N47 W60  
Level 0 1 2 3 5 6 7 9 12 15 TPQ Mean 
S  2  1       1880 1901 
1 132 26 3 119 1 5 4 1  1 1880 1876 
2 58 17 1 80  2   1  1880 1878 
3 39 12 3 63 1 1 2 1   1880 1879 
4 7 8 1 9   1    1850 1865 
5 1 3  2       1830 1855 
6  2  2       1850 1864 
7 2 1  4       1830 1845 
8 2   1         
0=unidentified; 1=food related; 2=food remains; 3=architectural; 4=medicinal/hygienic; 5=household/decorative; 6=clothing; 
7=personal amusement; 8=lighting; 9=tools/arms; 10=smoking; 12=mechanical; 15=prehistoric 
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N47 W59 
 
N46 W59 was placed east of N47 W60 in order to increase the sample from the midden 
area. The unit was excavated in four levels. Level 1 (0-17 cm) was a loose dark brown 
black sandy silt with roots and small rocks. Level 2 (17-27 cm) was a dark brown fine 
sandy silt with yellow mottling. Level 3 (27-37 cm) was a yellow brown silty sand with 
rocks and roots. Level 4 (37-43 cm) was yellow brown sandy silt with many pebbles and 
mottling from roots. 
 
The artifact diversity in the unit was high as was the density in the first few levels. Like 
N47 W60, the architectural artifacts were the largest group, and were mostly cut and wire 
nails and window glass. Unidentified artifacts are mostly ceramics and glass. Food 
related includes mostly ceramics and glass including canning jars. Food remains were 
again all pig. Unique artifacts include decorative tacks, several buttons including one 
marked “Novelty Rubber Co,” a slate pencil, a porcelain doll arm, lamp chimney glass, 
an axe head, a shell casing, a horseshoe nail, and a large broken flake.  
 
 
Figure 7.11: N47 W59, view north 
 
Table 7.6: Sum of major groups by level for N47 W59  
Level 0 1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 12 15 TPQ Mean 
Surface 1           1850 1893 
1 121 31 1 132 2 1 2 4 1 1 1 1880 1875 
2 42 24  92  5  2 1   1880 1883 
3 7 6  5        1880 1881 
4 2 1          1830 1850 
0=unidentified; 1=food related; 2=food remains; 3=architectural; 4=medicinal/hygienic; 5=household/decorative; 6=clothing; 
7=personal amusement; 8=lighting; 9=tools/arms; 10=smoking; 12=mechanical; 15=prehistoric 
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N48 W 62 
 
This 1x1 meter unit, located southwest of the F1 root cellar (Feature 1), was placed due to 
the density of surface artifacts which included a prehistoric biface. In all, seven levels and 
an STP was excavated in this unit. Level 1 (0-8.5 cm) was a dark brown silty sand; two 
rodent burrows were identified. Level 2 (8.5-21 cm) was a lighter brown silty sand, 
which became more yellow in color in Level 3 (21-27 cm), and more mottled and rockier 
in Level 4 (27-34 cm). The sand became coarser and reddish in Level 5 (34-40 cm). 
Level 6 (40-46 cm) was a yellow brown silty clay, which continued in Level 7 (46-51 
cm). An STP was in the northeast corner dug to 82 cm to verify soil sterility. 
  
N 48 W62 (Table 7.7) yielded a diversity of artifacts. Unidentified artifacts made up the 
largest group, represented by glass, ceramics, and slate fragments. Architectural remains 
included window glass and cut and wire nails. Food related artifacts were mostly 
ceramics, fragments of canning jars, and parts of a frying pan. Identified food remains 
include pig, avian bones, and nuts. Clothing remains include shell and milk glass buttons 
and a blue glass bead. Personal group items include a doll leg, two slate pencils and two 
comb teeth. A maple spile and two .22 shotgun shells were also recovered from this unit. 
Additional artifacts included pipes, chimney rim, lamp glass, parts of a stove and 
horseshoe nails. Three projectile point fragments were also recovered from the surface, 
and levels 1 and 2; all three fragments cross mend.   
 
 
Figure 7.12: N48 W62, view east 
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Table 7.7: Sum of major groups by level for N48 W62  
Level 0 1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 15 TPQ Mean 
Surface 4          1 1   
1 116 25 5 93 1 5 1 4 1 1 1 1 1891 1883 
2 124 14 5 66   1 2 2 1 2 1 1890 1884 
3 62 6 4 41   1    1  1880 1890 
4 23 7 2 7         1880 1873 
5 8      2 1     1840 1877 
7 1              
0=unidentified; 1=food related; 2=food remains; 3=architectural; 4=medicinal/hygienic; 5=household/decorative; 6=clothing; 
7=personal amusement; 8=lighting; 9=tools/arms; 10=smoking; 12=mechanical; 15=prehistoric 
 
N50 W62 / Feature 2 
This 1x2 meter unit was placed along the site’s baseline to the south and west of Feature 
1 given the presence of large flat rocks on the surface. One large flat rock, measuring 38 
cm east-west by at least 50 cm north-south, was thought to be a stone foundation pier 
stone and was designated Feature 2. N50 W62, located just south of this large rock, was 
excavated in four levels. The soil in Level 1 (+12-12 cm) was a loose dark brown loam. 
Level 2 (12-19 cm) was the same dark brown loam that contained many loose rocks at 
irregular angles along the northern edge, in proximity to and arrayed around the Feature 2 
pier. These rocks are interpreted as part of the structural pier that collapsed downslope to 
the south. Level 3 (19-29 cm) removed the F2 rocks and excavated a mottled loose dark 
brown loam and yellow brown sandy silt. Level 4 (29-39 cm) was a dark yellowish-
brown sandy silt indicative of subsoil. 
  
The most common artifact group in N50 W62 was architectural, including cut and wire 
nails as well as window glass. Unidentified artifacts were overwhelmingly glass bottle 
fragments and unidentified ceramics. Food related material was mostly ceramic, but 
canning jar remains were also recovered. Other artifacts from this unit were a safety razor 
head, stove parts, lamp chimney glass, clothes fasteners and shoe eyelets, harmonica 
plates, horse shoe nails and a horse bit. 
 
  
Figure 7.13: N50W62 rock extent (left) and final excavated unit (right), view north 
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Figure 7.14: Plan of Feature 2 
 
 
 
Table 7.8: Sum of major groups by level for N50 W62  
Level 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 12 TPQ Mean 
S 4 4          1858 1895 
1 86 15 1 101   1  5  1 1880 1891 
2 110 25 4 191 1 4  1 3 1 1 1904 1888 
3 116 24 1 78  1 3  5  1 1915 1887 
4 15 11  16        1880 1893 
0=unidentified; 1=food related; 2=food remains; 3=architectural; 4=medicinal/hygienic; 5=household/decorative; 6=clothing; 
7=personal amusement; 8=lighting; 9=tools/arms; 10=smoking; 12=mechanical; 15=prehistoric 
 
7.3 Feature 5 Chimney Stand Area 
 
This area was excavated around two areas of interest. Feature 3, a stone foundational pier 
and Feature 5, a chimney stand. This site area represents the bulk of the structural 
remains identified in our investigations. 
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N45 W63/Feature 3 
 
This 1x1 meter unit was placed between Unit N50 W62 and Unit N40 W61 to test for 
additional midden areas to evaluate the extent of the structure indicated by Features 2 and 
4. The unit was excavated in one level to a maximum depth of 22 centimeters. The soil 
was medium-dark brown loam transitioning into a layer of yellowish brown sandy silt. 
Small flat stones and mortar flecking were present in the soil which was called Feature 3, 
a potential collapsed stone pier. The stone measured about 6 m (19 ft) from F2. Several 
other large rocks were identified at the southern end of the unit. Subsequent units 
exploring these stones defined a large rectangular stone chimney foundation (Feature 5). 
 
Artifacts recovered are fairly diverse, however lower in density. Unidentified artifacts 
included ceramic and glass, but slate and metal fragments were also part of this group. 
Food-related artifacts were all ceramics. Architectural remains are cut and wire nails, as 
well as window glass. Smaller finds include buttons, a suspender clip, and a pipe 
fragment as well as doll parts.  
 
 
Figure 7.15: Feature 3 rock at top, Feature 5 rocks along south wall 
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Figure 7.16: Plan of Features 3 & 5 
 
Table 7.9: Sum of major groups by level for N45 W63  
Level 0 1 2 3 6 7 10 TPQ Mean 
1 56 18 7 13 2 2 1 1880 1872 
0=unidentified; 1=food related; 2=food remains; 3=architectural; 4=medicinal/hygienic; 5=household/decorative; 6=clothing; 
7=personal amusement; 8=lighting; 9=tools/arms; 10=smoking; 12=mechanical; 15=prehistoric 
 
Feature 5  
 
Feature 5 was a large stone chimney stand. A total of seven 1x1 m units were excavated 
to clear this feature and define its extent. Three of these units, N44 W62-64, were all 
located to the north and sampled the soils on top of F5 as well as soils between F5 and 
the F3 stone pier. Unit N44 W62 is representative of this area. It was excavated in five 
levels. The first (0-5 cm) and second (5-12 cm) were dark brown sandy silt. Level 3 (12-
21 cm) was a mottling of the dark brown sandy silt and yellow brown clay silt. Level 4 
(21-24 cm) was entirely a yellow brown clay silt. Level 5 (24-30 cm) was also the same 
profile and dug to verify sterility.  
N43 W64 and N42 W64 sampled soils on the west side of the feature. The typical 
stratigraphy for this area is evident in N43 W64. Level 1 (0-5 cm) removed the humic 
layer and was a dark brown sandy silt. Level 2 (5-11 cm) was a yellow brown fine silty 
sand. Level 3 (11-14 cm) had the same soil as level 2, while Level 4 (14-21 cm) was a 
compacted rocky clay silt with a yellow brown color. 
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N43 W63.25 and N42 W63 were both located on top of Feature 5. Only one level was 
dug to clear and expose the feature. All soils were light brown sandy silt.  
 
These units all clarified the nature of Feature 5, which was a rectangular configuration of 
flat stones measuring 2.2 m (7 ft) north to south, and 1 m (3 ft) east to west at each end, 
but 1.4 m (4.5 ft) towards the center. The stones used to construct this feature varied in 
size: the average was .7 m (2 ft) by .4 m (1.5 ft). Larger stones were placed along the 
edges, while the center contained more small and broken stones. Unit N43 W64 extended 
blow the base of F5 and identified the maximum thickness as 46cm (18 in). 
 
The artifacts recovered from Feature 5 do not differ significantly from other areas on the 
site. The bulk of unidentified artifacts are glass and ceramic, while the food related 
remains are also ceramics and canning jar fragments. Window glass, cut and wire nails, 
as well as brick and mortar were the architectural remains.  
 
 
Figure 7.17: Feature 5, view east  
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Figure 7.18: Plan of Feature 5 
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Figure 7.19: South wall profile of N44 W62 
 
Table 7.10: Sum of major groups by unit for Feature 5  
Unit Level 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 15 TPQ Mean 
N44 
W62 
1 21 2  11 1  1 1      1890 1887 
 2 28 20 9 25   3      1 1880 1874 
 3 22 4 5 6   2       1850 1864 
 4 3 2 1    2       1850 1872 
N44 
W63 
1 85 20 26 83  1 4  1   1 1 1890 1874 
N44 
W64 
1 82 21  47  1 1   1   1 1880 1875 
N43 
W63.25 
1 21 3 5 19   1 1   1   1890 1895 
N43 
W64 
1 36 6  10          1880 1883 
 2 35 2 3 19    1 1 1   1 1880 1878 
 3 11 1  4   1       1880 1880 
 4 6 1  3     1     1850 1868 
N42 
W63 
1 56 10  30     1     1890 1887 
 2 44 6 9 25 2  3 1 1     1880 1883 
N42 
W64 
1 19 6  12       1   1880 1886 
 2 35 4 2 17          1880 1883 
 3 1   2 5         1850 1875 
 4 2 1            1830 1865 
0=unidentified; 1=food related; 2=food remains; 3=architectural; 4=medicinal/hygienic; 5=household/decorative; 6=clothing; 
7=personal amusement; 8=lighting; 9=tools/arms; 10=smoking; 12=mechanical; 15=prehistoric 
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7.4 South ‘Front Yard’ Area 
Five 1x1 m units were excavated to the south of the structural piers and stone chimney 
stand. Given the location of the road, this area is considered the front yard. Our testing in 
this area was geared toward locating structural features related to the house’s southern 
end as well as sampling the deposits in this yard area. These units, N40 W61, N40 W63, 
N40 W68, N41 W64, and N42 W 60, are all described separately below, organized from 
west to east. 
 
N40 W68  
 
This 1x1m unit was placed 5 m (17 ft) west of N40 W63 in an attempt to identify the 
southwest stone pier for the house. Three levels were excavated. Level 1, dug to 9cm, 
represented the dark brown sandy silt topsoil. Level 2 (9-18 cm) was a lighter brown 
sandy silt. A dark stain was noticed in this level that appears to be the result of rodent 
activity.  In level 3(18-29cm) the soils became more yellow in color, compact, and had a 
very high density of small rocks. No structural features were identified.  
 
The artifacts recovered from this unit were mostly from level 1. That level contained a 
low to moderate density of artifacts including glass, metal, nails, ceramics, bone and a 
single button. Level 2 was a low density of artifacts including glass, ceramic and nails. 
Level 3 only had a single glass piece recovered in the first 5cm, but this was a machine 
made canning jar fragment which dates after 1890.  This uncharacteristic date at the 
lowest level may be due to the rodent disturbance evident by the dark stain noted in this 
unit. 
 
 
Figure 7.20: N40 W68, view north 
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Figure 7.21: North wall profile of N40 W68 
 
Table 7.11: Sum of major groups by level for N40 W68  
Level 0 1 3 6 TPQ Mean 
1 12 6 6 1 1858 1880 
2 2 4 2  1858 1885 
3  1   1890 1913 
0=unidentified; 1=food related; 2=food remains; 3=architectural; 4=medicinal/hygienic; 5=household/decorative; 6=clothing; 
7=personal amusement; 8=lighting; 9=tools/arms; 10=smoking; 12=mechanical; 15=prehistoric 
 
N40 W63 
 
This 1x1 meter unit was excavated 5 m south (17 ft) of the south end of the F5 chimney 
stand. The goal was to identify the southeast corner of the house, assuming the same 
distance between the north end of F5 and the F2 stone pier. Four levels were excavated in 
this unit. Level 1 extended to 6 cm and represents dark brown fine sandy silt. Level 2 (6-
16 cm) contained a medium yellow and brown fine sandy loam with small and medium 
stones. Soils in level 3 were compact light yellow fine sandy silt with a higher density of 
stones along the north wall. Level 4 continued into the light yellow B horizon and was a 
5cm level to verify soil sterility. 
  
Level 1-3 all yielded artifacts but the overall density is low. The most common groups 
are unidentified (mostly ironstone and glass), food related, and architectural, which all 
concentrate in levels 1 and 2. The emphasis on food related and architectural artifacts 
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indicates that this unit represents low density sheet midden remains to the south of the 
identified house in the ‘front yard.’  
 
 
Figure 7.22: N40 W63, view north 
 
Table 7.12: Sum of major groups by level for N40 W63  
Level 0 1 3 6 8 9 TPQ Mean 
1 15 5 13 1  1 1850 1877 
2 8 13 12    1850 1886 
3 7 0 6  1 1 1850 1893 
4 0 0       
0=unidentified; 1=food related; 2=food remains; 3=architectural; 4=medicinal/hygienic; 5=household/decorative; 6=clothing; 
7=personal amusement; 8=lighting; 9=tools/arms; 10=smoking; 12=mechanical; 15=prehistoric 
 
 
N41 W64 
 
This 1x1 m unit was dug immediately to the southwest of the F5 chimney stand. Our goal 
was to attempt to trace structural remains to the south and to sample deposits that appear 
to be under the house floor. This unit was excavated in four levels. Level 1 (0-4 cm) 
removed the topsoil and humic layer. Level 2 (4-12 cm) consisted of a medium yellow 
brown sandy silt and was closed when the soil changed to a compact yellow brown sandy 
silt with many small to medium angular rocks. This soil was sampled in level 3 and 4, 
excavated to a depth of 29 cm, and yielded a very low artifact density. Level 4 was sterile 
of cultural material.  
 
The most common artifact groups are unidentified, food related, and architectural (Table 
7.13), although the sample sizes are relatively low. The unidentified artifacts are mostly 
ceramic and glass fragments that could not be assigned to a functional group, suggesting 
that the food-related group is underrepresented. The architectural objects are all cut nails 
or window glass fragments with the exception of a single wire nail recovered from level 
2. This sample size is surprising given the location of this unit adjacent to the chimney 
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stand and presumed location inside the house footprint. In addition, this unit yielded two 
prehistoric artifacts: a utilized flake from level 1 and a waste flake from level 3. 
 
 
 
Figure 7.23: N41 W64, view south 
 
Table 7.13: Sum of major groups by level for N41 W64 
Level 0 1 3 15 TPQ Mean 
1 9 8 5 1 1890 1883 
2 30 7 16  1850 1871 
3 16 3 6 1 1850 1888 
0=unidentified; 1=food related; 2=food remains; 3=architectural; 4=medicinal/hygienic; 5=household/decorative; 6=clothing; 
7=personal amusement; 8=lighting; 9=tools/arms; 10=smoking; 12=mechanical; 15=prehistoric 
 
N40 W61 
This 1x1 meter unit was located in the south yard area, to the southeast of the F5 chimney 
stand, to explore a linear depression running parallel to the seasonal creek to the east. The 
extent and appearance of this linear depression resembled a drainage channel, perhaps 
related to infrequent spring floods.  Three arbitrary levels and a STP were excavated in 
this unit. Level 1 (0-12 cm) was a medium brown silty loam topsoil.  The soils were 
mottled and becoming more yellow in color in level 2 (12-22 cm) and level 3 (22-32 cm) 
was a yellowish brown sandy clay with many small angular rocks indicative of the 
subsoil. A STP was dug in the northeast corner to a depth of 53 cm to confirm that this 
was indeed the sterile subsoil. 
 
A modest assemblage was recovered from this unit, representing unidentified, food 
related, and architectural groups in addition to a single stoneware pipe bowl fragment. All 
of the food related artifacts were ceramics with the exception of a single canning jar lid 
fragment.  Ninety percent of the unidentified group artifacts were ceramic or glass, 
indicating that the food related group is probably underrepresented, a common 
phenomenon given the small artifact size. Most of the architectural artifacts were window 
glass fragments (79%), but cut and wire nails and a few plaster fragments were also 
recovered.  The TPQ date is slightly later in this unit than others in the south yard. This is 
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based on a semi-porcelain cup fragment that had eroded decal decoration that was found 
in level 2. 
 
 
Figure 7.24: N40 W61, view north 
 
Table 7.14: Sum of major groups by level for N40 W61  
Level 0 1 3 10 TPQ Mean 
1 34 10 46  1840 1857 
2 22 9 27 1 1890 1870 
0=unidentified; 1=food related; 2=food remains; 3=architectural; 4=medicinal/hygienic; 5=household/decorative; 6=clothing; 
7=personal amusement; 8=lighting; 9=tools/arms; 10=smoking; 12=mechanical; 15=prehistoric 
 
N42 W60 
 
Unit N42 W60 was located about three meters east of the F5 chimney stand in order to 
evaluate the soils and artifact deposits immediately east of the presumed structure extent. 
In all, four levels were excavated in this unit. Level 1 (0-14 cm) consisted of a dark 
brown fine sandy silt. Level 2 (14-18 cm) was a brown and yellow brown sandy silt 
representing the transition to the subsoil, excavated as level 3 and 4 to a final depth of 32 
cm. The subsoil encountered in this unit did not contain the compact soil with small rocks 
found in the other south ‘front yard’ units. Instead, the soil was a fine silty sand. 
 
This unit also yielded a much richer diversity of artifact groups. In addition to the groups 
represented in Table 7.15, single artifacts represent the hygienic/medicinal, 
household/decorative, and mechanical groups. As in other units in this site area, most of 
the unidentified group is ceramic and glass fragments, and the architectural objects are 
mostly nails and window glass. The presence of a higher number of unique artifact types, 
including seven buttons, 1 buckle, a small clock gear, lamp chimney glass, a rim-fired 
cartridge, a compass saw blade fragment, a horse shoe nail, and two stoneware pipe bowl 
fragments, suggests that this unit represents a very different activity area than the other 
unit in the ‘front yard.’ In fact, the diversity of artifacts in this unit is similar to those 
recovered from the rear yard midden to the north. This indicates that this unit is clearly 
outside of the structure in a yard area that allowed artifact accumulation. In addition, the 
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buttons and other small objects suggest the proximity of a porch that was used for 
household work activities such as sewing and leisure represented by smoking pipes. 
 
 
Figure 7.25: N42 W60, view north 
 
 
Figure 7.26: North wall profile of N42 W60 
 
 
 
 
Table 7.15: Sum of major groups by level for N42 W60  
Level 0 1 2 3 6 8 9 10 15 TPQ Mean 
Surface 10   5 2 2      
1 49 44 3 78 3 10 2 1 1 1880 1884 
2 17 15 2 30 3 5  1  1880 1877 
3    1     1 1850 1875 
0=unidentified; 1=food related; 2=food remains; 3=architectural; 4=medicinal/hygienic; 5=household/decorative; 6=clothing; 
7=personal amusement; 8=lighting; 9=tools/arms; 10=smoking; 12=mechanical; 15=prehistoric 
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N41 W50 
 
This 1x1 m unit was located to the southeast of the excavation area, placed because the 
STP at N40 W 50 yielded a bifacial thinning flake and a melted glass base fragment. A 
total of three levels and an STP were excavated. Level 1 (0-5 cm) removed the humic 
layer, a dark brown loam. The soil became a more gray brown loam in Level 2 (5-16cm) 
it also became rocky persisting into Level 3 (16-23 cm) which was a red brown silty clay. 
The STP was dug in the northeast corner to a depth of 56 cm, the soils became mostly red 
clay, and the rockiness of the previous levels ended. 
 
The artifact density was incredibly low. The unidentified artifacts were almost 
completely glass and one ironstone sherd. Only ceramic food related artifacts were 
recovered, and the architectural group was a single cut nail fragment. The only other 
artifact was a doll part. 
 
 
Figure 7.27: N41 W50, view north east 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 7.16: Sum of major groups by level for N41 W50  
Level 0 1 3 7 TPQ Mean 
Wall Clean  1   1850 1893 
1 11 1 1  1850 1876 
2 1   1   
0=unidentified; 1=food related; 2=food remains; 3=architectural; 4=medicinal/hygienic; 5=household/decorative; 6=clothing; 
7=personal amusement; 8=lighting; 9=tools/arms; 10=smoking; 12=mechanical; 15=prehistoric 
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7.5 West Yard Area 
 
N44 W67 
 
This 1x1 m unit was placed 3m west of Feature 5 in an attempt to identify the western 
edge of the house structure. The unit was located on a slight east-west slope that we 
thought might reflect the western edge of the house foundation.  A large oak tree was 
located 1m to the east. A total of 4 levels were excavated in this unit. Level 1 (0-8cm) 
was a dark brown silt loam. Level 2 (8-18cm) was mostly the dark brown silt loam but 
became increasingly mottled with yellowish brown sandy clay that contained many small 
to medium sized stones and an extensive root network. Level 3 (18-25cm) represented a 
yellow brown clay with an increase in small stones with depth. Level 4 (25-50 cm) was 
an STP dug in the SE corner of the unit to make sure that sterile subsoil was indeed 
reached.  
 
This unit yielded artifacts in relatedly low density and were consistent throughout the 
levels.  Unidentified was the most common group, consisting mainly of glass and 
ironstone fragments. The most identified artifacts were architectural which are all cut and 
wire nails and window glass. Both mean and TPQ dates are slightly later for this unit than 
those located in the south yard area. The low artifact density and lack of structural 
remains suggest that this unit is in a relatively clean yard area.  
 
  
 
Figure 7.28: East Wall profile of N44 W67 
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Table 7.17: Sum of major groups by level for N44 W67  
Level 0 1 2 3 8 10 TPQ Mean 
1 23 3  4  1 1880 1886 
2 35 3 1 11 1  1895 1888 
3 13 3  7   1880 1882 
0=unidentified; 1=food related; 2=food remains; 3=architectural; 4=medicinal/hygienic; 5=household/decorative; 6=clothing; 
7=personal amusement; 8=lighting; 9=tools/arms; 10=smoking; 12=mechanical; 15=prehistoric 
 
 
N45 W68 
 
N45 W68 was a 1x1 m unit that was placed 5 m (17 ft) west of Feature 3 in an attempt to 
locate the northwest stone pier of the house. There was some overburden on the surface 
due to the location of a back dirt pile from a previous unit and a large overturned tree to 
the west. In all, 6 levels were excavated in this unit. Level 1 (0-9 cm) was a medium to 
dark brown sandy silt topsoil with small stones scattered throughout. Level 2 (9-16 cm) 
was a darker yellow brown sandy silt with more rocks concentrated at the north end.  
Level 3 (16-21) was a lighter color yellow brown sandy silt, angular rocks were 
recovered throughout but dense towards the north and east. Level 4 (21-32 cm) was a 
lighter yellow brown sandy silt and very rocky. Level 5 (32-41 cm) was light yellow 
compact clay silt; the soil change corresponded with the end of the rocky layer. Level 6 
(41-45 cm) was a somewhat rocky yellow brown compact silt that was sterile. There were 
charcoal flecks noted throughout most levels, but formed no discernible concentrations 
that would suggest the presence of a feature. 
 
The overall assemblage had a moderate amount of diversity in artifact group. The density 
of artifacts dropped with each level. The artifact size was larger than expected for a 
normal sheet midden that experiences trampling. Unidentified is the largest group 
represented, consisting mainly of ironstone and glass fragments. Architectural artifacts 
are all cut and wire nails and window glass. Food related artifacts represent ceramic 
fragments, mainly ironstone, whiteware, and yellowware, and canning jar fragments. The 
five prehistoric artifacts are all biface fragments, four of which cross-mend between 
levels 1 and 3. The consistent dates, artifact profile, and cross-mended biface suggests a 
consistent deposit in this yard area. The larger artifact size and relatively late dates may 
indicate objects discarded when the property was abandoned.  
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Figure 7.29: N45 W68, view north 
 
 
 
Figure 7.30: North wall profile of N45 W68 
 
Table 7.18: Sum of major groups by level for N45 W68  
Level 0 1 2 3 4 8 15 TPQ Mean 
1 37 11 3 28   1 1880 1893 
2 34 3 1 18    1880 1893 
3 20 12  9 2  3 1888 1894 
4 12 6 1 9 2 1 1 1880 1881 
5 4   1    1850 1884 
0=unidentified; 1=food related; 2=food remains; 3=architectural; 4=medicinal/hygienic; 5=household/decorative; 6=clothing; 
7=personal amusement; 8=lighting; 9=tools/arms; 10=smoking; 12=mechanical; 15=prehistoric 
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N46 W66  
 
This 1x1 unit was dug to the west of the original sheet midden deposits to determine its 
extent. Four levels were dug in addition to Feature 7. Level 1 (0-10 cm) was medium 
dark brown sandy silt and had roots throughout. In level 2 (10-20 cm), the remainder of 
the dark brown sandy silt topsoil was cleared from the west side of the unit, and the rest 
of the level was a yellow brown sandy silt that became rockier with depth. Level 3 (20-32 
cm) was a yellow brown coarse sandy silt with many rocks lying at odd angles that 
appears to be clean fill. A circular pit was defined in the northwest corner at the base of 
level 3 (below the supposed clear fill) that consisted of loose dark brown sandy silt that 
was dug into the yellow brown subsoil. Several rocks were located along the edge of the 
pit feature. This feature was excavated separately and extended from 27 to 47 cm. No 
artifacts were recovered from the feature. It appears to have been a pit dug to plant a tree 
or shrub. An STP was dug in the southeast corner of the unit to a depth of 50 cm to 
confirm sterile soil.  
The unit had moderate diversity in artifact types in slightly higher amount than other west 
yard units. Unidentified artifacts were mostly ironstone and glass. The food related 
artifacts were mainly canning jars, but ceramics are present as well. All food remains 
were from pigs. Architectural artifacts are window glass, brick, and cut and wire nails. A 
broken biface fragment was also recovered from the first level.  
 
 
 
Figure 7.31: N46 W66, view west 
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Figure 7.32: Feature 7 plan 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 7.19: Sum of major groups by level for N46 W66  
Level 0 1 2 3 7 8 12 15 TPQ Mean 
1 45 24 1 19   1 1 1882 1887 
2 38 16 2 37 1 2   1880 1890 
3 15 4 1 1     1850 1869 
0=unidentified; 1=food related; 2=food remains; 3=architectural; 4=medicinal/hygienic; 5=household/decorative; 6=clothing; 
7=personal amusement; 8=lighting; 9=tools/arms; 10=smoking; 12=mechanical; 15=prehistoric 
 
N50 W70 
This 1x1 m unit was the westernmost unit excavated to the west of the structure identified 
by the F2, F3, and F4 stone piers. Several large artifacts were visible on the surface and 
included two large stove fragments. A total of four levels were excavated in this unit. 
Level 1 (0-25 cm) and 2 (25-32) contained dark brown loam. Level 3 (32-42) which 
transitioned into the yellowish brown subsoil Level 4 (42-71) was an STP in the 
northwest corner.  
 
The artifact density in N50 W70 was similar to other units in the area (7.20). 
Architectural artifacts are high compared to other west yard units, window glass was the 
most common but cut nails are also abundant. Food related artifacts include bottle glass 
as well as ceramics. The unidentified artifacts are mostly ironstone and metal. Two stove 
fragments and a horse bit were also recovered.  Given the high incidence of architectural 
artifacts so removed from the main structural features may indicate an outbuilding 
located near this area. 
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Figure 7.33: N50 W70, view north 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 7.20: Sum of major groups by level for N50 W70  
Level 0 1 2 3 5 6 8 9 12 TPQ Mean 
1 55 38 2 74 3 1 2  1 1892 1893 
2 15 10 3 46    1  1885 1867 
3    2        
4  1        1830 1845 
0=unidentified; 1=food related; 2=food remains; 3=architectural; 4=medicinal/hygienic; 5=household/decorative; 6=clothing; 
7=personal amusement; 8=lighting; 9=tools/arms; 10=smoking; 12=mechanical; 15=prehistoric 
 
Feature 4 
This feature was identified as another potential collapsed stone pier and consisted of three 
large flat stones on the surface. The stones were similar in size and appearance to the 
stones located on the surface of Feature 2. The distance between the centers of these 
surface stones and the stones of Feature 2 was almost exactly 5 m (17 ft). Due to the 
similarities between F4 and F2 no unit was excavated in this area. The distance between 
features served as a basis for exploring the area to the south in order to identify the 
footprint of the structure. 
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Figure 7.34: Feature 4, view north 
 
7.6 Summary 
 
The excavations at 12 OR 509 yielded consistent artifact assemblage and soil profiles 
across all five site areas investigated. Soils tend to transition from loam to clay silt, with a 
varying degree of rock and root inclusions. Additionally all units contained 
predominantly architectural and food related artifacts.  
 
The root cellar area was the most dissimilar to the rest of the site. The F1 unit contained 
only a single soil, likely representing redeposited subsoil used in the root cellar’s 
construction. For the volume excavated, this feature also yielded very few artifacts; the 
assemblage recovered is mostly architectural. 
 
All of the south yard units sampled compact rocky soil and are characterized as having 
relatively low artifact density with assemblages that are mainly food related. It is not 
clear if this represents an area outside of the structure, where the yard was kept clean of 
refuse, or underneath the structure itself, and would have only been ‘open’ to refuse after 
the structure was removed based on post-deposition artifact movement. The exception is 
N42 E60 which yielded a richer assemblage exhibiting greater artifact diversity that 
suggests that it was located outside the house and possibly near a porch used for 
household activities. 
 
The chimney area was the location of most of the units from the project. Cultural material 
recovered from this area is composed mostly of architectural and food related artifacts; 
other artifact groups are present in these units, but many are represented by single 
artifacts. This low density indicates that this area represents the inside of the structure 
since the floor would stop the accumulation of artifacts.  
The north yard area had the most diverse artifact assemblage. Much of what was 
recovered indicates that N47 W59 and N47 W60 represent a midden deposit. The 
location of these units north of the chimney and F3 pier, and east of the line these would 
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create to the F2 pier, suggest that this midden was located right outside of the house. The 
richer assemblage of small personal and clothing artifacts may also indicate that a porch 
was located here.  
 
The west yard area was similar to the rest of the site in terms of the artifacts recovered. 
Most artifacts are either food related or architectural, though many are unidentifiable. The 
highest concentration of prehistoric artifacts comes from this area, specifically N45 W68. 
The lower artifact counts, higher amounts of unidentifiable artifacts and the larger 
concentration of prehistoric artifacts indicates that this area is outside of the structure and 
heavily trampled.  
 
In all, seven features were identified at 12 OR 509. Six of the features are believed to 
relate to the main dwelling. Features 2, 3 and 4 were all foundational pier stones. Feature 
6 was possibly associated with the Feature 3 pier. Feature 5 was a chimney foundation 
located on the east face of the dwelling. The only other structural feature identified was 
the root cellar (Feature 1). The units in the west yard indicate midden deposits outside the 
structure and the lower artifact recoveries in N44 W67 and N40 W68 signify the inside of 
a structure. The presence of the Feature 2 and 4 pier stones north of these units across a 
midden deposit indicate potential for multiple structures. One associated with the Feature 
5 chimney stand and another with the Feature 2 and 4 piers. The lack of clear evidence 
for barns or other agricultural buildings indicates that 12 OR 509 was not a complete 
working farm. We also identified no water source at the site. There was a small spring 
located across the creek and up the road. It is possible that the site’s occupants got their 
water from this spring or the creek itself. Feature 7 was identified in N46 W66 as a 
subsoil discoloration surrounded by angular stones and is believed to relate to 
horticultural activity.  
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VIII. Artifact Analysis 
 
8.1 Prehistoric Artifact Analysis 
 
During the course of our investigation, a total of 21 prehistoric artifacts were recovered, 
which was comprised entirely of flaked stone material. The analysis of the prehistoric 
assemblage from 12 OR 509 involved a typological classification. The focus was the 
identification of the stage of reduction and production trajectory. Debitage was classified 
to specific typological categories based upon morphological features as listed below. 
Flaked stone tools were then analyzed separately to identify morphological 
characteristics, stage of manufacture, evidence of utilization, and finally potential 
function. Additionally, raw material type was recorded where possible. The majority of 
prehistoric artifacts recovered at 12 OR 509 were classified into several lithic debitage 
categories; however, several utilized flakes, multiple biface fragments, and two projectile 
point fragments were also recovered. 
 
8.1.1 Debitage Categories 
 
Debitage analysis includes classification by reduction stage using well-accepted 
definitions. Relevant debitage category definitions and attributes are provided below 
(adapted from Mosier 2013). 
 
Secondary flakes: Secondary flakes, also known as partial decortication flakes, are 
thought to signify early reduction stages that involve the removal of cortex from cores 
and tool blanks for the preparation of cores and blanks for subsequent thinning and 
shaping. Attributes include an obtuse-angled platform that shows no lipping on the 
ventral surface, a noticeable bulb of percussion, and the presence of cortex on less than 
50 percent of the dorsal surface. One secondary flake was recovered in this assemblage; it 
shows signs of utilization.  
 
Interior flakes: Interior flakes, also referred to as tertiary flakes, exhibit three main 
characteristics: an identifiable platform, a bulb of force on the ventral surface, and no 
cortex on the dorsal surface or platform. Two interior flakes were identified in this 
assemblage; both were utilized. 
 
Biface Thinning Flakes: These flakes have several features: 1) an identifiable platform, 
frequently with two or more distinct facets or surfaces, 2) a diffuse bulb of force on the 
ventral surface, 3) no cortex on the dorsal surface or platform, 4) a platform that forms an 
acute angle (<90º) with the dorsal surface, and 5) a lip, or hook-like protrusion at the 
ventral edge of the platform. Three biface thinning flakes were recovered from this site. 
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Broken Flakes without Cortex: These fragments are pieces of flakes that lack an 
identifiable platform or bulb of force, yet are still identifiable as a flake by the relative 
thinness, the presence of dorsal flake scars, and a smooth ventral surface. This flake 
category also lacks cortex, suggesting a later stage in the manufacturing process. Flake 
fragments with cortex on the dorsal surface may be placed into the primary or secondary 
flake categories based upon the amount of cortex visible. Four broken flakes were 
identified in this assemblage. 
 
Angular Shatter: Angular shatter is a fragment of chert that has been culturally modified 
but lacks attributes that would allow it to be placed into any other debitage category. 
Angular shatter can be produced at any stage of reduction but is more likely a by-product 
of early stages. One fragment of angular shatter was recovered from this site.  
 
8.1.2 Flaked Stone Tool Categories 
 
Flaked stone artifacts are considered tools if they show evidence of modification, either 
through intentional shaping of the item or through use. This basic class of flaked stone 
tools can further be divided into specific categories based upon the morphology of the 
artifact, presence or absence of intentional shaping, and by the degree to which the 
artifact has been modified. Commonly discovered flaked stone artifact categories include 
cores, unifacial tools of various forms and inferred functions, and bifacial tools. These 
categories may be evaluated to assess effort expenditures to shape or use the tool, which 
in turn may reflect the use as an expedient or potentially curated artifact. 
 
In order to place bifacial tools into categories that reflect their degree of refinement and 
stage of reduction, an assessment of the degree of modification must be made. Biface 
stages that are commonly recognized include rough, or Stage 1 bifaces, which show only 
minimal bifacial work, thick or Stage 2 bifaces, that show the beginning of regularized 
shaping of the artifact, thin or Stage 3 bifaces, which are fully thinned, and finished 
bifaces which exhibit evidence of hafting elements, such as projectile points and knives 
(Mosier 2013). 
 
Biface: Seven undiagnostic biface fragments were recovered from 12 OR 509. Five of 
these fragments mend together; they form a medial section worked on both sides. These 
five fragments are made from Muldraugh chert. Another biface fragment recovered is a 
medial portion broken on both the proximal and distal ends, which were not recovered. 
The chert type for this fragment was unable to be identified. The final biface fragment is 
a medial section made from a quartz-like, but unidentifiable, chert. No cortex is observed 
on any biface fragments. 
 
Saratoga Straight Stem: Two cross-mending biface fragments were found in the project 
area, which have been identified as a Saratoga Parallel Stemmed projectile point (Figure 
8.2). In addition, one complete projectile point, also identified as Saratoga Parallel 
Stemmed, was also recovered from the site. This projectile point type is described as 
triangular bladed with a basically straight stem and biconvex to flattened cross sections. 
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They may range from larger examples with excurvate sides to smaller specimens with 
rapidly converging sides. Saratoga Parallel Stemmed shoulders may vary from squared to 
upward sloping, though specimens with upward sloping shoulders are considered 
uncommon. The basal edges are straight, and may vary from being well flaked on all 
sides to examples with unworked bases (Justice 1987; Justice & Kudlaty 1999). These 
projectile points are found in the Middle South and Ohio Valley, most notably in 
southern Indiana, northern Kentucky, and southern Illinois (Figure 8.1), and date from 
about 2000-600 BC (Justice and Kudlaty 1999). 
 
 
Figure 8.1: Saratoga cluster distribution and important sites (from Justice 1987) 
 
8.1.3 Lithic Raw Material Types 
 
The project area lies within a small portion of the Hoosier National Forest in Orange 
County, Indiana. Examination of geological literature and maps helped determine chert 
raw materials that may have been available to prehistoric cultures in the area of 12 OR 
509. Locally available sources of lithic raw materials include chert inclusions from the 
Mansfield formation, Haney limestone, the Sanders group, and the Buffalo Wallow 
group. Chert may be found imbedded in limestone in these formations and groups, in 
nodular formation, or as residual deposits (Dorwin and Claflin 1986; Indiana Geological 
Survey 2011). Residual deposits of chert may be included as secondary deposits within 
streambeds, transported float on slopes, or as small nodules or larger tabular forms found 
within soils (Bryant 2010). Chert types vary by formation, and range in characteristics 
such as knappability, texture, fossil content, and color (Miller 2005). 
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The lithic raw materials were identified by comparison to the type collection at the 
Western Michigan University Department of Anthropology. Cara Mosier provided the 
identifications. The chert types positively identified were Wyandotte, Muldraugh, Haney, 
St. Louis, and Vienna. 
 
The Blue River Group underlies a fraction of the project area and is a local source of 
chert material. The Blue River Group is formed mostly of carbonate rocks with 
significant amounts of gypsum, shale, chert, and sandstone. Both Wyandotte and St. 
Louis chert are found in this group. Wyandotte chert is used extensively in Indiana. It is 
described as medium blue grey to light grey in color and homogenous, with fossils 
occurring rarely (Miller 2005). St. Louis chert is abundant in this formation and is 
described as mottled light- and dark-gray and dense. 
 
Muldraugh chert is a part of the Sanders Group which consists of carbonate rocks, fine-
grained dolomite, and abundant limestone. Cherty intervals are common, and minor 
amounts of siltstone and shale are present. This group extends along the margin of the 
Illinois basin and in an irregular arc from Fountain County to southern Harrison County 
(Smith, 1965). The Muldraugh Formation lies within the Sanders Group and is 
characterized by local and regional variability. The formation consists of limestone, fine-
grained dolomite, and silty dolomite. It is located in southernmost Harrison County and 
trends roughly northwestward (Nicoll and Rexroad, 1975). Muldraugh chert is described 
as mottled with many variations, ranges in color from dark brown to tan, to off-white, to 
red, to blue, and is often banded.  
 
Haney chert comes from the Haney limestone which is located in southern Indiana and 
northwestern Kentucky. This haney limestone formation is mostly biomicritic and 
includes skeletal limestone and micritic dolomite, with a minor shale component.  It can 
be recognized in surface exposures from northern Greene County to the Ohio River, and 
is known in the subsurface from Owen County southwestward (Malott, Esarey, and 
Bieberman, 1948). Haney chert is described as being light tan to gray, heavily oolitic, and 
of poorer quality. 
 
Vienna chert is found in the Buffalo Wallow Group, which is predominantly shale, 
mudstone, and siltstone, with prominent beds of sandstone and limestone (Malott, 1924). 
This group extends on the surface near Tobinsport on the Ohio River. In the subsurface 
its northern margin crosses southwestern Sullivan County, Daviess County, and 
northeastern Dubois County. Along the outcrop it reaches no farther north than 
southwestern Orange County (Gray, 1978).The Vienna limestone formation is a part of 
this group and is commonly a single bed of light-colored fossiliferous limestone (Gray, 
1978). It can be traced through Perry County and western Crawford County and extends 
to southwestern Orange County. Vienna chert is described as medium to dark gray-blue, 
sometimes fossiliferous, and of a higher quality.  
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8.1.4 Prehistoric Assemblage and Interpretation 
 
The entire prehistoric assemblage recovered from 12 OR 509 is comprised of flaked 
stone artifacts. Both debitage and modified items were retrieved. By analyzing the 
different types of artifact classes, lithic remains provide a means to assess prehistoric 
activities that occurred at the site. This can provide insight into the function of the site as 
part of a local settlement system. 
 
All prehistoric artifacts were recovered from contexts that also produced historic 
materials, suggesting some amount of mixture; most were recovered from the first two 
levels of excavation, one biface fragment was found on the surface, and one flake came 
from an STP. Because of this mixing, the prehistoric component of 12 OR 509 has low 
research potential. However, inferences may still be drawn from analysis of the tools and 
debitage regarding site function. 
 
Debitage analysis can provide information about the lithic reduction stages occurring at 
12 OR 509. The majority of the debitage is able to be classified into flake types that are 
part of bifacial reduction, with the additional debitage classification of broken flakes 
without cortex and angular shatter. In this instance, the broken flakes are also assumed to 
result from production of bifacial tools, however, they cannot be assigned to a specific 
reduction stage. Nevertheless, the absence of cortex indicates they were likely later in the 
reduction process. There is no evidence of any other lithic industry, such as prismatic 
blade production or bipolar reduction. 
 
Over half of the prehistoric artifacts recovered (n=11, 53%) were assigned a debitage 
category. Of these, biface thinning flakes are the most common categorized artifacts 
(n=3, 27%) and broken flakes are the most common not assignable to a specific reduction 
stage (n=4, 37%). Interior flakes were the next common flake type recovered (n=2, 18%), 
and were squared off and refined for utilization. A secondary flake was identified as the 
only flake with cortex (n=1, 9%). Angular shatter was also recovered (n=1, 9%). This 
assemblage suggests that intermediate stages of lithic reduction were likely performed 
during the episodes of prehistoric habitation of this site.  
 
Later stage biface production is further supported by the retrieval of nine biface 
fragments, two of which cross-mend with a hafting element identified as a Saratoga 
Parallel Stemmed, one was a complete Saratoga Parallel Stemmed projectile point, and  
three were utilized flakes. There is no evidence of cortex on any of the biface fragments, 
and no bifaces indicative of reduction stages other than late stage were recovered from 12 
OR 509. 
 
Although multiple types of chert were identified, the small assemblage makes 
investigation of differential use of lithic raw material difficult. It can be suggested, 
however, that higher quality cherts were used in producing projectile points and bifaces, 
while lower quality cherts were used to produce expedient tools. All source locations for 
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the identified cherts are local, with several formations in Orange County and neighboring 
Harrison County. 
 
In summary, evidence suggests that prehistoric occupation of 12 OR 509 was on a short-
term basis sometime between 2000 and 600 B.C.E. The lithic assemblage is sparse and 
appears not unlike what would be expected of the area and is similar to the assemblage 
recovered from the original Phase 1 survey of the area (Dorwin & Claflin 1986). Short-
term occupations, most likely as camp sites, are indicated by expedient production of 
flakes, or late stage reduction and management of tools. This can be seen 
archaeologically as a dominance of intermediate to late stage debitage, broken tools, and 
expediently produced tools. This is concurrent with the findings at 12 OR 509. However, 
these materials were found in contexts that also produced historic artifacts. Overall, the 
research potential for the prehistoric component of 12 OR 509 seems low, with the main 
emphasis of the site being the historic component. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8.2: Sample of prehistoric artifacts from 12 OR 509 
 
 
8.2 Historic Artifact Analysis 
 
8.2.1Temporal Assessment 
 
As the unit descriptions made clear, there is very little evidence for stratigraphic 
separation across the site: all levels shared the same TPQ dates and all had similar means 
dates. Of the 6209 artifacts recovered, 80% were found on the surface or levels 1 and 2. 
Artifact density drops off dramatically below level 2. Some of this relates to the actual 
variations in level depth across the units, but it signals a relatively shallow site with no 
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clear stratigraphic breaks. Table 8.1 displays the TPQ and mean dates for each level. 
Organized in this way, we can see that levels 1-4 all share similar late 19
th
 or early 20
th
 
century TPQ dates. Levels 5-8 all have older dates, but the sample sizes are so small that 
these earlier dates may relate to sample size bias. The latest TPQ dates are based on a 
shot gun shell casing, a fragment of sun-yellowed glass, and two safety razor heads. 
While the shot gun shell could derive from post-occupation land usage, and the sun-
yellowed glass could have been misidentified, the safety razors are hard to explain except 
as deposited by site occupants. The mean dates seem to indicate a more gradual temporal 
progression through the levels. As the TPQ dates show, however, this is misleading and 
is likely the result of differences in sample size and diagnostic artifacts with relatively 
long time spans. The similarity in assemblage and TPQ dates suggests that we can 
consider all of the artifacts from 12 OR 509 as a single assemblage.  The dates indicate 
that the dwelling was likely built during the 1870s and abandoned in the first decade of 
the 20
th
 century. These dates correspond nicely to the time when John McDonald would 
have established his own household after his marriage in 1875 and the date of the 1876 
Baskin, Forster & Co. map that shows a school house in the vicinity. These dates are later 
than the mid-1850s construction of a log school house that may refer to this location. It is 
possible that the structure was constructed earlier, but this earlier occupation contributed 
little to the archaeological assemblage.  
 
Level #artifacts TPQ Mean 
0 110 1888 1890 
1 2908 1904 1882 
2 1979 1904 1882 
3 896 1915 1884 
4 198 1880 1877 
5 22 1850 1868 
6 4 1850 1863 
7 8 1830 1845 
8 3   
Table 8.1: Sample size, TPQ dates and mean dates by level 
 
8.2.2 Spatial Patterning/ Activity areas 
 
Spatial integrity of 12 OR 509 is evident from the intact structural features identified. 
Additional insights can be gleaned through SURFER distributions of various artifact 
groups. For this analysis, the data base was queried for totals of the specified artifacts by 
unit. These totals were imported into SURFER to generate the distributions. Given the 
lack of temporal difference or stratigraphy, the units were treated as a whole. All of the 
units were 1x1 m in size except for N50 W62. To ensure similar units for the distribution, 
the total for this unit were divided in half and arbitrarily split between N50 W62 and N50 
W63. While not ‘exact,’ this procedure allowed us to maintain consistent units and still 
include the data from this 1x2 m unit. 
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Most of the SURFER distributions of historic artifacts displayed a common and 
consistent pattern. Clustering mostly concentrated at the east edge of the excavated area 
and the density drops significantly to the south and west of F5. Food-related (Group 1) 
and architectural (Group 3) artifacts follow this pattern.  
 
It is interesting that this pattern forms a rough right angle around the structural features 
identified. This indicates that the structure itself is identified by the reduction in density 
of artifacts. It is, perhaps, not unexpected that this same pattern is reproduced by the 
spatial analysis of the nails found on the site (Figure 8.5 & 8.6).  
 
 
 
Figure 8.3: SURFER distribution of Group 1 food-related artifacts  
 
 
Figure 8.4: SURFER distribution of Group 3 architectural artifacts  
 
Nails were one of the most common artifacts from the site. These obviously would have 
been used in construction and maintenance of any structures located on the site. Nails 
have different dates based on their manufacture since both wire and cut nails were 
recovered. Cut nails date from 1850-1900, while wire nails generally post-date 1880 
(Adams 2002). That these nail types are both present and mirror the group 3 distribution 
pattern in different ways is intriguing. The cut and wire nails occur in similar density 
around the site and their total counts are almost even. The cut nail distribution shows a 
large concentration off the northeast corner of the structure (Figure 8.5), while the wire 
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nails show an additional concentration further to the northeast, towards the root cellar. 
The higher density of wire nails located near the root cellar area likely indicates a later 
constructed outbuilding.      
 
 
Figure 8.5: SURFER distribution of cut nails 
 
 
Figure 8.6: SURFER distribution of wire nails 
 
One artifact type that diverged significantly from this common spatial pattern was 
buttons. While almost every other artifact type was recovered from multiple units, the 
distribution of buttons shows that they clustered directly east of the F3 stone pier, and 
south of the north yard midden (Figure 8.7). The tight clustering of the 53 buttons makes 
it likely that this area represents a porch or specialized work area. The buttons may have 
been deposited through inadvertent loss or sweeping.  
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Figure 8.7: SURFER distribution of buttons  
 
The prehistoric component of the site has a distinct spatial pattern from the historic 
artifact groups. Historic artifacts are most dense along the eastern edge of site area, while 
prehistoric artifacts cluster at the western edge. This is an indication that there is little 
relationship between them, despite coming from the same soils. Excavations focused on 
identifying structures from the historic occupation of the site so the research design 
would have impacted the sample of prehistoric artifacts. However, this data does support 
a minor spatial distinction among the components at this site.  
 
 
Figure 8.8: SURFER distribution of Group 15, Prehistoric artifacts  
 
In sum, this analysis indicates that the spatial patterning of all artifact groups bend around 
the house location. Otherwise, the spatial distribution is uniform across the site with little 
indication of discrete activity areas. The exception to this is the buttons which all 
concentrate in a possible porch location. The prehistoric remains show a similar 
distribution—largely influenced by the location of units geared toward sampling the 
historic period occupation. The slight difference, however, indicates that the prehistoric 
and historic occupations are not spatially conterminous. One of the most interesting 
results of this analysis is the fact that the architectural artifacts do not actually concentrate 
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in areas with structural features. This may suggest that the structure was a log house that 
would require few nails in its construction or perhaps that the house was moved after it 
was abandoned. A more detailed examination of architectural artifacts may help clarify 
evidence for construction and renovation at the site. 
 
 
8.2.3 Construction and Renovation  
The structural remains evident at the McDonald Farm Site indicate a small structure built 
on stone or post corner piers, which seems to be the usual foundation form used in the 
Upland South (Sieber and Munson 1992:66). The size and configuration suggests a 
single-pen structure measuring roughly 15 x 17 feet with the chimney on the east face of 
the house, a size well in keeping with “the simplest and smallest upland southern house” 
(Jordan-Bychkov2003:32; see also Kniffen 1965; Morrison 2002). Since traditionally, 
chimneys are located on the gable end of cabins (Wepler et al 2004:30), it is most likely 
that the F2 and F4 piers to the north may indicate a separate outbuilding or a large porch 
rather than a second pen. There is no indication of stone or brick chimney fall around F5, 
a pattern very similar to the 12 OR 200 tenant cabin located at the Lick Creek African 
American settlement. In fact, we only recovered 38 small brick fragments in all our 
excavation units. This would suggest that either the stone/brick was removed from the 
site after the house was abandoned, or that the chimney was constructed of wood that did 
not preserve. However, very little chinking or mortar was found in our excavations, only 
42 mortar or plaster fragments were found. The presence of stove parts may suggest that 
the F5 chimney stand may have been a support for a stove rather than a chimney. 
Given that most of our excavations centered on the location of the house, it is interesting 
that so few nails were recovered (Adams 2002). Nails are typically the most common 
artifact type on domestic sites, but 12 OR 509 yielded only 1657 nail and nail fragments, 
representing only 27% of the total assemblage. The surfer distributions of the nails 
(Figures 8.5 & 8.6) show concentrations outside the house and to the north and east. This 
area would correspond to the possible porch addition defined by the F2/F4 piers and a 
possible unidentified outbuilding further to the east. The dearth of nails would seem to 
indicate that the structure was a log cabin that was probably not sided. It is also possible 
that the structure was moved when the site was abandoned.  
The presence of both cut and wire nails also raises interesting questions. The TPQ dates 
on the site support a post-1875 construction and occupation. At this time, we would 
expect more wire nails to be utilized in the house’s construction. This is not the case; 
there are 881 identified cut nails (53% of nails) while only 776 wire nails (47% of nails). 
The historic record indicates that this structure may have been built as a log school about 
1853. The prevalence of cut nails may support this interpretation. Otherwise, we can 
suppose that the 12 OR 509 structure was built about the time when wire nails were 
replacing cut nails. Wire nails are also more densely distributed towards the porch and 
root cellar area (see Figure 8.6). This suggests that the porch and possible other 
outbuilding were constructed after the main house.   
Window glass was recovered in a light, uniform sheet across the site. In all, 570 window 
glass fragments were found, representing only 24% of the architectural group artifacts. A 
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SURFER distribution of the window glass showed a consistent distribution across the 
site, with no clustering in any areas; therefore, it is not included here.  
 
8.2.4 Consumer Behavior  
 
There were a total of 115 unique ceramic vessels in the assemblage. Of these vessels, 103 
could be identified by type. The types represented include tableware/teaware (73 or 
71%), food preparation or storage (22 or 21%), food service (6 or 6%), and 
household/decorative (2 or 2%) were. This is a typical pattern for a small rural household. 
The overwhelming majority of the tableware/teaware vessels are whiteware or ironstone 
(Table 8.2).  
 
The food preparation and storage vessels include annular decorated whiteware and an 
ironstone bowl, three lead glazed redware vessel including a possible storage jar, a 
yellowware bowl and rockingham decorated nappy, and fifteen stoneware vessels that 
include a possible churn, two mixing bowls, three crocks, and a jug and preserve jar. 
Only two of the food service vessels could be identified as to form. These include an 
ironstone baker and a ribbed ironstone bowl. Other possible forms represented are two 
platters, a creamer or small pitcher, and the lid from a sugar bowl or teapot. It is 
interesting that the table/teawares exhibit much less diversity in form than the food 
preparation and storage vessels. In fact, only three forms were identified: cups (24), 
saucers (13), and plates (16). Both household/decorative vessels are redware flowerpots. 
 
 
Material Count 
Whiteware 45 
Ironstone 34 
Whiteware/Ironstone 6 
Semi Porcelain 2 
Common Creamware 1 
Porcelain 2 
Redware 5 
Yellowware 6 
Stoneware 15 
Table 8.2:  Material of ceramic vessels  
 
Table 8.2 shows the decoration styles for the 73 table/teaware ceramic vessels organized 
by lowest to highest relative cost. Undecorated, sponge and hand painted are the most 
common decorations, followed by banded/edged and molded. These common decorative 
styles all fall at the lower end of the economic scale of ceramics manufactured during this 
time period according to Miller’s (1991) CC index.  Higher valued ceramics such as 
transfer print and decal are only represented by one vessel each. It is also revealing that 
even though two porcelain vessels were identified, it is likely that they both represent doll 
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parts. The decorations represented suggest that the occupants of this site invested only the 
most modest amount in their ceramics.    
 
Decoration Count % 
Undecorated 16 22 
Banded/Edged 12 16 
Sponge 17 23 
Hand Painted 18 25 
Molded 8 11 
Transfer  1 1 
Decal 1 1 
Total 73  
Table 8.3:  Count and percent of table/teaware vessels by decoration 
 
We can examine this pattern further through the decorations found on tableware/teaware 
form. Table 8.4 shows the frequency of decoration by form. The cups and saucers (which 
functionally form a single unit), are most commonly undecorated, sponge decorated, or 
hand painted. In contrast, the plates are mostly banded/edged or molded. While the 
fragmentary nature of the assemblage derived from sheet midden makes clear assessment 
of dish sets impossible, these differences do indicate that the site occupants had different 
dishes for dining and tea. Few of the molded ironstone shapes could be identified. 
However these include one cup and one small plate in a gothic shape that may represent a 
tea set, and one plate in a molded lily shape. The gothic shape has been associated with 
urban middle class gentile dining behavior (Wall 1999; Fitts 1999). Their presence at the 
McDonald Site indicates a class standing belied by the otherwise inexpensive ceramic 
assemblage and reminds us that we must be cautious about using ceramic cost alone as a 
sign of occupant wealth. 
 
Decoration Cup Saucer Plate 
Undecorated 8 4 3 
Banded/Edged   5 
Sponge 8 4 1 
Hand Painted 6 4 3 
Molded 1 1 4 
Decal 1   
Total 24 13 16 
Table 8.4: Frequency of tableware/teaware forms by decoration 
 
In sum, the ceramic assemblage exhibits a typical distribution of groups, with tableware 
teaware vessels being much more common than food preparation and service vessels. 
However, there is more diversity in food preparation and storage vessel form than 
tableware/teaware vessels. The ceramics show a lack in monetary expenditure, often used 
as social displays, even though it is possible that a relatively expensive Gothic Shape tea 
set is represented in the assemblage.  
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Figure 8.9: Representative sample of ceramic decoration from 12 OR 509 
 
The glass vessels reveal a slightly different pattern. A total of 46 unique glass vessels 
were identified, 37 which could be identified by type. These include 1 glass honey dish, 5 
table or drinking glasses, 20 unidentified bottles, 2 liquor bottles, 1 jelly glass and 10 
canning jars. Even though these numbers are small, the glass assemblage seems to 
represent a level of diversity not evident for the ceramics. This includes several plain or 
fluted tumblers, a possible goblet in Ashburton or thumbprint pattern, another stemmed 
drinking glass, a thick glass handle, at least three other pressed glass vessels, and a light 
blue glass vessel. This variety in glass vessels may have been used to augment the lack of 
diversity in ceramics. Even so, these glass vessels would have been relatively cheap and 
thus do not change the interpretation of an assemblage exhibiting relatively modest 
monetary expenditure. The bottles are, unfortunately, largely unidentified. It is revealing 
that the only ones identified as to function were liquor bottles. The jelly glass and ten 
canning jars mirror the ceramic emphasis on food preparation and storage. Of the ten 
canning jars, five are Mason-type jars and two are wax sealed jars. The ceramic and glass 
assemblage indicates an emphasis on domestic production.  
 
We can gain additional insights by examining the button assemblage. 12 OR 509 yielded 
a total of 53 buttons. The spatial analysis noted that these largely concentrate in the sheet 
midden area thought to represent a porch. This spatial patterning suggests an intact 
activity area, where sewing and clothing repair was performed on the porch.  
 
The button assemblage also represents a great deal of diversity. The most common 
material is milk glass, but 7 different materials are represented (Table 8.5). Even the milk 
glass buttons exhibit diversity, with buttons having 2, 3, and 4 holes, as well as sawtooth 
edge and concave face. The glass buttons include a black glass button with peacock 
decoration, a clear glass button insert, and a black glass button-like bezel (Figure 8.10). 
This suggests a combination of very plain, functional buttons as well as elaborate, 
decorative ones. This diversity is also represented by button size. Of the 53 buttons 
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recovered, 28 were complete enough to record diameter. These buttons range from 8.3 to 
29.6 mm, with almost no diameter repeating. This suggests a full range of clothing types 
represented, such as undergarments, shirts, and coats. This patterning suggests that the 
site occupants had relatively extravagant clothing that does not mirror their economical 
ceramic and glass assemblages. The diverse button assemblage may also indicate that a 
site occupant was working as a seamstress. The spatial concentration of the buttons 
would thus be an indication of a production or work area.  
 
 
Figure 8.10: Buttons and thimble recovered from N47 W60 
 
Figure 8.11: Two examples of the elaborate buttons from 12 OR 509 
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Table 8.5: Frequency of buttons by material. 
 
Several other lines of evidence add some depth to these analyses. First of all, the site 
yielded a large amount of slate and pencils. Overall seven slate pencils and 81 slate 
fragments, some with beveled edges or etched lines visible, were recovered. We know 
that John McDonald worked as a schoolteacher. If this was his house, it would make 
sense for him to have these supplies. The 1876 Baskin, Forster and Co. map indicates a 
schoolhouse was located in the northeast corner lot of section 28. It is unlikely that 12 
OR 509 represents just a school house since there are too many domestic artifacts. There 
are also quite a few artifacts associated with children, including 1 marble, 8 doll parts, 
and a lead glazed redware child’s chamberpot. Other evidence suggests that school may 
have been held in private residences (see Section 8.3). Taken together, this suggests that 
12 OR 509 was a domestic site with children in the household, perhaps the house of a 
school teacher. It is likely that John lived here and taught school in his home.  
 
 
Figure 8.12: Doll parts recovered from 12 OR 509 
 
Button Count 
Milk Glass 39 
Shell 5 
Glass 3 
Iron 1 
Cuprous metal 2 
Hard Rubber 1 
Bone 1 
Composite? 1 
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Figure 8.13: Slate recovered from 12 OR 509 
 
8.3 Comparative Contexts 
 
Several sites have been investigated in the Hoosier National Forest that provide a 
comparative context to evaluate the 12 OR 509 Site. These sites, Thomas (12 OR 603), 
Roberts (12 OR 608), and 12 OR 200, are all associated with the Lick Creek African-
American or biracial community located southeast of Paoli in Orange County, Indiana 
(Kreiger 1999; Laswell and Kreiger 2002; Laswell 2003; Wepler et al 2001, 2004). This 
community was founded by African Americans who migrated from North Carolina in the 
1820's. At its height in 1850, this community had an African American population of 251 
inhabitants (Robbins 1994:25).  
 
Architecturally, these sites are all very similar. The structural remains from 12 OR 200 
share the most commonality with 12 OR 509. This site represents a small cabin that was 
occupied by an unknown tenant in the mid-19
th
 century. The footprint of the cabin 
measured about 16x19 feet (Wepler et al 2004:30) and was defined by a scattering of 
stone that may be the remains of the foundation or corner piers. A concentration of stone 
on the south face may represent the chimney foundation, although, like 12 OR 509, there 
was no evidence for chimney collapse. This might suggest that both 12 OR 509 and 12 
OR 200 had wood chimneys. This site is also similar to 12 OR 509 since the only clear 
structural remains are for the cabin and a root cellar.  
 
The Thomas Site cabin appears to measure 5x10m (16.5 x 33 ft), although only limited 
excavation was performed (Laswell 2003:18). If these dimensions are accurate, the 
Thomas house would have been quite large, perhaps representing a two-pen structure. 
This cabin also had a masonry chimney, and a possible outbuilding, even though no root 
cellar was identified. 
 
The Roberts Cabin measured 16.5x20 feet, and was constructed on a full perimeter 
foundation rather than stone piers (Wepler et al 2001:93). This means that the 
construction of the Roberts dwelling had a higher investment and was more substantial 
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than the 12 OR 509 house (Roberts 1984). The Roberts Cabin also had clear evidence of 
a stone chimney which is also more elaborate than the supposed wood chimneys at 12 
OR 200 and 12 OR 509.  
 
Wepler et al interpreted the Roberts family as “solidly rural middle-class” (Wepler et al 
2001:94). What is interesting, is this site yielded 5 slate pencils, a number that Wepler et 
al (2001:94) suggests is unusual for this time period. It cannot be purely coincidental that 
according to the 1840 census, the Robert’s home also served as a school (Wepler et al 
2001:94). The seven pencils and slate fragments from 12 OR 509, in conjunction with 
historic records indicating that John McDonald was a school teacher, supports the 
interpretation that 12 OR 509, like the Roberts Cabin, represents a domestic site with the 
addition of educational functions. 
 
These sites also share similarities in terms of their material culture, most notably, the 
decoration of refined white earthenware ceramics and buttons. Table 8.6 displays the 
number of unique white earthenware vessels by decoration (data compiled from Laswell 
2003; Wepler et al 2001; Wepler et al 2004). For all of these sites, undecorated ceramics 
are the most common although the percentage varies quite a bit. 12 OR 509 actually has 
the lowest percentage of undecorated ceramics, while 12 OR 200 has the highest. It is 
interesting that the ceramics from 12 OR 509 are least like 12 OR 200, even though 
architecturally, these sites were the most similar. The McDonald Site has the largest 
percentage of sponge decorated ceramics, and the lowest percentage of transfer-printed 
vessels. This may be related to temporal differences, since 12 OR 509 seems to date later 
than the Lick Creek African-American Sites. 
 
What is most interesting about the patterns in the ceramic decoration is that the 
McDonald Site is most similar to the Roberts Site. They share almost identical 
percentages of molded and hand-painted ceramics.  The McDonald Site has more sponge 
decorated vessels, while the Roberts Site has more undecorated and transfer-print vessels. 
These similarities are interesting since it appears that both of these sites served as 
dwellings as well as schoolhouses. There is also the possibility that these sites also share 
class affinities: the Roberts have been assessed as ‘solidly middle class,’ and the same is 
true of the McDonald family. 
 
 
Decoration 12 OR 509 12 OR 200 Roberts Thomas 
Undecorated 21   (24%) 81   (58%) 44   (36%) 12   (34%) 
Banded/Edged 15   (17%) 18   (13%) 18   (15%) 5     (14%) 
Sponge 19   (22%) 9     (6%) 15   (12%) 4     (11%) 
Hand Painted 19   (22%) 14   (10%) 27   (22%) 13   (37%) 
Molded 10   (11%)  12   (10%)  
Transfer  1     (1%) 12   (9%) 7     (6%) 1     (3%) 
Decal 2     (2%) 5     (4%)   
Total 87 139 123 35 
Table 8.6:  Count and percent of refined white earthenware vessels by decoration 
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Finally, all four of these sites yielded a large assemblage of buttons given the level of 
investigations.  However, while the high density of buttons may be similar, the kinds of 
buttons found are not (Table 8.7). The McDonald Site has the highest percentage of glass 
buttons and the lowest for metal. The distribution most resembles the Thomas Site, but 
this may be biased by the relatively small sample from that site. Interestingly, the buttons 
from the McDonald Site are least like 12 OR 200, which it resembles structurally, and the 
Roberts Site which has a similar ceramic assemblages. The commonality of buttons 
indicates that clothing production and repair were common activities on all of these sites. 
As Laswell (2003:68) notes “the amount of sewing related artifacts attest to the necessity 
of constant repair and production that was essential for clothing a large, rural, farming 
family.” The variances may well point to the differences in attire worn by members of 
these households. 
 
 
 
Button 12 OR 509 12 OR 200 Roberts Thomas 
Glass 42   (79%) 17   (33%) 53   (57%) 13   (62%) 
Shell 5     (9%) 8     (15%) 11   (12%)  
Metal 3     (6%) 22   (42%) 22   (24%) 3     (14%) 
Bone 1     (2%) 3     (6%) 2     (2%) 2     (10%) 
Other 2     (4%) 2     (4%) 5     (5%) 3     (14%) 
Total 53 52 93 21 
Table 8.7: Frequency and percentage of buttons by material. 
 
This comparison with the Lick Creek African-American community sites provides 
important insights as well as cautions about these small cabin sites. It is interesting that 
structurally the McDonald Site is most similar to 12 OR 200, which was occupied by an 
unknown tenant. The similarities in ceramics and number of slate pencils to the Roberts 
Site points to commonality in functions related to a dwelling that also served as a school 
house. Since Lick Creek was an African-American community, these similarities caution 
us against assuming that their modest nature relates to the race of the occupants. The 
similarity with 12 OR 509 suggests that it is just as likely that these patterns are more 
widespread in the southern central Indiana region. Even given these commonalities, real 
differences in ceramic decorations and button material indicate that site occupants are 
distinguished in their choice of the style of objects. Only a larger sample of sites will help 
us evaluate whether these differences result from racial background, class differences, or 
idiosyncratic choices.  
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IX. Conclusion and Recommendations 
 
Our investigations of the 12 OR 509 McDonald Site have documented a small cabin that 
may have been constructed as early as 1853 as a log schoolhouse. However, most of the 
artifacts date to the 1870s, suggesting that this was the main period of occupation. The 
site was abandoned during the first decade of the 20
th
 century. Structural remains consist 
of a series of stone foundation piers, a chimney foundation, and a root cellar. The absence 
of barns suggest that this was not a functionally complete operating farm.  
 
Artifacts were found in all of the units and STPs across this small cabin area although the 
largest concentration is in the north yard representing a dense sheet midden deposit. The 
spatial patterning wraps around these structural features.  The high frequency of buttons 
found in the “porch area” suggests the maintenance or repair of clothes. The ceramics 
recovered were of relatively low cost, suggesting that the occupants spent little money on 
this common form of social display. Even though the assemblage recovered has both 
temporal and spatial integrity, the clearest material pattern identified for the site is its 
redundancy; the same soil and artifact patterns were identified in almost every unit.  
 
Historic evidence indicates that James McDonald owned this land for most of the time 
period that 12 OR 509 was occupied. James purchased the tract in 1850 and its ownership 
transferred to his heirs after his death in 1893. Agricultural census data documents that 
this 40 acre parcel was part of a much larger farm. This means that it is unlikely that this 
was James McDonald’s primary residence. This raises questions about who actually 
occupied the 12 OR 509 Site. After James McDonald purchased the 40-acre parcel in 
1850, the parcel could have sat undeveloped, or it may have been used primary for 
agricultural purposes.  
 
The most likely scenario for who lived in this house relates to James’ son John. John was 
working as a schoolteacher as early as 1873 and was married in 1875. The 1876 map 
shows a schoolhouse in the vicinity of the 12 OR 509 project area. Considering the 
archaeological data that shows commonalities in material culture with the Roberts Site, 
known to have served as a schoolhouse, it seems probable that the McDonald Site was 
constructed as a schoolhouse that also served as John McDonald’s residence. It is 
possible that this log school house was constructed as early as the mid-1850s. If so, this 
earliest occupation contributed little to the archaeological record. This might suggest that 
for the first few decades, this structure served exclusively as a school house as thus 
lacked the signature of a domestic occupation. This may have changed when John began 
teaching school in 1873, when he, and later his wife, lived in the cabin. 
 
The 1880 census lists John McDonald’s family in the Town of Greenfield, during a 
period when we know that John was still teaching school in the Southeast Township. This 
raises the possibility that 12 OR 509 was occupied only during the winter school term. 
John left the area to return to school in 1891 and practiced medicine in Valeene after he 
completed his studies. This indicates that other unknown occupants are responsible for 
the later materials from the site.  
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The clearest evidence that the site had continued occupancy into the early 20
th
 century is 
the two safety razors which post-date 1904. Unfortunately, we have no idea who these 
occupants were. Given the uniform and modest material culture, the most likely scenario 
is that the house was occupied by a tenant, perhaps working on McDonald’s farm. The 
small size of the house is consistent with a home built for tenant occupation.  
 
A small prehistoric component was also identified at 12 OR 509. This component is 
characterized by biface and retouched flake tools and dates between 2000 and 600 B.C.E. 
Given the sparse nature of the material and lack of features, this component has little 
research potential. 
 
Given the level of investigation during this testing, the redundancy of temporal and 
spatial data, and lack of clear evidence for the site’s historic occupants, we do not believe 
this site has further research potential or is eligible for the National Register of Historic 
Place. Therefore, no further work is recommended. 
 
However, the rich data recovered provides a valuable case to compare to other sites in the 
region and will help to further develop the historic context of the Hoosier National Forest 
and south central Indiana. Many aspects of the 12 OR 509 McDonald Site show 
commonalities with sites associated with the biracial Lick Creek community. These 
similarities caution us against assuming that their modest nature relates to the race of the 
occupants. The similarity with 12 OR 509 suggests that it is just as likely that these 
patterns are more widespread in the southern central Indiana region and may relate to 
widespread cultural aspects of the ‘Upland South’ region. Even given these 
commonalities, real differences in ceramic decorations and button material indicate that 
site occupants are distinguished in their choice of the style of objects. Only a larger 
sample of sites will help understand the nature of these differences. 
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Artifact Catalogue
N W FEATURE LEVEL DESCRIPTION GROUP TYPE MATERIAL VESSEL# FORM DECORATION COLOR % COMMENTS N WEIGHT LENGTH WIDTH DIAMETER BEGIN DATE END DATE
3 & 5
FT 3 & 5 Wall 
Clean 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS, ABRADED OR BURNED 1 1.1
50 54 0 SURF 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS 107 UNIDENTIFIABLE CLUB SAUCE FINISH CLEAR/WHITE 1 HT CLEAR BOTTLE NECK 1 25.3
3 & 5
FT 3 & 5 Wall 
Clean 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE WINDOW GLASS 1 0.3
40 50 STP 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE MELTED CLEAR GLASS BASE FRAG 1 2.1 2
40 60 STP 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS FRAGMENTS 5 8.1
40 60 STP 8 LAMP CHIMNEY GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR LAMP GLASS 1 0.05
40 61 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 6 7.3
50 62 3 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE WINDOW GLASS 3 11.4
40 61 1 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR MELTED GLASS 1 3.3
40 61 1 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE WINDOW GLASS 22 38
40 61 2 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE UNIDENT CLEAR GLASS 2 7
40 61 2 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS 61 UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE 1 THICK GLASS  HANDLE FRAGMENT, BURNED 1 5
40 63 2 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 1 3.7
40 63 3 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 1 1.4
40 63 3 8 LAMP CHIMNEY GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE LAMP GLASS 1 0.8
40 68 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 1 0.7
48 62 1 8 LAMP CHIMNEY GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE FAINTLY MOLDED CLEAR/WHITE HAND CRIMPED CHIMNEY RIM 2 2.9
40 70 STP 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR MELTED GLASS 1 1.3
40 70 STP 8 LAMP CHIMNEY GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE LAMP GLASS 1 0.1
41 50 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS FRAS 3 0.05
41 64 Wall Clean 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE WINDOW GLASS 2 5.8
41 64 2 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 2 1.4
41 64 2 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE MELTED GLASS 1 1.6
41 64 3 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 1 1.1
41 64 3 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS BURNED 1 1.1
42 60 1+2 Wall Clean 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 1 0.2
42 60 1+2 Wall Clean 8 LAMP CHIMNEY GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE LAMP GLASS 2 0.8
42 60 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 8 15.5
42 60 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR BOTTLENECK FRAGMENT 1 2.1
42 60 1 4 BOTTLE-MEDICINAL GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR PANEL BOTTLE FRAG 1 2.4
42 60 1 8 LAMP CHIMNEY GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE LAMP GLASS 10 3.2
42 60 2 1 TABLE/DRINKING GLASS GLASS TUMBLER N/A CLEAR/WHITE FLUTED TUMBLER FRAGMENT 1 3.7
42 60 2 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CANNING JAR FRAGMENT "18..." 1 4.1 1858 1936
42 60 2 7 GLASSES- EYE GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE EYEGLASS LENS FRAGMENT 1 0.6
42 60 2 8 LAMP CHIMNEY GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE LAMP GLASS 2 1
42 63 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 5 2.9
42 63 1 8 LAMP CHIMNEY GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE LAMP GLASS 1 0.2
42 63 2 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 4 2.4
42 63 2 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR RIM FRAG; LAMP FONT? 1 5.3
42 63 2 8 LAMP CHIMNEY GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE LAMP GLASS 1 0.1
42 64 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 2 1.1
42 64 2 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS FRAGMENT 8 5.6
42 64 3 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 1 0.2
43 63.3 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 4 9.5
43 64 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 4 3.5
43 64 1 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE MELTED GLASS 1 1.1
43 64 2 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 5 2.6
43 64 2 8 LAMP CHIMNEY GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE LAMP CLASS 1 0.7
43 64 3 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 1 1.7
43 64 4 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 1 2.6
43 64 4 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE WINDOW GLASS 1 0.3
43 64 4 8 LAMP CHIMNEY GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE LAMP GLASS 1 0.2
44 62 2 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 3 2
44 62 3 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 1 1.6
44 63 1 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR MELTED GLASS 2 2.9
44 63 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR BOTTLE GLASS 7 6.2
44 63 1 6 BUTTON MILK GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE MILK GLASS 4-HOLE BUTTON 3 1.3
44 63 1 8 LAMP CHIMNEY GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE LAMP GLASS 1 0.1
44 64 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR BOTTLE GLASS 4 1.6
44 64 1 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR MELTED/BURNED GLASS 3 6
44 64 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR BOTTLE GLASS 1 1.4
44 64 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR BOTTLE GLASS 5 4.3
44 64 1 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE WINDOW GLASS 3 3.5
49 58 0 SURF 1 TABLE/DRINKING GLASS GLASS 120 TUMBLER UNDECORATED CLEAR/WHITE 1 PLAIN TUMBLER FRAG 1 4.1
44 67 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR BOTTLE GLASS 3 2.2
44 67 2 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 4 1.7
44 67 2 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR BOTTLE GLASS TRACE LETTERS 1 0.9
44 67 2 8 LAMP CHIMNEY GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE LAMP GLASS 1 0.1
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44 67 3 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 2 1.7
45 63 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 1 0.3
45 63 1 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR BOTTLE GLASS 7 5.2
45 63 1 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE WINDOW GLASS 2 2.1
45 63 1 6 BUTTON MILK GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE MILK GLASS 4-HOLE BUTTON 1 0.5 0.44
45 68 2 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 6 18.1
45 68 3 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 2 1.4
45 68 4 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 2 2
45 68 4 8 LAMP CHIMNEY GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE LAMP GLASS 1 0.05
46 62 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE TUMBLER BASE FRAGMENT? 1 2.4
46 62 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR BOTTLE GLASS 3 12.2
46 62 2 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS FRAGMENTS 5 3.8
46 62 2 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE VERY SCRATCHED GLASS FRAG 2 8.2
46 62 2 8 LAMP CHIMNEY GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CHIMNEY GLASS FRAGMENT 1 0.4
46 62 3 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 1 1.3
46 62 3 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR MELTED GLASS 2 6.1
46 62 3 6 BUTTON GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS BUTTON INSERT OR BEZEL WITH DIMPLE 1 2 15.25
46 63 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 1 0.2
46 63 2 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 2 1.7
46 63 3 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 1 1
48 62 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE 81 PLATE SHELL EDGE-SCALLOPED CLEAR/WHITE 1 WHITEWARE MOLDED SHELL EDGE, BUT NO PAINT 1 7 9 1830 1860
46 63 4 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR BOTTLE GLASS 1 3.7
46 63 4 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR OVAL BOTTLE BASE 1 18 2.25 1.25
47 60 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE 83 PLATE SHELL EDGE-SCALLOPED CLEAR/WHITE 1 WHITEWARE MOLDED SHELL EDGE, BUT NO PAINT 1 2.5 1830 1860
47 60 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE 81 PLATE SHELL EDGE-SCALLOPED CLEAR/WHITE 1 WHITEWARE MOLDED SHELL EDGE, BUT NO PAINT 1 1.6 9 1830 1860
46 66 2 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR PRESSED GLASS WITH SCALLOPED RIM 2 5.2
47 59 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE
COMMON 
CREAMWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SHELL EDGE-SCALLOPED CLEAR/WHITE
COMMON CREAMWARE SHELL EDGE SCALLOPED NOT 
PAINTED 1 0.1
46 66 2 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR CANNING JAR 1 1.7 1858 1936
46 66 2 8 LAMP CHIMNEY GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE LAMP GLASS 2 0.9
42 64 4 1 UNIDENT CERAMIC WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE BEADED RIM CLEAR/WHITE WHITEWARE WITH BEADED RIM 1 1.7 1830 1900
46 66 3 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR BOTTLE GLASS 1 18.2
47 49 0 SURF 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 1 0.8
47 58 0 SURF 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 1 0.7
47 59 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 17 21.9
47 59 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE MOLD BLOWN GLASS "TH..." 1 0.7
47 59 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE MOLD BLOWN GLASS WITH DIAMOND PATTERN 1 2.3
47 59 1 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE MELTED GLASS 1 9
47 59 1 1 TABLE/DRINKING GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE MELTED GOBLET BASE 1 11.3
47 59 1 8 LAMP CHIMNEY GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE LAMP GLASS 4 2.6
47 59 2 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 1 0.6
47 59 2 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR MELTED GLASS 1 3.2
47 60 1 1 JELLY JAR GLASS 94 JELLY JAR PRESSED CLEAR/WHITE 1 JELLY GLASS W/ RIBBED DEC AND ROULETTED NECK 1 1.5
47 59 2 8 LAMP CHIMNEY GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE LAMP GLASS 2 0.8
47 59 4 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 1 0.9
47 59 4 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE MELTED GLASS 1 4.8
47 62 0 SURF 1 TABLE/DRINKING GLASS GLASS TUMBLER PRESSED CLEAR/WHITE FLUTED TUMBLER FRAG 1 6.5
47 60 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 3 1.5
47 60 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 9 7.5
47 60 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE
CLEAR GLASS SMALL ROUND VESSEL W/ MOLDED 
RINGS, CRUET? 1 3.5
48 62 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE PRESSED CLEAR/WHITE 1 CLEAR PRESSED GLASS SCALLOPED RIM 1 3.6
49 57 0 SURF 1 JELLY JAR GLASS 94 JELLY JAR PRESSED CLEAR/WHITE 1 JELLY GLASS W/ RIBBED DEC AND ROULETTED NECK 1 10.5
47 60 1 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR MELTED/BURNED GLASS 5 23.4
50 62 2 1 JELLY JAR GLASS 94 JELLY JAR PRESSED CLEAR/WHITE 1 JELLY GLASS W/ RIBBED DEC AND ROULETTED NECK 3 10.8
47 60 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS 95 UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE 1
SMALL BOTTLE PUMPKIN SEED SHAPE W/ DIAMOND 
DEC 1 12.5
47 60 1 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE WINDOW GLASS 22 21.7
47 60 1 6 BUTTON MILK GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE MILK GLASS 4-HOLE BUTTON 1 0.4
47 60 1 6 BUTTON SHELL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE SHELL BUTTON FRAG? 1 0.1
47 60 2 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 5 1.1
47 60 2 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 6 8.7
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45 68 2 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE PRESSED CLEAR/WHITE
PRESSED GLASS SCALLOPED RIM; COVERED SUGAR OR 
CANDY? 1 3.9
47 60 2 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR MELTED/BURNT GLASS 3 18.1
42 63 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE PRESSED CLEAR/WHITE THICK PRESSED GLASS GOBLET 1 6.9
47 60 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE GLASS 97 HONEY DISH N/A CLEAR/WHITE 1 HONEY DISH 2 6.8
47 60 2 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CANNING JAR FRAG 1 3.8 1858 1936
40 61 1 1 TABLE/DRINKING GLASS GLASS 55 UNIDENTIFIABLE PRESSED CLEAR/WHITE 1
PRESSED GLASS- GOBLET? ASHBURTON ON 
THUMBPRINT 1 13
47 60 2 6 BUTTON MILK GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE MILK GLASS 4-HOLE BUTTON 1 0.5 0.4
47 60 3 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 10 27.2
47 60 3 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS MASON JAR LID/LINER N/A CLEAR/WHITE MASON JAR LID LINER 1 1.6 1858 1936
50 62 3 8 LAMP CHIMNEY GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE LAMP GLASS 5 2.3
47 60 3 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE WINDOW GLASS 1 0.4
50 62 4 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 8 8.5
50 62 4 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE MELTED CLEAR GLASS 2 7.7
47 60 3 6 BUTTON MILK GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE MILK GLASS 4-HOLE BUTTON 1 0.4
47 60 4 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR METLED GLASS 1 7.6
47 60 7 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS FRAG 1 0.9
48 53 0 SURF 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE WINDOW GLASS 1 1.2
48 60 0 SURF 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE MELTED GLASS 1 1.1
48 62 Wall Clean 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 1 1.2
48 62 Wall Clean 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE MELTED GLASS 1 2.4
48 62 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 7 7.1
48 62 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 9 5.8
40 63 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE PRESSED CLEAR/WHITE PRESSED GLASS 1 0.9
41 64 Wall Clean 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE PRESSED CLEAR/WHITE PRESSED GLASS 1 0.8
42 60 1+2 Wall Clean 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE PRESSED CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR PRESSED GLASS BASE FRAGMENT 1 14.6
42 60 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE PRESSED CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR PRESSED GLASS FRAGMENT 1 4.4
48 62 1 2 GULLET STONE MILK GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE
MILK GLASS? (OR PORCELAIN) GULLET STONE, 
UNDECORATED 1 0.2
50 70 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS 8 UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE 1 CLEAR GLASS BOTTLE NECK 1 3.9
50 70 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS 9 UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE 1 CLEAR GLASS BOTTLE 1 1.6
48 62 1 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE WINDOW GLASS 6 7.3
48 62 1 6 BUTTON MILK GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE MILK GLASS BUTTON FRAG 1 0.4
42 60 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE PRESSED CLEAR/WHITE
PRESSED GLASS; FLUTED RIM AND ARCH PATTERN; 
SERVING? 1 5
48 62 1 8 LAMP CHIMNEY GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE LAMP GLASS 2 0.6
48 62 2 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 7 9.4
48 62 2 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 10 3.4
48 62 2 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR MELTED GLASS 3 12.1
50 70 1 1 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR CONTAINER GLASS 9 18.8
42 63 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE PRESSED CLEAR/WHITE PRESSED GLASS DAISY AND BUTTON 1 4
42 63 2 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE PRESSED CLEAR/WHITE PRESSED GLASS RIM FRAGMENT 1 0.7
43 64 3 1 TABLE/DRINKING GLASS GLASS TUMBLER PRESSED CLEAR/WHITE PRESSED TUMBLER FRAGMENT 1 5.3
46 58 0 SURF 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS 106 UNIDENTIFIABLE PRESSED CLEAR/WHITE 1 CLEAR PRESSED GLASS 1 6.6
48 62 2 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR BOTTLE BASE 2 4.7
46 62 1 1 TABLE/DRINKING GLASS MILK GLASS TUMBLER PRESSED CLEAR/WHITE PRESSED GLASS TUMBLER FRAGMENT - PRISM 1 1.2
48 62 2 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS 95 UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE 1
SMALL BOTTLE PUMPKIN SEED SHAPE W/ DIAMOND 
DEC 1 1.5
48 62 2 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE WINDOW GLASS 3 4.3
50 70 1 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE WINDOW GLASS 9 6.9
48 62 2 8 LAMP BASE GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE LAMP FONT FRAG 1 6.5
48 62 3 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 5 7.5
46 62 2 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE PRESSED CLEAR/WHITE PRESSED GLASS WITH FLUTED RIM 1 2.5
48 62 3 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE WINDOW GLASS 1 0.7 0.75
48 62 3 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE WINDOW GLASS 1 2.5 1
48 62 3 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE WINDOW GLASS 1 3 1.75
48 62 3 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE WINDOW GLASS 2 7.5 1.5
48 62 3 7 DOLL PORCELAIN UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE DOLL LEG FRAGMENT 1 3.8 1.25
46 62 2 1 TABLE/DRINKING GLASS GLASS TUMBLER PRESSED CLEAR/WHITE FLUTED TUMBLER BASE FRAGMENT 1 17.1
48 62 2 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE PRESSED CLEAR/WHITE PRESSED GLASS FRAG 2 9.8
48 62 2 1 JELLY JAR GLASS 94 JELLY JAR PRESSED CLEAR/WHITE 1 JELLY GLASS W/ RIBBED DEC AND ROULETTED NECK 1 5.2
48 62 5 8 LAMP CHIMNEY GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE LAMP GLASS 1 0.3
48 64 0 SURF 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 1 0.5
49 54.9 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS FRAGS 2 5.6
50 62 3 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE PRESSED CLEAR/WHITE PRESSED GLASS FRAG 1 4.7
49 54.9 1 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR MELTED GLASS 2 5.3
50 62 3 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS 111 UNIDENTIFIABLE PRESSED CLEAR/WHITE 1 PRESSED CLEAR GLASS 1 4
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47 59 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE PRESSED CLEAR/WHITE PRESSED GLASS FRAGMENT 1 1.7
49 54.9 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS 43 UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE 1 CLEAR BOTTLE SHOULDER FRAG 1 5.5
49 54.9 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS 44 UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE 1 CLEAR SQUARED BOTTLE WITH BASE FRAG 1 3.4
46 62 2 1 TABLE/DRINKING GLASS GLASS TUMBLER PRESSED CLEAR/WHITE FLUTED TUMBLER FRAGMENT 1 5.2
49 54.9 1 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE WINDOW GLASS 18 28.2
49 54.9 1 6 BUTTON MILK GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE MILK GLASS 4-EYED BUTTON 3 1.22
49 54.9 1 8 LAMP CHIMNEY GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE LAMP GLASS 7 2.6
50 70 1 8 LAMP GLOBE GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE POSSIBLE LAMP GLASS 2 0.6
49 54.9 2 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE UNIDENTIFIED CLEAR GLASS FRAGS 5 11.2
49 54.9 2 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE MELTED CLEAR GLASS 3 22.3
49 54.9 2 1 TABLE/DRINKING GLASS GLASS 40 TUMBLER N/A CLEAR/WHITE 1 TUMBLER BASE FRAGMENT, FLUTED 1 8.3
49 54.9 2 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE WINDOW GLASS 5 7.9
49 54.9 3 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE UNIDENTIFIED CLEAR GLASS FRAGS 8 17.9
49 54.9 3 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE MELTED CLEAR GLASS 2 10.1
46 63 3 1 TABLE/DRINKING GLASS GLASS TUMBLER PRESSED CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR TUMBLER PRISM MELTED 2 16
50 70 2 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE WINDOW GLASS 2 1.3
49 54.9 3 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE WINDOW GLASS 8 8.5
49 54.9 4 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE UNIDENTIFIED CLEAR GLASS FRAG 1 0.3
46 62 3 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE PRESSED CLEAR/WHITE
SMALL COVERED DISH WITH SMALL DIAMOND 
PATTERN 1 25.4
49 61 0 SURF 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 1 5
49 64 0 SURF 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR BOTTLE GLASS 2 3.7
50 45 1 STP 8 LAMP CHIMNEY GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE LAMP GLASS 1 0.05
50 62 Wall Clean 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS 1 0.6
50 62 0 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE MELTED CLEAR GLASS 1 7.1
50 62 0 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE BOTTLE GLASS 1 1.4
50 62 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS FRAGS 29 33.3
50 62 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR PANEL BOTTLE FRAG 1 17.8
51 66 0 SURF 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE WINDOW GLASS 1 0.9
50 62 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS 100 UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE 1
CLEAR GLASS BOTTLE FRAG W/ TEXT "CLE" AND 
"THE/OIL +" 2 8.8
46 63 2 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE PRESSED CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR PRESSED GLASS DISH 2 4.7 6
46 63 3 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE PRESSED CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS SMALL DIAMOND PATTERN 1 4
50 62 1 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE WINDOW GLASS 6 18.2
46 66 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE PRESSED CLEAR/WHITE SMALL PRESSED GLASS VESSEL 1 6
45 68 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE PRESSED CLEAR/WHITE PRESSED GLASS FOOTED VESSEL BASE FRAGMENT 1 11.8
50 62 1 8 LAMP CHIMNEY GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE LAMP GLOBE FRAG 5 2.6
50 62 2 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS FRAGS 32 52.2
46 66 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE PRESSED CLEAR/WHITE SMALL PRESSED GLASS VESSEL W/ FLUTED RIM 1 9.8
47 59 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE PRESSED CLEAR/WHITE MELTED GLASS PRESSED - TUMBLER ? 1 24.5
50 62 2 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS 119 GRAVY BOAT N/A CLEAR/WHITE 1 PRESSED GLASS DIAMOND DECORATION FRAG 1 1.8
50 62 2 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR HEAVILY BURNED/MELTED GLASS 1 7.6
50 62 2 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR MELTED GLASS 2 8.8
48 62 2 8 LAMP CHIMNEY GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE HAND TEMPLATE- PIE CRUST CLEAR/WHITE LAMP GLASS CRIMPED RIM 1 3.2
50 62 2 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CANNING JAR FRAGS 12 86 1858 1936
0 SURF 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR MELTED BOTTLE GLASS 3 8
1 1 ROOT CELL 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE UNIDENTIFIED CLEAR BOTTLE GLASS 3 20.1
50 62 2 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR FLAT GLASS 10 26.9
1 1 ROOT CELL 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS 2 UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE 1
CLEAR RECTANGULAR BOTTLE BASE WIT MOLDED 
"314" ON BOTTOM 1 4.2
50 62 2 8 LAMP CHIMNEY GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE LAMP GLOBE FRAG 3 1.1
50 62 3 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE CLEAR GLASS FRAG 39 69.4
48 59 0 SURF 1 BOTTLE-LIQUOR GLASS 112 UNIDENTIFIABLE BRANDY FINISH CLEAR/WHITE 1 HT BOTTLE NECK 1 25.8
50 62 3 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE BURNT GLASS 6 4.1
50 62 3 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A CLEAR/WHITE MELTED GLASS 1 0.4
48 62 4 3 WIRE NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL FRAG, BURNED? 3 9.8 1880 1936
1 2 ROOT CELL 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAG 3 8.3 1850 1900
1 2 ROOT CELL 3 WIRE NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL FRAG 1 5.3 2.25 1880 1936
1 2 ROOT CELL 3 WIRE NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL FRAG 2 58.1 5.5 1880 1936
1 2 ROOT CELL 3 WIRE NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL FRAG 3 30.6 3.5 1880 1936
3.5
FT 3 & 5 Wall 
Clean 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WHITEWARE 2 3
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48 62 4 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAG 4 8 1850 1900
48 62 5 0 UNIDENTIFIED SLATE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SLATE FRAGMENT 1 0.5
3.5
FT 3 & 5 Wall 
Clean 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 2.1 1.5 1850 1900
3.5
FT 3 & 5 Wall 
Clean 5 STOVE PART FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A STOVE PART- NO RIDGES 1 20.9
3.5
FT 3 & 5 Wall 
Clean 5 STOVE PART FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A STOVE PARTS, EDGE WITH RIDGES 1 107.4
3.5
FT 3 & 5 Wall 
Clean 12 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY HORSE SHOE NAIL N/A N/A HORSE SHOE NAIL 1 3 1.75 1850 1900
50 62 3 0 WIRE FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE WITH HOOK, HANDLE? 1 6.4
48 62 5 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WHITEWARE FRAGS 4 3.5
50 62 3 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A FLAT IRON SCRAP 4 19.1
40 50 STP 15 PREHISTORIC OTHER STONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A BROWN WYANDOTTE CHERT BIFACIAL FLAKE 1 0.5 0.75 0.46
40 60 STP 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WHITEWARE FRAG 1 0.1
40 60 STP 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE FRAG 2 2.1 1850 1936
50 70 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 2.7 2 1880 1936
48 62 5 0 COAL CHARCOAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CHARCOAL (DISCARDED) 1 0.7
50 70 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 3.1 2.75 1880 1936
50 62 3 1
FRUIT/CANNING JAR 
LINER/LID ZINC MASON JAR LID/LINER N/A N/A ZINC LID FRAGS 2 0.5
40 60 STP 9 GUN CARTRIDGE/SHELL CUPROUS METAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A
.22 SHELL WITH "U" HEADSTAMP, UNION METALLIC 
CARTRIDGE CO.? 1 0.6 0.3 1885 1920
40 61 1 0 UNIDENTIFIED SLATE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SLATE FRAGMENT 1 0.05
40 61 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC
WHITEWARE/IRO
NSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WHITEWARE/IRONSTONE 18 17.8
50 62 3 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SMALL BONE, AVIAN? 1 0.6
50 62 3 3 UNIDENT. NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A UNIDENTIFIED NAIL 1 1.9
50 62 3 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 5 2.5 1850 1900
43 63.3 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE DECAL N/A IRONSTONE WITH DECAL 1 1.1 1890 1936
48 62 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE PLATE DECAL N/A IRONSTONE PLATE FRAG W/ DECAL, BURNED 1 9 1890 1936
50 70 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 3.8 2.5 1880 1936
40 61 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE SEMI-PORCELAIN 53 TEACUP HANDLELESS DECAL N/A 1 SEMI-PORC CUP W/ ERODED DECAL 1 2.8 1890 1936
47 60 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE 164 PLATE MOLDED N/A 1 IRONSTONE SMALL PLATE, GOTHIC SHAPE 1 2.3 1850 1936
40 63 2 1 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE MOLDED N/A MOLDED IRONSTONE  PITCHER? 2 3
48 62 7 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WHITEWARE 1 0.5
48 63 0 SURF 1
FRUIT/CANNING JAR 
LINER/LID MILK GLASS MASON JAR LID/LINER N/A N/A MASON JAR LINER 1 4.2 1869 1936
40 61 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 2 8.3 2.5 1880 1936
40 61 1 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAG 3 8.6 1850 1900
40 61 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WHITEWARE 6 7
40 61 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 3 3.1 1850 1936
50 70 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE 18 PLATE MOLDED N/A 1 MOLDED IRONSTONE PLATE WITH LILY-SHAPE DESIGN 2 15.4 1864 1880
50 70 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE 18 PLATE MOLDED N/A 1 MOLDED IRONSTONE PLATE WITH LILY-SHAPE DESIGN 4 19.7 1864 1880
47 60 4 1 FOOD SERVICE IRONSTONE 161 BOWL MOLDED N/A 1 MELON RIBBED IRONSTONE BOWL W/ SCALLOPED RIM 1 81 1850 1920
48 64 0 SURF 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 1 1.7 1850 1936
50 70 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 4.1 2.75 1880 1936
40 61 2 0 COAL CHARCOAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CHARCOAL CHUNKS-DISCARDED 3 0.2
40 61 2 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A UNIDENTIFIED IRON RUST 1 0.3
40 61 2 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A
UNIDENTIFIED METAL, LOOKS LIKE MUSKET SLING BUT 
TOO SMALL (SEE CATALOG SHEET FOR SKETCH) 1 3.7
40 61 2 1
FRUIT/CANNING JAR 
LINER/LID MILK GLASS MASON JAR LID/LINER N/A N/A MASON JAR TYPE JAR LINER 1 6.7 1869 1936
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48 64 0 SURF 0 UNIDENT. SHEET METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SHEET METAL 1 0.8
49 54.9 Wall Clean 9 FILE FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRON FILE 1 208.2 8.75 1.1
49 54.9 1 0 UNIDENTIFIED SLATE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SLATE FRAGMENTS 7 18.4
40 61 2 3 PLASTER PLASTER UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SMALL CHUNK OF PLASTER 2 1
40 61 2 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 0.9 1.5 1850 1900
40 61 2 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 4.9 3 1850 1900
40 61 2 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 2 6.6 2 1850 1900
40 61 2 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAG 2 4.9 1850 1900
40 61 2 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAG, CLINCHED 1 2.4 1850 1900
40 61 2 3 WIRE NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL FRAG 1 3.5 1880 1936
40 61 2 10 PIPE BOWL FRAG STONEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A STONEWARE PIPE BOWL FRAGMENT 1 0.5
40 63 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 2 2.9 1850 1936
40 63 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE BURNED 1 0.05 1850 1936
41 50 2 7 DOLL PORCELAIN UNIDENTIFIABLE MOLDED N/A MOLDED DOLL PART 1 5.2
49 54.9 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 16 27.2 1850 1936
45 68 4 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE MOLDED N/A THICK RIBBBED IRONSTONE FRAGMENT 1 26.1
40 63 1 0 UNIDENT. SHEET METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SHEET METAL 1 1.2
40 63 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE TEACUP HANDLE N/A N/A WHITEWARE CUP WITH HANDLE 1 2.5
50 70 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 4.4 2.75 1880 1936
40 63 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 1.8 2 1880 1936
40 63 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 4.1 3 1880 1936
40 63 1 6 BUTTON MILK GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A 4 HOLE MILK GLASS BUTTON WITH CONCAVE FACE 1 0.4 11.2
40 63 1 9 GUN CARTRIDGE/SHELL CUPROUS METAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A .22 CARTRIDGE CASING RIM FIRED 1 0.6 6.9
45 63 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE 171 SAUCER MOLDED N/A 1 MOLDED IRONSTONE SAUCER, GOTHIC SHAPE 1 1.7 1850 1880
44 64 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE 171 SAUCER MOLDED N/A 1 MOLDED IRONSTONE SAUCER, GOTHIC SHAPE 1 3 1850 1880
50 70 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 4.5 2.5 1880 1936
50 70 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 4.7 2.75 1880 1936
40 63 2 1 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 6 8 1850 1936
50 70 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 4.8 2.75 1880 1936
50 70 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 5 2.75 1880 1936
40 63 2 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAGMENT 3 13.7 1850 1900
40 63 3 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 2 2.4 1850 1936
43 64 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE MOLDED N/A IRONSTONE MOLDED 1 1.8
50 70 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 11.5 4.25 1880 1936
40 63 3 0 CHAIN LINK FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CHAIN LINK VERY RUSTED 1 34.5 2 1
50 70 1 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAG 16 44.7 1850 1900
42 60 1+2 Wall Clean 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE MOLDED N/A MOLDED IRONSTONE FRAGMENT 1 4
40 63 3 9 GUN CARTRIDGE/SHELL CUPROUS METAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SHOTGUN SHELL ILLEGIBLE HEAD STAMP 1 2.5 20.6
40 68 1 0 UNIDENTIFIED SLATE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SLATE FRAGMENT 1 1.4
40 68 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 1 1.6 1850 1936
40 68 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC
COMMON 
CREAMWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A COMMON CREAMWARE 2 1.5
50 62 3 1 FOOD SERVICE IRONSTONE 181 BAKER FAINTLY MOLDED N/A 1 FAINTLY MOLDED IRONSTONE BAKER 1 2.7 1880 1936
50 70 1 3 WIRE NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL FRAGS 6 17 1880 1936
49 54.9 1 0 WIRE FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRON BALE WIRE 1 50.2
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50 62 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE 180 UNIDENTIFIABLE FAINTLY MOLDED N/A 1 FAINTLY MOLDED RIM -SMALL PLATE? 2 2.6 1880 1936
40 68 1 0 UNIDENT. SHEET METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SHEET METAL 1 3.4
40 68 1 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE YELLOWWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A YELLOWWARE 1 0.7
49 54.9 1 0 HOOK FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A HOOK 1 3.9 2.75
49 54.9 1 0 TACK FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A TACK 1 0.4 0.5
49 54.9 1 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A
ANNEALED TOOTH-LIKE OBJECT, PROBABLY NOT COMB 
TOOTH BUT MAYBE FARM EQUIPTMENT? 1 1.9 1.75 0.125
49 54.9 1 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A FOLDED FLAT IRON FRAGS 4 10.7
40 68 1 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAGMENT 5 10.7 1850 1900
50 62 2 1 FOOD SERVICE IRONSTONE 181 BAKER FAINTLY MOLDED N/A 1 FAINTLY MOLDED IRONSTONE BAKER 2 25.1 1880 1936
40 68 2 0 UNIDENTIFIED SLATE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SLATE FRAGMENT WITH BEVELED EDGE 1 2
40 68 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 1 2.8 1850 1936
40 68 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE
COMMON 
CREAMWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A COMMON CREAMWARE - CUP FRAGMENT? 2 1.8
49 54.9 1 0 UNIDENT. METAL CUPROUS METAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A FOLDED COPPER SCRAP 1 0.9
40 68 2 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 1.9 1.5 1850 1900
40 68 2 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY FLOORING N/A N/A CUT FLOORING NAIL 1 5.5 2.5 1850 1900
49 54.9 1 0 UNIDENT. SHEET METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SHEET METAL 3 2.6
40 70 STP 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 2 0.6 1850 1936
40 70 STP 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A
UNDECORATED IRONSTONE WITH SCALLOPED RIM, 
POSSIBLE WASH BASIN 2 35.1 1850 1936
49 53 0 SURF 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE 183 TEACUP HANDLELESS FAINTLY MOLDED N/A 1 FAINTLY MOLDED IRONSTONE CUP 1 1.2 1880 1936
49 54.9 1 1
FRUIT/CANNING JAR 
LINER/LID MILK GLASS MASON JAR LID/LINER N/A N/A MASON TYPE JAR LINER FRAG 3 2.1 1869 1936
50 70 1 5 STOVE PART FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A
STOVE PART, SIDE PLATE (SEE CATALOG SHEET FOR 
SKETCH) 2 302
40 70 STP 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE SAUCER N/A N/A WHITEWARE SAUCER BASE FRAG 1 5.8
49 54.9 1 3 BRICK BRICK UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A BRICK 3 35
40 70 STP 6 PANT'S RIVET FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A PANTS RIVET "WISDOM" 1 1.7 17.1
48 53 0 SURF 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE 182 PLATE FAINTLY MOLDED N/A 1 FAINTLY MOLDED IRONSTONE RIM, SMALL PLATE 1 1.7 1880 1936
40 70 STP 12 BOLT FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A U BOLT 1 71 2.5 1.25
41 50 Wall Clean 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE 6 TEACUP HANDLELESS N/A N/A 1 IRONSTONE CUP FRAG 1 1 1850 1936
41 50 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE 5 UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A 1 BURNED IRONSTONE FRAG 1 3 1850 1936
46 62 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE PLATE FAINTLY MOLDED N/A
IRONSTONE PLATE WITH FAINTLY MOLDED SCALLOPED 
RIM 1 3.9 7
49 54.9 1 3 BRICK BRICK UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A BRICK 6 18.5
49 54.9 1 3 BRICK BRICK UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A GLAZED BRICK 1 3.6
41 50 1 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAG 1 4.6 1850 1900
49 54.9 1 3 MORTAR MORTAR UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A MORTAR 2 1.7
44 64 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE 173 UNIDENTIFIABLE FAINTLY MOLDED N/A 1 IRONSTONE FAINTLY MOLDED BEADED DEC 1 0.5 1880 1936
49 54.9 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 1.26 1.25 1850 1900
41 64 1 0 UNIDENTIFIED SLATE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SLATE FRAGMENT 1 0.3
44 62 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE
COMMON 
CREAMWARE PLATE FAINTLY MOLDED N/A COMMON CREAMWARE FAINTLY MOLDED PLATE RIM 3 2.6
49 54.9 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 2.7 1.75 1850 1900
42 63.3 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE FAINTLY MOLDED N/A IRONSTONE FAINTLY MOLDED 3 5.4
41 64 1 1 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 3 12.1 1850 1936
49 54.9 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC PORCELAIN 46 UNIDENTIFIABLE MONO PAINTED N/A 1
SMALL ROUND PORCELAIN UNGLAZED INT/RIDGED; W/ 
TRACES OF BROWN PAINT-- DOLL LEG? 1 0.8
49 54.9 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 9.3 3 1850 1900
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49 54.9 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 2 4 2 1850 1900
41 64 1 15 PREHISTORIC OTHER STONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A FLAKE WITH UTILIZED EDGE 1 2.4
41 64 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 7 6.5 1850 1936
41 64 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE BURNED 2 2.4 1850 1936
41 64 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC
COMMON 
CREAMWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A COMMON CREAMWARE 2 5.7
43 63.3 1 1 FOOD SERVICE REDWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE FAINTLY MOLDED/DECAL N/A
BLACK REDWARE FAINTLY MOLDED/DECAL WITH LEAD 
GLAZED INTERIOR 2 20.6
49 59 0 SURF 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE 79 UNIDENTIFIABLE BRISOL SLIPPED N/A 1 BRISTOL SLIPPED STONEWARE 1 5.6 1885 1936
49 54.9 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL, CLINCHED 2 8.7 2.5 1850 1900
49 54.9 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAILS 3 4.9 1.5 1850 1900
49 54.9 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 0.4 1 1880 1936
41 64 2 0 WIRE FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE 1 7.3
41 64 2 2 GULLET STONE IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A GULLET STONE 1 0.7 1850 1936
49 54.9 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 5.1 3 1880 1936
41 64 2 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 3.1 2 1850 1900
41 64 2 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 2 9.6 2.5 1850 1900
41 64 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 4.6 2.5 1880 1936
41 64 2 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAGMENT 6 29.1 1850 1900
41 64 3 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 2 5.1 1850 1936
41 64 3 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE BURNED 1 2.2 1850 1936
41 64 3 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC
COMMON 
CREAMWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A COMMON CREAMWARE 3 2.3
42 60 1 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE REDWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE GLAZED N/A GLAZED REDWARE BURNED 1 0.8
44 62 2 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE YELLOWWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE ROCKINGHAM N/A YELLOWWARE ROCKINGHAM - PIE PLATE? 7 7.4 1812 1900
48 62 1 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE YELLOWWARE 67 NAPPY ROCKINGHAM N/A 1 YELLOWWARE ROCKINGHAM NAPPY 4 11.8 8 1812 1900
49 54.9 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 2 6.9 2.75 1880 1936
47 60 3 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC YELLOWWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE ROCKINGHAM N/A 1 ROCKINGHAM FRAG 1 2.7 1812 1900
41 64 3 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A METAL HANDLE OR BUCKET FRAGMENT 1 4.4
49 54.9 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 9 19.7 2 1880 1936
41 64 3 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 5.9 2.5 1850 1900
41 64 3 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAGMENT 1 2.4 1850 1900
41 64 3 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAGMENT 1 2.4 1850 1900
41 64 3 15 PREHISTORIC OTHER STONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A FLAKE 1 0.7
42 60 1+2 Wall Clean 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 1 0.05 1850 1936
47 60 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC YELLOWWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE ROCKINGHAM N/A 1 ROCKINGHAM FRAG 1 1.6 1812 1900
49 54.9 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 11 41.7 2.5 1880 1936
46 66 2 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE YELLOWWARE BOWL ROCKINGHAM N/A YELLOWWARE ROCKINGHAM BOWL 2 1.9 6 1812 1900
42 60 1+2 Wall Clean 0 UNIDENT. SHEET METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SHEET METAL 1 3.7
49 54.9 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL, CLINCHED 1 2.8 2.25 1880 1936
42 60 1+2 Wall Clean 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 4.9 2.5 1850 1900
42 60 1+2 Wall Clean 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 4.5 2.5 1880 1936
42 60 1+2 Wall Clean 5 CLOCK PART CUPROUS METAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SMALL CLOCK GEAR 1 0.2 10
42 60 1+2 Wall Clean 6 BUTTON MILK GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A 4 HOLE MILK GLASS BUTTON WITH CONCAVE FACE 1 0.4 11
46 62 3 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC YELLOWWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE ROCKINGHAM N/A
YELLOWWARE WITH ROCKINGHAM - 2 SEPARATE 
VESSELS 2 5.3 1812 1900
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42 60 Wall Clean L1&2 6 BUCKLE CUPROUS METAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A DECORATIVE SLIDE BUCKLE 1 0.6 1.5
42 60 1 0 UNIDENTIFIED SLATE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SLATE FRAGMENTS 5 7.7
46 62 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC YELLOWWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE ROCKINGHAM N/A YELLOWWARE WITH ROCKINGHAM 1 2 1812 1900
45 63 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC YELLOWWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE ROCKINGHAM N/A 1 ROCKINGHAM FRAGS 3 2.1 1812 1900
49 54.9 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL, CLINCHED 3 3.1 1.5 1880 1936
44 67 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC YELLOWWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE ROCKINGHAM N/A YELLOWWARE ROCKINGHAM PITCHER? 1 6.9 1812 1900
49 54.9 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL, CLINCHED 6 21.7 2.5 1880 1936
42 60 1 0 WIRE FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A THICK WIRE FRAGMENT 1 20.8
42 60 1 0 UNIDENT. METAL STEEL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A STEEL PLATE - GUN PART? 1 3.2
42 60 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 17 16.1 1850 1936
42 60 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE BURNED 6 7 1850 1936
42 60 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE
COMMON 
CREAMWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A COMMON CREAMWARE 3 10.1
42 60 1 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A BONE FRAGMENTS 3 1.2
49 54.9 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL, CLINCHED 7 15 2 1880 1936
42 60 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 3 12.8 3 1850 1900
42 60 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 8 39.8 2.5 1850 1900
42 60 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 3 3.5 1.35 1880 1936
42 60 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 6 13.2 2 1880 1936
42 60 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 7 28.1 2.5 1880 1936
42 60 1 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAGMENT 20 64.1 1850 1900
42 60 1 3 WIRE NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL FRAGMENT 4 2.7 1880 1936
42 60 1 3 TACK FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT SPIKE 1 17.5 4
42 60 1 3 TACK FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE SPIKE 1 21.8 5
44 64 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC YELLOWWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE ROCKINGHAM N/A YELLOWWARE W/ ROCKINGHAM GLAZE 2 2.9 1812 1900
42 60 1 6 BUTTON MILK GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A MILK GLASS 4 HOLE BUTTON WITH CONCAVE FACE 1 0.3 10.7
42 60 1 6 BUTTON MILK GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A MILK GLASS 4 HOLE BUTTON WITH CONCAVE FACE 1 0.3 11.5
42 60 1 6 BUTTON MILK GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A MILK GLASS 4 HOLE BUTTON WITH SAWTOOTH EDGE 1 0.5 11.6
42 60 1 7 COMB RUBBER/HARD UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIDE COMB TOOTH 1 0.1 26 7
42 60 1 7 PENCIL SLATE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SLATE PENCIL FRAGMENT 1 1
44 63 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC YELLOWWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE ROCKINGHAM N/A YELLOWWARE ROCKINGHAM 1 2.5 1812 1900
42 60 1 9 SAW FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A COMPASS SAW BLADE FRAGMENT 1 6.7
42 60 1 9 GUN CARTRIDGE/SHELL CUPROUS METAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CENTER-FIRE CARTRIDGE; NO HEAD STAMP 1 1.8 15.3 9.6
42 60 1 10 PIPE BOWL FRAG STONEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A STONEWARE PIPE BOWL FRAGMENT 1 0.3
42 60 1 12 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A HORSE SHOE NAIL 1 2.4
42 60 1 15 PREHISTORIC OTHER STONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A STEMMED POINT BROKEN TIP 1 8.4
42 60 2 0 UNIDENTIFIED SLATE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SLATE FRAGMENT 9 5.1
42 60 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE BURNED 2 1.5 1850 1936
49 54.9 1 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAG 34 76.2 1850 1900
42 60 2 0 TACK FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SMALL TACK 1 0.5
42 60 2 0 UNIDENT. SHEET METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SHEET METAL - CAN LID? 2 3.6
42 60 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 4 4.2 1850 1936
42 60 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE
COMMON 
CREAMWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A COMMON CREAMWARE 3 6.3
44 62 3 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE YELLOWWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE ROCKINGHAM N/A YELLOWWARE ROCKINGHAM BASE - PIE PLATE? 1 5.7 1812 1900
49 54.9 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC YELLOWWARE 35 UNIDENTIFIABLE ROCKINGHAM N/A 1 YELLOWWARE ROCKINGHAM 1 0.9 1812 1900
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42 60 2 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A LONG BONE FRAGMENT 1 1.5
42 60 2 2 TOOTH BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CANINE - VERY WORN 1 0.3
49 54.9 1 3 WIRE NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL FRAGS 8 13.8 1880 1936
42 60 2 3 MORTAR MORTAR UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A MORTAR 1 0.4
42 60 2 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 1.7 1.5 1850 1900
42 60 2 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAGMENT 10 29.3 1850 1900
42 60 2 3 WIRE NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL FRAGMENT 8 9.1 1880 1936
42 60 2 6 BUTTON MILK GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A 3 HOLE MILK GLASS BUTTON WTH CONCAVE FACE 1 0.2 8.3
42 60 2 6 BUTTON MILK GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A 4 HOLE MILK GLASS BUTTON WITH CONCAVE FACE 1 0.2 9.7
42 60 2 6 BUTTON MILK GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A 4 HOLE MILK GLASS BUTTON WITH CONCAVE FACE 1 0.5 11.1
43 64 4 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC YELLOWWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE ROCKINGHAM N/A YELLOWWARE MOLDED WITH ROCKINGHAM 1 3.9 1812 1900
43 64 3 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC YELLOWWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE ROCKINGHAM N/A YELLOWWARE ROCKINGHAM 1 2.1 1812 1900
43 64 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC YELLOWWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE ROCKINGHAM N/A YELLOWWARE ROCKINGHAM 1 1.5 1812 1900
42 60 2 10 PIPE BOWL FRAG STONEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A
STONEWARE PIPE BOWL FRAGMENT PLAIN BOWL WITH 
RIDGE AT RIM 1 0.7
42 60 3 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 6.6 2.5 1850 1900
42 60 3 15 PREHISTORIC OTHER STONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SMALL FLAKE 1 0.1
42 63 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 12 14 1850 1936
42 63 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE - BURNED 2 1.7 1850 1936
42 63 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE BASE FRAGMENTS - THICK 2 13.7 1850 1936
42 63 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC
COMMON 
CREAMWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A COMMON CREAMWARE 1 0.4
41 64 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC YELLOWWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE ROCKINGHAM N/A YELLOWWARE ROCKINGHAM 1 0.5 1812 1900
41 64 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC YELLOWWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE ROCKINGHAM N/A YELLOWWARE ROCKINGHAM 1 1.3 1812 1900
48 62 3 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC YELLOWWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE ROCKINGHAM N/A YELLOWWARE ROCKINGHAM 1 0.7 1812 1900
49 54.9 1 4 RAZOR FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SAFTEY RAZOR HEAD 1 8.4 1904 1936
46 66 1 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE YELLOWWARE BOWL ROCKINGHAM N/A YELLOWWARE ROCKINGHAM BOWL 2 11.4 6 1812 1900
50 70 1 6 BUTTON FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRON BUTTON WITH 4 HOLES 1 0.5 0.5
42 63 1 1
FRUIT/CANNING JAR 
LINER/LID MILK GLASS MASON JAR LID/LINER N/A N/A MASON-TYPE FRUIT JAR LINER FRAGMENT 1 2.5 1869 1936
50 70 1 12 HORSE BIT FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRON HORSE BIT 1 53.5 3.5
42 63 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 2.7 2 1850 1900
42 63 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 5.9 3 1850 1900
42 63 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 49 2.5 1850 1900
42 63 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 2.1 2 1880 1936
42 63 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 2 10.6 3 1880 1936
42 63 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 5 15.9 2.5 1880 1936
42 63 1 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAGMENT 7 20.6 1850 1900
40 68 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC YELLOWWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE ROCKINGHAM N/A YELLOWWARE ROCKINGHAM FLUTED RIM - PIE PLATE? 1 3.2 1812 1900
42 63 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 4 3 1850 1936
42 63 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE BURNED 6 20.6 1850 1936
50 70 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC YELLOWWARE 21 UNIDENTIFIABLE ROCKINGHAM N/A 1 ROCKINGHAM WITH INTERIOR ALBANY GLAZE 1 5.3 1812 1900
50 62 3 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC YELLOWWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE ROCKINGHAM N/A YELLOWWARE ROCKINGHAM 1 4.9 1812 1900
50 62 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC YELLOWWARE 69 UNIDENTIFIABLE ROCKINGHAM N/A 1
MOLDED YELLOWWARE RIM WITH ROCKINGHAM, 
PITCHER? 1 7.1 1812 1900
49 54.9 1 9 GUN CARTRIDGE/SHELL CUPROUS METAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A
SHOTGUN SHELL MARKED "W.R.A. Co./ No. 12/ RIVAL" 
(SEE CATALOG SHEET FOR SKETCH), WINCHESTER 
REPEATING CO.? 1 3.3 1886 1936
50 62 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC YELLOWWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE ROCKINGHAM N/A YELLOWWARE WITH ROCKINGHAM 1 6.1 1812 1900
47 60 4 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE REDWARE 70 UNIDENTIFIABLE LEAD GLAZED N/A 1
REDWARE W/ GREEN MOTTLED GLAZE EXT, UNGLAZED 
INT 1 9.2 1790 1880
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42 63 2 0 TACK FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A ROUND HEAD TACK UPHOLSTERY? 1 0.9
42 63 2 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A METAL FRAGMENT 1 9.8
42 63 2 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A THREADED BOLT? 1 15.1
42 63 2 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE REDWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A UNGLAZED REDWARE BOTTLENECK FRAGMENT 1 5.5
42 63 2 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A PIG METAPODIAL RODENT GNAWED 1 5.9
42 63 2 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A PIG METAPODIAL; RODENT GNAWED 1 5.9
42 63 2 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A PIG RADIUS FRAGMENT - GNAWED 1 11.1
42 63 2 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A RIB FRAG MEDIUM MAMMAL 2 0.7
42 63 2 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SQURRIEL HUMERUS 1 0.6
42 63 2 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A TURKEY TIBIOTARSUS; MEND 2 2.2
42 63 2 2 TOOTH BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A PIG INCISOR 1 1.5
49 54.9 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 19 21.5 1850 1936
42 63 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 1.5 2 1880 1936
42 63 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 2 6.7 2.5 1880 1936
42 63 2 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAGMENT 13 40.8 1850 1900
42 63 2 3 WIRE NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL FRAGMENT 3 7.2 1880 1936
42 63 2 6 BUTTON MILK GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A 4 HOLE MILK GLASS BUTTON WITH CONCAVE FACE 1 0.3 10.4
42 63 2 6 BUTTON CUPROUS METAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUPROUS SETTING FOR BUTTON INSERT; MEND 2 0.9 13.9
42 63 2 7 MARBLE CLAY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A PLAIN MARBLE 1 6.4 17.5
46 63 2 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE REDWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE LEAD GLAZED N/A REDWARE LEAD GLAZE JAR? 2 9.4
42 64 1 0 UNIDENTIFIED SLATE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SLATE FRAGMENT 2 1.5
42 64 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE BURNED 3 5.5 1850 1936
46 62 3 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE REDWARE JAR LEAD GLAZED N/A LEAD GLAZED REDWARE JAR RIM 1 17.9 6
50 70 2 0 WIRE FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A TWO INTERTANGLED WIRE FRAGMENTS 1 31.3
45 68 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC REDWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE LEAD GLAZED N/A
REDWARE EXTERIOR GLAZED W/ GREEN SPLOTCHES; 
INTERIOR UNGLAZED 1 11.9
41 64 2 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE REDWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE LEAD GLAZED N/A REDWARE LEAD GLAZED 2 1.3
42 64 1 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A UNIDENTIFIED METAL FRAGMENT 1 7.8
42 64 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE SAUCER BASE FRAG 1 10.3 1850 1936
49 54.9 2 0 COAL COAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CHARCOAL 1 0.1
42 64 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 5.8 2.5 1850 1900
42 64 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 2 7.2 2 1850 1900
42 64 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 4.4 2.5 1880 1936
42 64 1 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAGMENT 4 11 1850 1900
42 64 1 10 PIPE BOWL FRAG STONEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A STONEWARE PIPE BOWL FROM FOR REED STEM 1 5.6
42 64 2 0 UNIDENTIFIED SLATE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SLATE FRAGMENT 1 0.6
42 64 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 8 14.3 1850 1936
44 67 3 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE REDWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE LEAD GLAZED N/A LEAD GLAZED REDWARE 1 0.2
44 64 1 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE REDWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE LEAD GLAZED N/A REDWARE W/ LEAD GLAZE 3 2 1790 1880
49 54.9 2 0 HARDWARE- UNIDENT FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A
WINDOW? HARDWARE (SEE SKETCH ON CATALOG 
SHEET) 1 11.5
44 63 1 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE REDWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE LEAD GLAZED N/A REDWARE W/ LEAD GLAZE 1 0.2 1790 1880
42 64 2 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CAST IRON FRAGMENTS 2 61
42 64 2 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A BONE FRAGMENT 1 0.03
42 64 2 2 TOOTH BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A PIG PRE-MOLAR VERY WORN 1 1.4
49 54.9 2 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A FOLDED FLAT IRON FRAG 1 3.5
42 64 2 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 1.6 1.5 1850 1900
42 64 2 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 2.6 2 1850 1900
42 64 2 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 4.2 2.5 1850 1900
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42 64 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 1.5 1.5 1880 1936
42 64 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 2.1 2 1880 1936
42 64 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 3.4 2.5 1880 1936
42 64 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 5.9 3 1880 1936
42 64 2 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAGMENT 2 5.5 1850 1900
43 64 1 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE REDWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE LEAD GLAZED N/A REDWARE LEAD GLAZED INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR 1 0.8
49 54.9 2 0 UNIDENT. SHEET METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SHEET METAL 1 0.9
42 64 3 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAGMENT 1 3.4 1850 1900
50 70 2 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A UNIDENTIFIED FLAT IRON SCRAP 1 0.5
49 54.9 2 1
FRUIT/CANNING JAR 
LINER/LID MILK GLASS MASON JAR LID/LINER N/A N/A MASON TYPE JAR LINER FRAG 1 4.5 1869 1936
42 64 4 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A METAL DISK WITH HOLE IN CENTER - BUTTON? 1 4.8 26.1
43 63.3 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 5 8.5 1850 1936
43 63.3 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE BURNED 1 1.3 1850 1936
43 63.3 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC UNDIF. CERAMIC UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A RIM - BURNED STONEWARE? 1 2 2.5
42 64 2 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE REDWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE LEAD GLAZED N/A REDWARE LEAD GLAZED 1 0.2
49 54.9 2 2 TOOTH BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A TEETH 2 0.8
50 70 2 1 UTENSIL HANDLE BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A 2
BONE HANDLE WIH COPPER OVAL PLATE AND 
PERFORATION (SEE CATALOF SHEET FOR SKETCH) 1 4.8
42 64 1 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE REDWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE LEAD GLAZED N/A REDWARE LEAD GLAZED 1 3.2
43 63.3 1 0 CHAIN LINK FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CHAIN FRAGMENT - DOUBLE EYE HOOKS - 3 LINKS 1 27.1
43 63.3 1 0 CHAIN LINK FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A LARGE CHAIN LINK 1 40.6 3.5
43 63.3 1 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CAST IRON - STOVE PART ? 1 320.5
43 63.3 1 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A COTTON-TAIL RABBIT HUMERUS 1 1.3
43 63.3 1 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A ROOSTER TARSOMETATARSUS WITH SPUR 1 2
43 63.3 1 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A TURKEY ULNA 1 2.7
43 63.3 1 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A UNUSUAL BONE FRAG; FISH? 1 0.7
43 63.3 1 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A VERTEBRAE FRAG MEDIUM MAMMAL 1 3.1
49 54.9 2 3 BRICK BRICK UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A BRICK 1 1.5
49 54.9 2 3 MORTAR MORTAR UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A MORTAR? CONGLOMERATE 1 25.6
43 63.3 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 2 7.3 2 1850 1900
43 63.3 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 3.3 2.5 1880 1936
43 63.3 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 5 10.6 2 1880 1936
43 63.3 1 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAGMENT 9 20.2 1850 1900
43 63.3 1 6 BUTTON MILK GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A 4 HOLE MILK GLASS BUTTON 1 0.5 11.4
43 63.3 1 7 DOLL PORCELAIN UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A PORCELAIN DOLL FRAG; SOME PINK PAINT 1 1.8
43 63.3 1 10 PIPE BOWL FRAG STONEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A STONEWARE PIPE BOWL FRAGMENT 1 1.8
43 64 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 5 3.7 1850 1936
43 64 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE BURNED 1 0.6 1850 1936
42 63 2 4 TOILET REDWARE CHAMBERPOT LEAD GLAZED N/A REDWARE LEAD GLAZED CHAMBERPOT - CHILDS 2 18 9.5
42 63 2 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE REDWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE LEAD GLAZED N/A REDWARE LEAD GLAZED JAR OR POT RIM 1 5.9
41 64 3 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE REDWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE LEAD GLAZED N/A REDWARE LEAD GLAZED INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR 1 3.7
49 54.9 2 3 UNIDENT. NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A UNIDENTIFIED NAIL 2 3.2
43 64 1 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CAST IRON FRAGMENT 1 12.5
49 54.9 2 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 1.1 1.25 1850 1900
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43 64 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 1.8 1.5 1850 1900
43 64 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 3.4 2 1850 1900
43 64 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 1.9 2 1880 1936
43 64 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 6.1 3 1880 1936
43 64 1 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAGMENT 2 9.6 1850 1900
43 64 2 0 UNIDENTIFIED SLATE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SLATE FRAGMENT 1 2.8
43 64 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 7 13.9 1850 1936
43 64 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC PORCELAIN UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A PORCELAIN 1 0.7
47 57 0 SURF 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE ALBANY SLIP N/A STONEWARE ALBANY- BASE FRAG 1 28.5 1800 1920
50 62 3 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE 66 JAR ALBANY SLIP N/A 1 STONEWARE PRESERVE JAR 1 13.6 4.5 1800 1920
49 54.9 2 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 2.6 2 1850 1900
50 62 2 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE ALBANY SLIP N/A STONEWARE ALBANY SLIP 1 24.6 1800 1920
43 64 2 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CAST IRON FRAGMENT 1 17.6
43 64 2 0 UNIDENT. SHEET METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SHEET METAL 5 4.9
43 64 2 2 CLAM SHELL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CLAM SHELL FRAGMENT 1 2.8
43 64 2 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A AVIAN TIBIOTARSUS DISTAL END RIGHT SIDE 1 1
43 64 2 2 TOOTH BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A PIG CANINE 1 2.2
49 54.9 2 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 2.8 1.5 1850 1900
43 64 2 3 MORTAR MORTAR UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A MORTAR FRAGMENT 2 2.1
43 64 2 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 1.7 2 1850 1900
43 64 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 4 12.6 2.5 1880 1936
43 64 2 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAGMENT 7 15.1 1850 1900
43 64 2 7 PENCIL OTHER STONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SMALL OCHRE PENCIL 1 2.3 1.2 6.5
50 62 1 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE 66 JAR ALBANY SLIP N/A 1 STONEWARE PRESERVE JAR 1 54.2 4.5 1800 1920
43 64 2 9 GUN CARTRIDGE/SHELL CUPROUS METAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A .22 RIM FIRED CARTRIDGE 1 0.5 6.8
43 64 2 15 PREHISTORIC OTHER STONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A FLAKE 1 0.5
49 63 0 SURF 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE ALBANY SLIP N/A ALBANY SLIP STONEWARE 1 16.2 1800 1920
49 54.9 3 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE 36 UNIDENTIFIABLE ALBANY SLIP N/A 1 STONEWARE ALBANY SLIP 2 6.4 1800 1920
49 54.9 2 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 2 8.7 2.5 1850 1900
49 54.9 2 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL, CLINCHED 1 2.8 2 1850 1900
43 64 3 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 2 1880 1936
43 64 3 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAGMENT 1 3.1 1850 1900
43 64 3 6 BUTTON MILK GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A 4 HOLE BUTTON WITH SAWTOOTH EDGE 1 0.3 10
43 64 4 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 1 0.5 1850 1936
48 62 2 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE ALBANY SLIP N/A STONEWARE ALBANY 2 1.1 1800 1920
49 54.9 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAILS 1 1.1 1.25 1880 1936
43 64 4 0 UNIDENT. SHEET METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SHEET METAL 1 4.2
48 61 0 SURF 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE 65 CROCK ALBANY SLIP N/A 1 STONEWARE CROCK RIM 1 33.9 10 1800 1920
43 64 4 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAGMENT 2 6.4 1850 1900
47 60 1 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE ALBANY SLIP N/A 1 ALBANY SLIP FRAG 3 4.6 1800 1920
44 62 1 0 UNIDENTIFIED SLATE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SLATE FRAGMENTS ONE WITH FINISHED CORNER 5 12.2
44 62 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 6 10.2 1850 1936
47 59 2 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE ALBANY SLIP N/A STONEWARE ALBANY SLIP 4 31.7
49 54.9 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAILS 3 12.5 2.5 1880 1936
46 66 2 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE ALBANY SLIP N/A STONEWARE W/ ALBANY SLIP 1 8.8
49 54.9 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAILS 4 8.4 2 1880 1936
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49 54.9 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAILS, CLINCHED 1 6.3 3.25 1880 1936
44 62 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 0.7 1.25 1850 1900
44 62 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 3 2 1850 1900
44 62 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 2.9 2.5 1880 1936
44 62 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 2 3.7 2 1880 1936
44 62 1 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAGMENT 2 4.2 1850 1900
49 54.9 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAILS, CLINCHED 7 22.3 2.5 1880 1936
44 62 1 6 BUTTON MILK GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A 4 HOLE MILK GLASS BUTTON WITH CONCAVE FACE 1 0.3 10.9
44 62 1 7 DOLL PORCELAIN UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A DOLL BREAST PLATE FRAGMENT 1 1.7
44 62 2 0 UNIDENTIFIED SLATE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SLATE FRAGMENTS 2 3.6
44 62 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WHITEWARE 5 6.7
44 62 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 3 2.1 1850 1936
44 62 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC UNDIF. CERAMIC UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WHITE EARTHENWARE BURNED 1 0.1
46 66 1 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE ALBANY SLIP N/A
STONEWARE; ALBANY SLIP INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR; 
BURNED 1 17.4
44 63 1 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE ALBANY SLIP N/A STONEWARE ALBANY 2 3.9 1800 1920
49 54.9 2 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAG 13 34.5 1850 1900
44 62 2 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A METAL RAZOR FRAGMENTS? 2 6.8
44 62 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WHITEWARE BOWL RIM 1 3.3
44 62 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE TEACUP HANDLELESS N/A N/A WHITEWARE CUP BASE FRAGMENT 1 5.8
44 62 2 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A BONE FRAGMENTS 3 0.9
44 62 2 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A FEMUR - AVIAN, GRACILE BUT BIGGER THAN DUCK 1 1.1
44 62 2 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A PIG CAUDAL VERTEBRAE 1 3
44 62 2 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A PIG METAPODIAL 2 3.1
44 62 2 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A PIG RIB 1 3.5
44 62 2 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A PIG ULNA, LEFT, UNFUSED 1 7.8
49 54.9 2 3 WIRE NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL FRAG 1 1 1880 1936
44 62 2 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 4.4 2.5 1850 1900
44 62 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 2 4.1 2 1880 1936
44 62 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 3 11.3 2.5 1880 1936
44 62 2 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAGMENT 12 27.3 1850 1900
44 62 2 3 WIRE NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL FRAGMENT 2 2.1 1880 1936
44 62 2 6 BUTTON MILK GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A 4 HOLE MILK GLASS BUTTON CONCAVE FACE 1 0.4 10.6
44 62 2 6 BUTTON MILK GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A 4 HOLE MILK GLASS BUTTON SAW TOOTH 1 0.3 9.8
44 62 2 6 BUTTON SHELL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SHELL BUTTON - BADLY PRESERVED 1 0.3 14.8
44 62 2 15 PREHISTORIC OTHER STONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A LARGE CHERT FLAKE WITH UTILIZED EDGE 1 44.9
44 62 3 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WHITEWARE 3 10.5
44 62 3 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 12 7.8 1850 1936
44 62 3 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC
COMMON 
CREAMWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A COMMON CREAMWARE BASE - THICK 1 32.4
42 64 1 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE ALBANY SLIP N/A STONEWARE ALBANY SLIP INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR 1 16.5
49 54.9 2 9 GUN CARTRIDGE/SHELL CUPROUS METAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A
RIFLE SHELL CASING MARKED "U", , UNION METALLIC 
CARTRIDGE CO.? 1 0.6 1885 1920
44 62 3 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A UNIDENTIFIED - CORNER BRACKET 1 12
44 62 3 0 UNIDENT. SHEET METAL ZINC UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CORREEGATED SHEET ZINC; ROOFING? 3 8.7
44 62 3 1 SPOON PEWTER UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WHOLE PEWTER SPOON TEASPOON 1 21 5.75
44 62 3 2 EGG SHELL ORGANIC OTHER UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A EGG SHELL FRAGMENT 1 0.3
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44 62 3 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A BONE FRAGMENT 2 0.5
44 62 3 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CHICKEN SYNASACRUM 1 1.9
44 62 3 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A RABBIT ULNA 1 0.5
49 54.9 2 12 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY HORSE SHOE NAIL N/A N/A HORSE SHOE NAIL 1 1.5 3.7
44 62 3 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAGMENT 3 5.4 1850 1900
44 62 3 6 BUTTON MILK GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A 2 HOLE MILK GLASS BUTTON CONCAVE AND CONVEX 1 1.1 14.3
44 62 3 6 BUTTON MILK GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A 4 HOLE MILK GLASS BUTTON CONCAVE FACE 1 1.4 16.5
44 62 4 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 2 4.5 1850 1936
44 62 4 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A METAL BRACKET WITH RIVET - TRUNK HARDWARE 1 4 1.5 1.25
44 62 4 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A BONE FRAGMENT WITH RODENT GNAW MARKS 1 1.5
44 62 4 6 BUTTON MILK GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A 4 HOLE MILK GLASS BUTTON 1 1.4 17
44 62 4 6 BUTTON MILK GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A 4 HOLE MILK GLASS BUTTON FRAGMENT 1 0.2 10.9
44 63 1 0 UNIDENTIFIED CELLULOID UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A LOOKS LIKE COMB TOOTH, THIN AND BENDABLE 1 0.6 1.2
44 63 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 3 6.7 1850 1936
44 63 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE RIM FRAG 2 2.6 1850 1936
44 63 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC
WHITEWARE/IRO
NSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WHITE EARTHENWARE 20 16.9
44 63 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC
WHITEWARE/IRO
NSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WHITE EARTHENWARE, BURNED 1 0.3
44 63 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC PORCELAIN UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A PORCELAIN FRAG KNOB? 1 0.9
44 63 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC UNDIF. CERAMIC UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A EARTHENWARE BODY SHERD 1 3.3
41 64 2 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE ALBANY SLIP N/A STONEWARE ALBANY SLIP INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR 1 3.4
41 64 1 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE ALBANY SLIP N/A STONEWARE ALBANY SLIP INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR 1 28.4
49 54.9 2 15 PREHISTORIC PREHISTORIC UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A
WYANDOTTE CHERT SQUARED OFF AND UTILIZED 
FLAKE 1 11.2
40 70 STP 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE ALBANY SLIP N/A
ALBANY SLIPED STONEWARE, THIN, POSSIBLE SMALL 
JAR OR BOWL? 1 6 1800 1920
40 63 2 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE ALBANY SLIP N/A STONEWARE ALBANY SLIP INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR 1 4.1
49 54.9 3 0 UNIDENTIFIED SLATE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SLATE FRAG 2 6.5
40 61 2 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE ALBANY SLIP N/A STONEWARE ALBANY 1 0.5 1800 1920
40 61 1 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE 47 MIXING BOWL ALBANY SLIP N/A 1 COLLARED MIXING BOWL 1 151 10 1800 1920
44 63 1 0 WIRE FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE 3 24.9
44 63 1 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A POSSIBLE CUT NAIL (METAL W/ 90 DEGREE ANGLE) 1 2.7
44 63 1 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A THICK CAST IRON 3 18.4
44 63 1 0 UNIDENT. SHEET METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SHEET METAL 5 3.1
49 54.9 3 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WHITEWARE 2 1.3
49 54.9 3 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 5 10.4 1850 1936
44 63 1 1
FRUIT/CANNING JAR 
LINER/LID MILK GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CANNING JAR LID LINER 2 1.7 1869 1936
44 63 1 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A BURNED MAMMAL BONE 1 0.5
44 63 1 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A DISTAL PIG HUMERUS 1 5.9
44 63 1 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A MEDIUM MAMMAL PIG? RIB 1 1.1
44 63 1 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A PIG METAPODICAL FRAGS 2 5.8
44 63 1 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A PIG METAPODICAL FRAGS, GNAWED 1 5.1
44 63 1 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A PIG PHLANGES, PARTIAL EPIPHESIAL FUSION 2 6.9
44 63 1 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A PIG PRE-MOLAR 1 0.7
44 63 1 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A PIG PRE-MOLAR, SIGNIFICANT WEAR 1 0.5
44 63 1 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SMALL MAMMAL INNOMINATE (POSSIBLY SQUIRREL) 1 0.4
44 63 1 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A TURKEY TIBIOTARSUS, HEAVILY GNAWED 2 4
44 63 1 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A UNIDENT MAMMAL BONE FRAGS 5 2.1
44 63 1 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A UNIDENT MAMMAL FRAG, HEAVILY GNAWED 1 1.7
44 63 1 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A UNIDENT MEDIUM MMAMMAL BONE FRAGS 2 2.2
44 63 1 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A UNIDENTIFIED AVIAN BONE FRAGS 3 1.9
44 63 1 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A UNIDENTIFIED BONE; POSSIBLE FISH 2 0.1
49 54.9 3 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC PORCELAIN 32 UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A 1 PORCELAIN FRAG W/ UNGLAZED INT 1 0.6
44 63 1 3 BRICK BRICK UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A BRICK, WEATHERED 12 21.3
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44 63 1 3 PLASTER PLASTER UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A PLASTER 12 10.7
44 63 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 2 12.1 2 1850 1900
44 63 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 3 14.9 2.5 1850 1900
44 63 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 5 12.8 1.5 1850 1900
44 63 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 1 1.25 1880 1936
44 63 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 4 15.1 2.5 1880 1936
44 63 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 4 20.5 3 1880 1936
44 63 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 6 13.6 2 1880 1936
44 63 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL, CLINCHED 6 13.1 1880 1936
44 63 1 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAG 16 31.5 1850 1900
46 63 2 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SALT GLAZE N/A SALT GLAZE STONEWARE BURNED 1 5.5
44 63 1 6 BUTTON BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A BONE BUTTON FRAG 1 0.4
50 62 3 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SALT GLAZE N/A GRAY SALT GLAZED STONEWARE 1 1.2 1800 1920
44 63 1 12 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY HORSE SHOE NAIL N/A N/A HORSE SHOE NAIL 1 2
44 63 1 15 PREHISTORIC PREHISTORIC UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A TERTIARY CLEAR WHTE FLAKE, CHERT? 1 0.1
44 64 1 0 UNIDENTIFIED SLATE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SLATE FRAG 1 0.1
44 64 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 2 12.3 1850 1936
44 64 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC
WHITEWARE/IRO
NSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WHITE EARTHENWARE FRAG 25 14
44 64 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC
WHITEWARE/IRO
NSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WHITE EARTHENWARE, BURNED 2 6.7
50 62 2 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE 77 UNIDENTIFIABLE SALT GLAZE N/A 1 SALT GLAZED STONEWARE W/ VERY THICK RIM 46.5 1800 1920
50 62 2 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SALT GLAZE N/A GRAY SALT GLAZED STONEWARE 1 20.2 1800 1920
49 54.9 1 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE 37 CROCK SALT GLAZE N/A 1 STONEWARE CROCK FRAGS (SEVERAL BURNED) 5 53.3 1800 1920
47 60 2 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE 73 UNIDENTIFIABLE SALT GLAZE N/A 1 SALT GLAZED STONEWARE FRAG 1 7.8 1800 1920
46 66 2 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SALT GLAZE N/A STONEWARE GRAY SALT GLAZE 2 4.3
46 66 1 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SALT GLAZE N/A STONEWARE SALT GLAZE GRAY BURNED 1 17.4
50 70 2 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CALCANEOUS PIG BONE 1 4.3
44 64 1 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SALT GLAZE N/A SALT GLAZED STONEWARE 2 0.9 1800 1920
44 64 1 0 WIRE FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRON WIRE 1 4.13
44 64 1 0 SPRING CUPROUS METAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CLAMP? 1 1.1
44 64 1 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A UNIDENTIFIED METAL 3 4.3
44 64 1 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE 75 UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A 1 BROWN SLIPPED STONEWARE 1 6.3
44 64 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WHITEWARE CUP BASE 1 3.9
50 70 2 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A UNIDENTIFIED BONE, POSSIBLY BIRD 1 0.5
44 67 2 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SALT GLAZE N/A GRAY SALT GLAZE STONEWARE UNGLAZED INTERIOR 1 32.4
47 60 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE 163 TEACUP HANDLELESS UNDECORATED N/A 1 IRONSTONE CUP, THICK 1 6.8 4 1850 1936
49 54.9 3 0 MELTED GLASS MILK GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A MELTED MILK GLASS 1 3.1 1869 1936
44 64 1 3 BRICK BRICK UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A BRICK 2 3.5
44 64 1 3 MORTAR MORTAR UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A MORTAR FRAG 15 9.2
44 64 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 2.6 1.5 1850 1900
44 64 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 2 6.4 2 1850 1900
44 64 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 2 9.8 2.5 1850 1900
44 64 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 2 4.9 2.25 1880 1936
44 64 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 5 18.1 2.5 1880 1936
44 64 1 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAG 11 26.3 1850 1900
44 64 1 3 STAPLE FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A STAPLE 1 1.1
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44 64 1 3 SCREW FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SCREW 1 3.8 1.5
44 64 1 5 STOVE PART FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A STOVE PART 1 178.8
44 63 1 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SALT GLAZE N/A THICK SALT GLAZED STONEWARE BASE FRAG 2 78.3 1800 1920
44 64 1 9 GUN CARTRIDGE/SHELL CUPROUS METAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A .32 S and W, SMITH AND WESSON REVOLVER? 1 1.76 1878 1936
44 64 1 15 PREHISTORIC PREHISTORIC UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A FLAKE 1 0.4
44 67 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 1 0.8 1850 1936
47 60 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE UNDECORATED N/A UNDEC IRONSTONE RIM FRAG 1 1.3 1850 1936
49 54.9 3 0 COAL CHARCOAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CHARCOAL 8 1.2
44 62 2 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE BUTTER CHURN SALT GLAZE N/A SALT GLAZED STONEWARE CHURN FRAG 1 162.4
49 54.9 3 0 WIRE FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE FRAGMENT 1 8.5
44 67 1 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAGMENT 1 4.4 1850 1900
44 67 1 3 WIRE NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL FRAGMENT 2 4.2 1880 1936
44 67 1 10 PIPE STEM FRAG STONEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A STONEWARE PIPE STEM FRAGMENT REED END 1 1.3 13
44 67 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 13 21.6 1850 1936
44 67 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE BURNED 2 4.4 1850 1936
44 67 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC PORCELAIN UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A PORCELAIN FRAGMENT 1 0.03
43 64 1 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SALT GLAZE N/A SALT GLAZED STONEWARE 1 20.5
47 60 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE 167 SAUCER UNDECORATED N/A 1 UNDEC IRONSTONE SAUCER 1 9.9 1850 1936
49 54.9 3 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A UNIDENTIFIED IRON FRAGS 5 4.3
47 60 3 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE UNDECORATED N/A IRONSTONE RIM FRAG 1 2 1850 1936
49 54.9 3 0 UNIDENT. METAL CUPROUS METAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A UNIDENTIFIED COPPER BAND FRAGMENTS 2 0.4
44 67 2 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A METAL BRACKET FRAGMENT 1 33.7
49 54.9 3 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A AVIAN BONE 1 0.5
44 67 2 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A BONE FRAGMENT 1 0.3
49 54.9 3 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SMALL MAMMAL HUMERUS 1 0.8
44 67 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 4 2.5 1880 1936
44 67 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 2 3.5 2 1880 1936
44 67 2 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAGMENT 2 8.7 1850 1900
47 60 3 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE 165 TEACUP HANDLELESS UNDECORATED N/A 1 UNDEC IRONSTONE CUP 1 8.5 4 1850 1936
44 67 3 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 8 17.3 1850 1936
48 62 3 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE 175 TEACUP HANDLELESS UNDECORATED N/A 1 UNDEC IRONSTONE CUP, THICK 2 8.5 1850 1936
49 54.9 3 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A UNIDENTIFIED BONE FRAG 1 0.6
44 67 3 0 UNIDENT. SHEET METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SHEET METAL 1 1.8
44 67 3 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAGMENT 4 7.3 1850 1900
44 67 3 3 WIRE NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL FRAGMENT 3 5.3 1880 1936
49 54.9 3 2 TOOTH BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A TOOTH 2 0.6
45 63 1 0 UNIDENTIFIED SLATE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SLATE FRAG 1 1.1
45 63 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 2 17.4 1850 1936
45 63 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC
WHITEWARE/IRO
NSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WHITE EARTHENWARE 13 15.6
45 63 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC
WHITEWARE/IRO
NSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WHITE EARTHENWARE BURNED 7 8.2
48 62 4 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE 175 TEACUP HANDLELESS UNDECORATED N/A 1 UNDEC IRONSTONE CUP, THICK 1 6.4 1850 1936
42 60 1 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SALT GLAZE N/A SALT GLAZED STONEWARE GRAY LARGE CROCK? 1 7.9
49 54.9 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE 33 TEACUP HANDLELESS UNDECORATED N/A 1 IRONSTONE CUP, BURNED 1 12.3 1850 1936
49 54.9 3 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 2.5 2 1850 1900
40 61 2 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE 52 UNIDENTIFIABLE SALT GLAZE N/A 1 SALT GLAZED STONEWARE, CROCK? 1 31.6 1800 1920
49 54.9 3 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 2 3.8 1.5 1850 1900
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45 63 1 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A UNIDENTIFIED IRON FRAGS 4 8.9
45 63 1 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A MAMMAL BONE, KNIFE MARKS 1 0.5
45 63 1 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A MAMMAL LONG BONE FRAG 1 1.9
45 63 1 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A MEDIUM AVIAN LONG BONE, RODENT GNAWING 1 1.3
45 63 1 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A MEDIUM MAMMAL PIG? MOLAR 1 1.5
45 63 1 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A MEDIUM MAMMAL PIG? RIB 1 3.3
45 63 1 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A PIG TARSAL 1 3
45 63 1 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SMALL AVIAN LONG BONE 1 0.2
49 54.9 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE
COMMON 
CREAMWARE 31 TEACUP HANDLELESS UNDECORATED N/A 1 COMMON CREAMWARE CUP 2 5.6
49 54.9 3 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL, CLINCHED 1 2.3 2 1850 1900
45 63 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 2.8 1.75 1850 1900
45 63 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 4.5 2.25 1850 1900
45 63 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 4.5 2.5 1850 1900
45 63 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 7.2 3 1850 1900
45 63 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 2.6 2 1880 1936
45 63 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 3.2 2.5 1880 1936
45 63 1 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAG 2 4.97 1850 1900
49 54.9 3 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE 26 UNIDENTIFIABLE UNDECORATED N/A 1 THICK IRONSTONE RIM W/ SCALLOPED EDGE, PLATTER? 1 2.9 1850 1936
45 63 1 6 SUSPENDER BUCKLE CUPROUS METAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A COPPER SUSPENDER CLIP 1 2.9 2
45 63 1 7 DOLL PORCELAIN UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A PORCELAIN DOLL FACE, GLAZED AND HAND PATINED 1 2.3
45 63 1 7 DOLL PORCELAIN UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A UNGLAZED PORCELAIN DOLL ARM PIECE, "SKIN" COLOR 1 1.4
45 63 1 10 PIPE BOWL FRAG STONEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A STONEWARE TOBACCO PIPE BOWL FRAG W RIM 1 0.4
45 68 1 0 UNIDENTIFIED SLATE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SLATE FRAGMENT 1 0.4
45 68 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 13 5.8 1850 1936
45 68 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE BURNED 1 6.7 1850 1936
45 68 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC UNDIF. CERAMIC UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A EARTHWARE BODY FRAG 1 0.6
40 61 2 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE REDWARE 48 UNIDENTIFIABLE SALT GLAZE N/A 1
REDWARE, SALT GLAZED? UNGLAZED INTERIOR; 
BROWN SLIP/GLAZE EXT 1 7.7 1790 1880
49 54.9 3 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 3 10.9 2.5 1880 1936
45 68 1 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CAST IRON FRAGMENT 1 64.8
49 54.9 3 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 3 13.3 2.75 1880 1936
45 68 1 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A BONE FRAGMENT 2 1.2
45 68 1 2 TOOTH BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A PIG CANINE SHATTERED 1 0.8
49 54.9 3 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 4 9.7 2 1880 1936
45 68 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 1.7 1.5 1850 1900
45 68 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 3 5.8 2 1880 1936
45 68 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 3 10.7 2.5 1880 1936
45 68 1 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAGMENT 6 16.6 1850 1900
45 68 1 3 WIRE NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL FRAGMENT 1 3.4 1880 1936
45 68 1 15 PREHISTORIC OTHER STONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A BROKEN BIFACE MENDS W/ L3 1 0.8
45 68 2 0 UNIDENTIFIED SLATE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SLATE FRAGMENT 2 1.7
45 68 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 10 22.2 1850 1936
45 68 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE BURNED 4 7.2 1850 1936
49 54.9 3 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE 25 SAUCER UNDECORATED N/A 1 UNDECORATED IS SAUCER 1 2.3 1850 1936
49 54.9 3 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAG 16 38.3 1850 1900
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40 61 1 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE REDWARE 48 UNIDENTIFIABLE SALT GLAZE N/A 1
REDWARE, SALT GLAZED? UNGLAZED INTERIOR; 
BROWN SLIP/GLAZE EXT 2 11.7 1790 1880
45 68 2 0 WIRE FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE 1 7
45 68 2 0 UNIDENT. SHEET METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SHEET METAL 2 9.7
45 68 2 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE YELLOWWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A YELLOWWARE 1 0.3
49 54.9 3 3 WIRE NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL FRAG 4 5.8 1880 1936
45 68 2 2 TOOTH BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A PIG CANINE 1 1.9
49 54.9 4 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WHITEWARE FRAGMENTS 2 6.4
45 68 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 4.2 2.5 1880 1936
45 68 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 4.2 2.75 1880 1936
45 68 2 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAGMENT 10 28.6 1850 1900
45 68 2 3 WIRE NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL FRAGMENT 3 2.7 1880 1936
45 68 3 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 13 17 1850 1936
49 54.9 4 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE 24 TEACUP HANDLELESS UNDECORATED N/A 1 UNDECORATED IRONSTONE CUP 1 12.8 1850 1936
50 62 3 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SLIPPED N/A STONEWARE BROWN SLIP 2 12.3 1800 1920
50 70 2 3 BRICK BRICK UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A BRICK 1 2.1
45 68 3 0 WIRE FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE WITH HOOKED END 1 30.1 9
45 68 3 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE BASE "C.C. THOMPSON + CO" 1 2.8 1870 1889
49 54.9 4 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A
IRON FITTING WITH SQUARE AND CIRCULAR 
PERFORATIONS (SEE SKETCH ON CATALOG SHEET) 1 56.7 4
49 54.9 4 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 1.3 1.25 1850 1900
45 68 3 1
FRUIT/CANNING JAR 
LINER/LID MILK GLASS MASON JAR LID/LINER N/A N/A CANNING JAR LINER FRAGMENT 1 0.9 1869 1936
49 54.9 4 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 1.8 1.5 1850 1900
45 68 3 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 2 8 2.5 1880 1936
45 68 3 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAGMENT 3 6.6 1850 1900
45 68 3 3 WIRE NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL FRAGMENT 1 0.7 1880 1936
49 54.9 4 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 2.8 2.5 1850 1900
49 54.9 4 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL, CLINCHED 1 1 2 1850 1900
45 68 3 15 PREHISTORIC OTHER STONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A BIFACE FRAGS; ALL MEND AND MENDS W/ L1 3 4.1
45 68 4 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 4 6.2 1850 1936
45 68 4 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC
COMMON 
CREAMWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A COMMON CREAMWARE 1 1.3
49 57 0 SURF 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE TEACUP HANDLELESS UNDECORATED N/A UNDEC IRONSTONE CUP, THICK 1 8.2 4 1850 1936
49 54.9 4 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 4.5 2.75 1880 1936
45 68 4 0 UNIDENT. SHEET METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SHEET METAL 1 1.9
45 68 4 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE TEACUP HANDLELESS N/A N/A WHITEWARE CUP BASE FRAGMENT 1 8
45 68 4 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE BASE WITH PARTIAL MARK 1 5.1 1850 1936
45 68 4 1
FRUIT/CANNING JAR 
LINER/LID MILK GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A MILK GLASS CANNING JAR LINER 2 DIFFERENT 2 14 1869 1936
45 68 4 2 TOOTH BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A PIG CANINE 1 1.1
49 54.9 4 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAG 2 5.7 1850 1900
45 68 4 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAGMENT 5 19.2 1850 1900
45 68 4 3 WIRE NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL FRAGMENT 2 6.5 1880 1936
49 55 0 SURF 1
FRUIT/CANNING JAR 
LINER/LID MILK GLASS MASON JAR LID/LINER N/A N/A MASON JAR TYPE LINER 1 4.4 1869 1936
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49 57 0 SURF 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE 185 PLATE UNDECORATED N/A 1 UNDEC IRONSTONE PLATE 1 9.7 1850 1936
45 68 4 15 PREHISTORIC OTHER STONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A BIFACE FRAGMENT 1 2.8
45 68 5 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 4 4.3 1850 1936
45 68 5 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAGMENT 1 5.5 1850 1900
46 57 0 SURF 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 1 1.6 1850 1936
49 59 0 SURF 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE, BURNED 1 1.7 1850 1936
47 60 Wall Clean 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE 162 SAUCER UNDECORATED N/A 1 UNDEC IRONSTONE SAUCER 1 4 1850 1936
50 61 0 SURF 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE TEACUP HANDLELESS UNDECORATED N/A IRONSTONE CUP FRAG 1 10.5 1850 1936
49 59 0 SURF 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 1.7 2 1880 1936
50 70 2 3 UNIDENT. NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A UNIDENTIFIED NAIL 1 2.3
50 62 2 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE REDWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SLIPPED N/A REDWARE W/ BROWN SLIP 1 6.3 1790 1880
46 62 1 1
FRUIT/CANNING JAR 
LINER/LID MILK GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A MILK GLASS LINER FRAGMENT 1 2.9 1869 1936
49 61 0 SURF 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE FRAG, THICK 1 17.5 1850 1936
46 62 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 2.8 2 1850 1900
46 62 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 4.7 2.5 1850 1900
46 62 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 2.3 2 1880 1936
46 62 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 4.1 2.5 1880 1936
46 62 1 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAGMENTS 2 8 1850 1900
46 62 1 6 BUTTON MILK GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A MILK GLASS BUTTON 4 HOLE WITH CONCAVE FACE 1 0.5 11.4
46 62 2 0 UNIDENTIFIED SLATE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SLATE FRAG 1 3.2
46 62 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE FRAGMENT - BURNED 4 2.8 1850 1936
46 62 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE FRAGMENTS 6 11.8 1850 1936
46 62 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC UNDIF. CERAMIC UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CERAMIC - BURNED 1 1.7
50 61 0 SURF 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE SAUCER UNDECORATED N/A IRONSTONE SAUCER FRAG 1 5.8 6 1850 1936
50 61 0 SURF 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE PLATE UNDECORATED N/A IRONSTONE PLATE FRAG 1 2.5 1850 1936
41 64 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC REDWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SLIPPED N/A REDWARE SLIPPED EXTERIOR; UNGLAZED INTERIOR 1 3
50 70 2 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 2 12.1 2.5 1850 1900
46 62 2 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A STONEWARE - BURNED 1 23.6
46 62 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE UNDIF. CERAMIC TEACUP HANDLELESS N/A N/A WHITE EARTHENWARE - CUP BASE - BURNED 1 10.1
50 70 2 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 3 8.5 2 1850 1900
49 66 0 SURF 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 1 4.4 1850 1936
46 62 2 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 2 10.1 2.5 1850 1900
46 62 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 5 12.4 2 1880 1936
46 62 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 5 17.5 2.5 1880 1936
46 62 2 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAGMENT 5 14.9 1850 1900
46 62 2 3 WIRE NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL FRAG 1 2.1 1880 1936
46 62 2 6 DECANTER FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SCISSORS HANDLE FRAG 1 12
46 62 2 6 BUTTON MILK GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A MILK GLASS BUTTON 4 HOLE CONCAVE FACE 1 0.4 11.34
50 62 Wall Clean 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE 166 TEACUP HANDLELESS UNDECORATED N/A 1 UNDEC IRONSTONE CUP 1 8 1850 1936
46 62 3 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WHITEWARE FRAGMENT 1 0.7
46 62 3 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 1 2.3 1850 1936
46 62 3 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE FRAGMENT 4 3.2 1850 1936
50 62 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE UNDECORATED N/A IRONSTONE RIM FRAGS 2 4.1 1850 1936
50 62 3 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE 179 UNIDENTIFIABLE UNDECORATED N/A 1 UNDEC IRONSTONE SMALL MIXING BOWL? 1 28.4 1850 1936
49 67 0 SURF 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE TEACUP HANDLELESS N/A N/A IRONSTONE CUP BASE FRAG 1 7.8 1850 1936
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43 64 1 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE ALKALAI SLIP N/A
STONEWARE ALKALI SLIP INTERIOR, UNGLAZED 
EXTERIOR 1 2.6
50 70 2 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A ANNEALED CUT NAIL FRAGS 5 10.5 1850 1900
50 50 0 SURF 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 1 0.8 1850 1936
48 62 2 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE 76 JUG ALKALAI SLIP N/A 1 STONEWARE JUG FRAG 1 24.3 1800 1920
46 62 3 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A UNIDENTIFIED BONE FRAGMENT, UNFUSED 1 2.1
46 62 3 2 TOOTH BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A PIG CANINE 1 1.6
50 55 1 STP 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WHITEWARE - CUP? 1 2.1
46 62 3 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 1.6 1.5 1850 1900
46 62 3 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 5 2.25 1850 1900
46 62 3 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 2.2 2.5 1880 1936
46 62 3 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 2.4 2 1880 1936
46 62 3 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL ANNEALED 1 3.1 2.25 1880 1936
46 62 3 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL BURNED 1 3.2 2 1880 1936
46 62 3 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAGMENT 2 4.3 1850 1900
50 62 3 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE 168 PLATE UNDECORATED N/A 1 UNDEC IRONSTONE PLATE 1 25.3 10 1850 1936
46 62 3 6 BUTTON MILK GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A MILK GLASS BUTTON 4 HOLE CONCAVE 1 0.3 9.8
46 62 3 9 FILE FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A LARGE BASTARD FILE 1 202.4
46 63 1 0 UNIDENTIFIED SLATE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SMALL SLATE FRAGMENTS 2 0.9
46 63 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE BURNED 2 4.2 1850 1936
50 62 3 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE 169 SAUCER UNDECORATED N/A 1 UNDEC IRONSTONE SAUCE 1 8.8 6 1850 1936
46 63 1 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A MELTED GLASS 2 2.2
50 62 Wall Clean 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE, THICK 1 5.7 1850 1936
49 63 0 SURF 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE 64 UNIDENTIFIABLE ALKALAI SLIP N/A 1
STONEWARE WITH ALKALINE EXTERIOR AND ALBANY 
INTERIOR 2 73.4 1800 1920
46 63 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE
COMMON 
CREAMWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A COMMON CREAMWARE FRAGMENT 2 2.1
50 70 2 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAGS 2 6.4 1850 1900
46 63 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 5.9 2.5 1850 1900
46 63 1 9 GUN CARTRIDGE/SHELL CUPROUS METAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A GUN CARTRIDGE CASING NO HEAD STAMP 1 1.9 20.6 11.6
46 63 2 0 UNIDENTIFIED OTHER STONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SOAP STONE? INLAY FRAGMENT OR SPLIT PENCIL? 1 0.4
46 63 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WHITEWARE COBALT IN GLAZE 1 0.1
46 63 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 7 7.8 1850 1936
46 63 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC UNDIF. CERAMIC UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A STONEWARE? BURNED? 3 2.1
50 62 4 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE UNDECORATED N/A UNDEC IRONSTONE FRAG 6 15.1 1850 1936
49 68 0 SURF 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE 64 UNIDENTIFIABLE ALKALAI SLIP N/A 1
STONEWARE WITH ALKALINE EXTERIOR AND ALBANY 
INTERIOR 1 3.1 1800 1920
50 62 0 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 1 7.9 1850 1936
50 70 2 9 GUN CARTRIDGE/SHELL CUPROUS METAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A
22-SHOTGUN SHELL WITH "U" ON HEAD, , UNION 
METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.? 1 0.7 0.3 1885 1920
50 62 1 0 UNIDENTIFIED SLATE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SLATE FRAGMENT 2 0.6
47 60 5 1 UNIDENT CERAMIC YELLOWWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE ANNULAR W/ MOCHA N/A YELLOWWARE W/ WHITE SLIP BAND 1 0.8 1830 1900
46 63 2 0 WIRE FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE FRAGMENT 1 3.6
46 63 2 0 TACK FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SMALL TACK 1 0.4 1.25
46 63 2 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A METAL FRAGMENT - STOVE? 1 31.7
46 63 2 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SHAPED WIRE - HANDLE? 1 5.8 1.25 0.75
46 63 2 0 UNIDENT. SHEET METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SHEET METAL 2 4.5
46 63 2 0 UNIDENT. SHEET METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SHEET METAL WITH RIVET 1 5.4
46 63 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A
IRONSTONE PLATE "PRINCESS"D.E. MCNICHOL POTTERY 
COMPANY 1 2.6 1895 1905
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46 63 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE
COMMON 
CREAMWARE TEACUP HANDLELESS N/A N/A COMMON CREAMWARE CUP 2 0.9
50 62 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE FRAG 14 17.1 1850 1936
46 63 2 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A BONE FRAGMENTS 2 1.7
46 63 2 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A BONE FRAGMENTS BURNED 1 0.2
50 62 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE W/ PARTIAL MARK UNIDENTIFIED 1 0.3 1850 1936
46 63 2 3 BRICK BRICK UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A BRICK 1 0.7
46 63 2 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 1.5 1.5 1850 1900
46 63 2 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 2.5 2 1850 1900
46 63 2 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 4.4 2.25 1850 1900
46 63 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 2 4.5 2 1880 1936
46 63 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 3 9.3 2.25 1880 1936
46 63 2 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAGMENT 14 32.5 1850 1900
46 63 2 3 WIRE NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL FRAGMENT 3 7.1 1880 1936
50 62 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE, BURNED 2 7.9 1850 1936
46 63 2 6 BUTTON MILK GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A MILK GLASS BUTTON 4 HOLE WITH CONCAVE FACE 1 0.5 11
46 63 2 6 PANT'S RIVET FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A PANTS RIVET/BUTTON 1 2.1 17
46 63 3 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WHITEWARE 3 1
50 62 4 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE UNDECORATED N/A UNDEC IRONSTONE RIM FRAG 3 3.6 1850 1936
50 70 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE UNDECORATED N/A IRONSTONE SHERDS 29 57.2 1850 1936
51 66 0 SURF 0 UNIDENT. SHEET METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SHEET METAL 1 1.3
52 65 0 SURF 0 UNIDENT. SHEET METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SHEET METAL 3 13.9
46 63 3 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A BURNED BIRD BONE; SMALL HUMERUS? 1 0.8
52 66 0 SURF 0 UNIDENT. SHEET METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SHEET METAL 3 15.1
46 63 3 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 3.6 2 1850 1900
46 63 3 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 8.2 3 1850 1900
46 63 3 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 2.8 2 1880 1936
46 63 3 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 2 7.6 2.5 1880 1936
46 63 3 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAGMENT 4 8.2 1850 1900
46 63 3 6 BUTTON MILK GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A MILK GLASS BUTTON 4 HOLE WITH CONCAVE FACE 1 0.4 11.46
46 63 3 9 GUN CARTRIDGE/SHELL CUPROUS METAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SHOT GUN SHELL CASING REMINGTON UMC NEW CLUB 1 3.9 1911 1934
46 63 4 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WHITEWARE 3 2.6
50 70 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE UNDECORATED N/A IRONSTONE SHERDS, BURNT 2 2.6 1850 1936
50 70 1 5 HOUSEHOLD/DECORATIVE REDWARE 13 FLOWER POT UNDECORATED N/A 1 REDWARE FLOWERPOT WITH EXTERIOR LEAD GLAZE 1 1.8
46 63 4 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE PLATE N/A N/A WHITEWARE PLATE BASE FRAGMENTS 2 9.4
46 63 4 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE TEACUP HANDLELESS N/A N/A IRONSTONE BURNED 1 0.8 1850 1936
50 62 1 0 COAL COAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CHARCOAL 1 0.01
46 66 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 21 42.9 1850 1936
46 66 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A THICK BASE PLATTER? "GOODWIN BROS/ PEARLWHITE" 1 4.1 1880 1880
50 70 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE UNDECORATED N/A IRONSTONE FRAGS 9 7 1850 1936
50 62 1 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A UNIDENTIFIED IRON FLAT METAL 3 2.8
46 66 1 0 WIRE FERROUS ALLOY OATMEAL BOWL N/A N/A WIRE BASKET HANDLE? 1 7.6 3.5
46 66 1 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CAST IRON FRAGMENT 2 52.5
46 66 1 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A HARDWARE FRAG? 1 5.8
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46 66 1 0 UNIDENT. METAL UNDIFF. METAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A METAL CONNECTION - END OF SHOE LACE ? 1 0.4 0.75
46 66 1 0 UNIDENT. SHEET METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A KNIFE BLADE ? 1 1.4
46 66 1 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE YELLOWWARE BOWL N/A N/A SMALL YELLOWARE FOOTED BOWL 1 4.6
50 62 1 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A MEDIUM AVIAN HUMERUS, NOT A CHICKEN 1 1.8
57 60 0 SURF 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE FRAGS 2 16.5 1850 1936
50 62 1 3 MORTAR MORTAR UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A MORTAR 1 1.1
46 66 1 1 CROWN CAP FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CROWN CAP 1 1.9
46 66 1 2 TOOTH BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A PIG CANINE 1 0.7
50 62 1 3 PLASTER PLASTER UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A PLASTER 3 8.1
46 66 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 0.8 1.5 1880 1936
46 66 1 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAGMENT 11 37.3 1850 1900
46 66 1 12 WASHER FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WASHER 1 6.2 1.2
46 66 1 15 PREHISTORIC OTHER STONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A BROKEN BIFACE FRAGMENT 1 1.5
46 66 2 0 UNIDENTIFIED SLATE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SLATE 1 0.3
46 66 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 15 45 1850 1936
46 66 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE BURNED 3 7 1850 1936
30 70 STP 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE UNDECORATED N/A IRONSTONE 1 0.6 1850 1936
45 68 3 1 FOOD SERVICE IRONSTONE PLATTER UNDECORATED N/A IRONSTONE PLATTER FRAGMENT 1 11 1850 1936
50 62 1 3 UNIDENT. NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A UNIDENTIFIED NAIL 5 19.3
46 66 2 0 CHAIN LINK FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CHAIN LINK 1 30.6 3 1
46 66 2 0 NUT FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WINGNUT ON ELBOW BRACKET 1 75.2 2
41 64 3 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE UNDIF. CERAMIC SAUCER UNDECORATED N/A UNIDENTIFIED CERAMIC SAUCER BURNED 1 5.5
50 62 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 2.7 2 1850 1900
46 66 2 1
FRUIT/CANNING JAR 
LINER/LID GLASS MASON JAR LID/LINER N/A N/A MILK GLASS CANNING JAR LINER 1 6.3 1858 1936
46 66 2 2 TOOTH BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A PIG CANINE FRAGMENT 1 0.5
46 66 2 2 TOOTH BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A PIG PREMOLAR FRAGMENT 1 0.8
50 62 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 3.9 2.5 1850 1900
46 66 2 3 BRICK BRICK UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A BRICK 1 4.4
46 66 2 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 3.6 2 1850 1900
46 66 2 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 2 10.6 2.5 1850 1900
46 66 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 4.1 2.5 1880 1936
46 66 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 2 3 1.5 1880 1936
46 66 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 2 5 2 1880 1936
46 66 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 3 6.2 3 1880 1936
46 66 2 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAGMENT 14 35.1 1850 1900
46 66 2 3 WIRE NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL FRAGMENT 3 3.7 1880 1936
46 66 2 7 DOLL PORCELAIN UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A BISQUE DOLL HEAD FRAGMENT AND LIPS, BEIGE SKIN 1 0.5
41 64 3 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE
COMMON 
CREAMWARE TEACUP HANDLELESS UNDECORATED N/A COMMON CREAMWARE CUP 1 16.4 4
46 66 3 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 9 13.7 1850 1936
42 63 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE SAUCER UNDECORATED N/A IRONSTONE SAUCER 1 5.4 6 1850 1936
42 63 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE BOWL UNDECORATED N/A BOWL RIM FRAGMENT - SLOP BOWL ? 1 12.9 5 1850 1936
50 62 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 3 5.2 1.5 1850 1900
46 66 3 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CAST IRON - STOVE? 1 131.3
46 66 3 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE YELLOWWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A YELLOWWARE 2 1.4
46 66 3 2 TOOTH BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A PIG MOLAR 1 4.1
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46 66 3 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAGMENT 1 4 1850 1900
42 63.3 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE PLATE UNDECORATED N/A IRONSTONE PLATE 1 15.8 9 1850 1936
50 62 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL, CLINCHED 1 1.6 2 1850 1900
42 63.3 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE
COMMON 
CREAMWARE TEACUP HANDLELESS UNDECORATED N/A COMMON CREAMWARE CUP RIM 1 1.2
47 59 0 SURF 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE FRAGS 1 0.5 1850 1936
47 59 1 0 UNIDENTIFIED SLATE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SLATE FRAGMENT 3 7.1
47 59 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 8 13.9 1850 1936
47 59 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE BURNED 4 8.7 1850 1936
47 59 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE RIM FRAGMENT BURNED 2 9.3 1850 1936
47 59 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC
COMMON 
CREAMWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A COMMON CREAMWARE 29 28.8
42 64 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE SAUCER UNDECORATED N/A IRONSTONE SAUCER RIM 1 13.8 6 1850 1936
43 64 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE PLATE UNDECORATED N/A IRONSTONE PLATE 1 6 8 1850 1936
44 63 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE
WHITEWARE/IRO
NSTONE 172 PLATE UNDECORATED N/A 1 UNDEC PLATE RIM 1 4.7
44 63 1 5 HOUSEHOLD/DECORATIVE REDWARE 71 FLOWER POT UNDECORATED N/A 1 UNGLAZED REDWARE FLOWERPOT 1 3.6
50 62 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL, CLINCHED 1 4.9 2.5 1850 1900
50 62 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 0.9 1 1880 1936
44 63 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE BEADED RIM N/A WHITEWARE FRAG BEADED RIM 1 0.2 1830 1860
48 62 3 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC WHITEWARE 174 UNIDENTIFIABLE BEADED RIM N/A 1 WHITEWARE W/ BEADED RIM SERVING BOWL?,BURNED 1 3.5 1830 1860
47 59 1 0 BOLT FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A THICK BOLTS 2 61.9
47 59 1 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CAST CORREGATED METAL STOVE ? 1 255.5
47 59 1 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CIRCULAR WASHER OR SPACER 1 121.5 2.25
47 59 1 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A METAL 1 36.3
47 59 1 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A U-SHAPED BRACKET 1 20.6 1.75 1
47 59 1 0 UNIDENT. METAL CUPROUS METAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A BRUSH OR HANDLE FERRULE? 1 2.1
47 59 1 0 UNIDENT. METAL UNDIFF. METAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A
METAL DISK W/ FOLDED RIM & RAYED EDGE; LARGE 
BUTTON COVER? 1 4.5 48
47 59 1 0 UNIDENT. METAL LEAD UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A MELTED LEAD FRAGMENT 1 15.9
47 59 1 0 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SMALL RODENT TIBIA 1 0.4
47 59 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE SAUCER N/A N/A IRONSTONE SAUCER FRAGMENT BURNED 3 27.6 1850 1936
47 59 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE BOWL N/A N/A IRONSTONE BOWL RIM BURNED 1 2.5 1850 1936
44 64 1 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE IRONSTONE 170 BOWL UNDECORATED N/A 1 UNDEC IRONSTONE SMALL BOWL 1 14.3 1850 1936
50 62 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 2 2.5 1.5 1880 1936
47 59 1 1 BUTTON MILK GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A 4 HOLE MILK GLASSBUTTON WITH CONCAVE FACE 1 0.4 11.1
47 59 1 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A PIG METAPODIAL BURNED 1 1.3
50 62 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 6 24.5 3 1880 1936
47 59 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 1.6 1.25 1850 1900
47 59 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 2.6 2 1850 1900
47 59 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 3 15.6 2.5 1850 1900
47 59 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 5 38.6 3 1850 1900
47 59 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 13 24.4 1.5 1850 1900
47 59 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 4 24.2 3 1880 1936
47 59 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 10 23.7 2 1880 1936
47 59 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 32 128.4 2.5 1880 1936
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47 59 1 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAGMENT 28 80.7 1850 1900
47 59 1 3 WIRE NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL FRAGMENT 12 18.9 1880 1936
47 59 1 3 SPIKE FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE SPIKE 1 13.4 4.5
47 59 1 3 SCREW FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SCREW 1 4.9 1.5
47 59 1 5 TACK MILK GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A MILK GLASS TACK HEAD 1 0.7 11.2
47 59 1 5 TACK FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A ANNEALED FURNITURE TACK 1 0.5
47 59 1 6 SHOE EYE CUPROUS METAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A LARGE SHOE EYE - BOOT? 1 0.3 10.5
47 59 1 7 PENCIL SLATE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SLATE PENCIL FRAGMENT 1 0.5
47 59 1 7 DOLL PORCELAIN UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A PORCELAIN DOLL ARM 1 3.4 1.4
45 63 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE UNDECORATED N/A UNDEC RIM FRAGS 2 4.8 1850 1936
47 59 1 9 GUN CARTRIDGE/SHELL CUPROUS METAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SHOT GUN CASING; NO HEAD STAMP LEGIBLE 1 3.9 22.1
47 59 1 15 PREHISTORIC OTHER STONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A LARGE BROKEN FLAKE 1 5.4
47 59 2 0 UNIDENTIFIED SLATE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SLATE FRAGMENT 2 3.6
47 59 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 5 22.7 1850 1936
47 59 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE BURNED 5 14 1850 1936
47 59 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC
COMMON 
CREAMWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A COMMON CREAMWARE 6 3.1
45 68 1 1 FOOD SERVICE IRONSTONE PLATTER UNDECORATED N/A IRONSTONE PLATTER; MENDS 2 4.8 1850 1936
42 60 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE UNDIF. CERAMIC UNIDENTIFIABLE UNKNOWN DECORATION N/A WHITE EARTHENWARE BURNED 1 1.1
45 68 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE SAUCER UNDECORATED N/A IRONSTONE SAUCER 2 DIFFERENT 2 21.9 1850 1936
47 59 3 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE PLATE UNDECORATED N/A IRONSTONE UNDECORATED PLATE 1 19.9 9 1850 1936
50 62 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 8 17 2 1880 1936
47 59 2 0 BOLT FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A BOLT 1 13.5
47 59 2 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRON STOVE FOOT FRAGMENT ? 1 130.9
47 59 2 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A ROUND SCISSOR HANDLE ? 1 12.9 1
47 59 2 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SMALL HANDLE OR BUCKLE FRAGMENT ? 1 2.1
47 59 2 0 UNIDENT. METAL CUPROUS METAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A THIN METAL COMB FRAG? 1 1.1
47 59 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE WITH PARTIAL MARK 1 1.2 1850 1936
50 62 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL, CLINCHED 1 6.1 3.5 1880 1936
50 62 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL, CLINCHED 2 2.5 1.5 1880 1936
50 62 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL, CLINCHED 11 40.4 3 1880 1936
47 59 2 1
FRUIT/CANNING JAR 
LINER/LID MILK GLASS MASON JAR LID/LINER N/A N/A CANNING JAR LINER FRAG 1 5.5 1869 1936
50 62 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL, CLINCHED 13 28.6 2 1880 1936
47 59 2 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 5.2 2.5 1850 1900
47 59 2 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 2 6 2 1850 1900
47 59 2 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 9 19.9 1.5 1850 1900
47 59 2 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAGMENT 24 55.3 1850 1900
47 59 2 3 WIRE NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 3 17.7 3 1880 1936
47 59 2 3 WIRE NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 14 31.4 2 1880 1936
47 59 2 3 WIRE NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 21 72.8 2.5 1880 1936
47 59 2 3 WIRE NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL FRAGMENT 6 12.3 1880 1936
47 59 2 6 BUTTON MILK GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A FOUR HOLE MILK GLASS BUTTON WITH CONCAVE FACE 3 1.3 11.2
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47 59 2 6 BUTTON MILK GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SMALL TWO HOLE BUTTON 1 0.2 8.5
47 59 2 6 BUTTON RUBBER/HARD UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A
TWO HOLE BUTTON WITH FISH EYE "NOVELTY RUBBER 
CO." 1 0.6 14.8 1855 1870
45 68 3 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE SAUCER UNDECORATED N/A IRONSTONE SAUCER 2 DIFFERENT 3 17.1 1850 1936
47 59 2 9 AX FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A AXE HEAD 1 1734.6 6.5 4
47 59 3 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WHITEWARE 2 2.7
47 59 3 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 2 0.7 1850 1936
50 62 1 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAG 31 80.8 1850 1900
50 62 1 3 WIRE NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL FRAG 3 3.1 1880 1936
50 62 1 3 SCREW FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SCREW FRAG 1 3.5
47 59 3 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 2.7 2 1880 1936
47 59 3 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAGMENT 2 2.6 1850 1900
46 58 0 SURF 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE 184 UNIDENTIFIABLE UNDECORATED N/A 1 IRONSTONE BASE 4" DIAMETER SLOP BOWL?, BURNED 1 31.6 4 1850 1936
46 62 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE UNDECORATED N/A IRONSTONE PLATE? 1 9.2 1850 1936
47 60 Wall Clean 1 UTENSIL HANDLE FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRON UTENSIL FLATWARE HANDLE 1 11.1
47 60 Wall Clean 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 2.8 2.3 1880 1936
46 62 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE SAUCER UNDECORATED N/A IRONSTONE SAUCER 1 5.5 6 1850 1936
47 60 1 0 UNIDENTIFIED SLATE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SLATE FRAGMENT 2 0.2
47 60 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 2 8.9 1850 1936
47 60 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC
WHITEWARE/IRO
NSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WHITE EARTHENWARE 19 15.6
47 60 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC
WHITEWARE/IRO
NSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WHITE EARTHENWARE, BURNED 16 11.4
46 62 1 1 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE UNDECORATED N/A IRONSTONE BOWL 1 4.7 5 1850 1936
46 62 1 1 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE UNDECORATED N/A IRONSTONE FRAGMENTS 10 13 1850 1936
46 62 3 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE PLATE UNDECORATED N/A UNDECORATED IRONSTONE PLATE 1 4.7 9 1850 1936
46 62 3 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE PLATE UNDECORATED N/A UNDECORATED IRONSTONE SAUCER 1 3.4 6 1850 1936
46 62 3 1 UNIDENT CERAMIC
COMMON 
CREAMWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE UNDECORATED N/A
COMMON CREAMWARE THICK RIM AND BASE 
UNUSUAL FORM 2 18.1 4
46 63 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE
COMMON 
CREAMWARE SAUCER UNDECORATED N/A UNDECORATED COMMON CREAMWARE SAUCER 1 8.4
50 62 1 6 BUCKLE FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A
CLOTHING FASTENER (SEE CATALOG SHEET FOR 
SKETCH) 1 2
50 62 3 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL, CLINCHED 2 5.1 2 1850 1900
50 62 1 12 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY HORSE SHOE NAIL N/A N/A HORSE SHOE NAIL 1 4.3
50 62 2 0 UNIDENTIFIED SLATE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SLATE FRAGMENTS 2 12.8
50 62 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 27 55.6 1850 1936
46 63 3 1 FOOD SERVICE IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE UNDECORATED N/A THICK IRONSTONE, PLATTER? 1 36.7 1850 1936
46 63 3 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE TEACUP HANDLELESS UNDECORATED N/A IRONSTONE CUP FRAGMENT 1 2.6 1850 1936
50 62 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE, BURNED 1 1.3 1850 1936
47 60 1 0 TIN CONTAINER FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A TIN BOX LATCH 1 1.8
47 60 1 0 COAL COAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CHARCOAL 3 1.1
47 60 1 0 WIRE FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRON WIRE FRAGMENT 2 12.5
47 60 1 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A UNIDENTIFIED IRON FRAGMENTS 10 11.1
47 60 1 0 UNIDENT. METAL UNDIFF. METAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A UNIDENTIFIED CURVED METAL 1 1
47 60 1 0 CAP FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRON CONTAINER CAP 1 3.3 1.2
47 60 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE RIM FRAGS 2 1.6 1850 1936
50 62 3 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 6.7 3 1880 1936
47 60 1 2 GULLET STONE
WHITEWARE/IRO
NSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WHITE EARTHENWARE GULLET STONE, BURNED 1 0.2
47 60 1 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A ANIMAL BONE FRAGMENT 2 0.9
46 66 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE SAUCER UNDECORATED N/A IRONSTONE SAUCER FRAGS 4 21.9 1850 1936
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47 60 1 3 BRICK BRICK UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A BRICK 1 29.2
47 60 1 3 PLASTER PLASTER UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A PLASTER? 2 0.4
47 60 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 8.2 7.5 1850 1900
47 60 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 4 8.4 4 1850 1900
47 60 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 4 13.9 4.5 1850 1900
47 60 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 5 20.4 5.5 1850 1900
47 60 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 5 22.9 6.5 1850 1900
47 60 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 6 12.1 3 1850 1900
47 60 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAILS, CLINCHED 4 9.4 1850 1900
47 60 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL, CLINCHED 14 40.2 1880 1936
47 60 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAILS 1 4.4 8 1880 1936
47 60 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAILS 1 10.7 10 1880 1936
47 60 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAILS 3 4.9 4 1880 1936
47 60 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAILS 5 12.3 5 1880 1936
47 60 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAILS 7 28.5 6 1880 1936
47 60 1 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAG 27 74.9 1850 1900
47 60 1 3 WIRE NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL FRAG 2 3.8 1880 1936
47 60 1 3 WIRE NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL FRAG 5 8.6 1880 1936
47 60 1 5 STOVE PART FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A STOVE PART? 1 17.8
46 66 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE SAUCER UNDECORATED N/A IRONSTONE SAUCER RIM SLIGHTLY SCALLOPED 1 2.4 1850 1936
46 66 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE BOWL UNDECORATED N/A IRONSTONE BOWL 1 4.2 6 1850 1936
47 60 1 6 PANT'S RIVET FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A PANT'S RIVET 1 4.4 0.92
47 60 1 6 GROMMET FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A GROMMET 1 0.3
47 60 1 7 COIN CUPROUS METAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A
TWO CONJOINED COOPEROUS COINS, BOTH PROBABLY 
INDIAN HEADS WITH A .76 INCH DIAMETER AND 0.8 
INCH DIAMETER 1 8 1859 1909
47 60 1 7 PENCIL SLATE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SLATE PENCILS 3 3.1
47 60 1 9 WRENCH FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRON WRENCH 1 185.5 5.25
47 60 1 15 PREHISTORIC PREHISTORIC UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A TERTIARY CHERT FLAKE 1 0.3
47 60 2 0 UNIDENTIFIED SLATE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SLATE FRAGMENTS 1 0.4
47 60 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC
WHITEWARE/IRO
NSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WHITE EARTHENWARE 13 18
47 60 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC
WHITEWARE/IRO
NSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WHITE EARTHENWARE BURNED 2 2.7
50 62 3 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 5 8.5 1.5 1850 1900
50 62 3 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 4 16.4 2.5 1880 1936
50 62 3 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 8 19.3 2.25 1880 1936
50 62 3 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL, CLINCHED 1 1.4 1.75 1880 1936
50 62 3 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 2 7.9 2.25 1880 1936
47 59 1 0 UTENSIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A KNIFE OR TOOL HANDLE 2 63.2
47 59 1 12 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A HORSE SHOE NAIL 1 1.8
50 62 3 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 3 4.4 1.5 1880 1936
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50 62 3 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL, CLINCHED 6 16.1 2 1880 1936
47 60 2 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A FLAT CIRCULAR IRON 1 0.3
47 60 2 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A UNIDENTIFIED CURVED IRON FRAG 1 3.5
47 60 2 0 UNIDENT. METAL CUPROUS METAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A COPPER BAND 1 2.1 0.9
47 60 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE BASE "GOODWIN BROTHERS" (C.1880) 2 5.5 1880 1880
50 62 3 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL, CLINCHED 7 31 2.5 1880 1936
47 60 2 1 UTENSIL HANDLE FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRON UTENSIL FLATWARE HANDLE 1 10.2
50 62 3 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAG 27 65.6 1850 1900
0 SURF 0 UNIDENTIFIED SLATE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SLATE FRAG 1 1.6
47 60 2 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A BURNT? BIRD BONE 1 0.5
0 SURF 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE FRAG 2 5.5 1850 1936
47 60 2 3 BRICK BRICK UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A BRICK 2 6.3
47 60 2 3 MORTAR MORTAR UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A MORTAR? 1 0.5
47 60 2 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 3 7.7 1.5 1850 1900
47 60 2 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 3 11.9 2 1850 1900
47 60 2 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 4 20.6 2.5 1850 1900
47 60 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 4 22.9 3 1880 1936
47 60 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAILS 8 23 2 1880 1936
47 60 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAILS 16 59.3 2.5 1880 1936
47 60 2 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAG 21 61.8 1850 1900
47 60 2 3 WIRE NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL FRAG 13 36.5 1880 1936
50 62 3 3 WIRE NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL FRAG 1 2.5 1880 1936
50 62 3 5 STOVE PART FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A POSSIBLE STOVE PART (SEE CATALOG FOR SKETCH) 1 222.1 5.25 3.25
47 60 2 12 CUT NAIL FRAG CUPROUS METAL HORSE SHOE NAIL N/A N/A HORSE SHOE NAIL 1 3.1
47 60 3 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC
WHITEWARE/IRO
NSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WHITE EARTHENWARE 6 14.2
50 62 3 6 SHOE EYE FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SHOE EYE LETS 3 0.4
50 62 2 0 WIRE FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRON WIRE FRAGMENTS 3 10.9
47 60 3 0 BUCKLE FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A RECTANGULAR IRON BUCKLE 1 6.2 1.3 0.9
47 60 3 0 BOLT FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRON BOLT 1 205.8 5.75 0.75
47 60 3 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRON FRAGMENT 1 3.8
47 60 3 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRON STRAP W/ 3 HOLES 1 9.1 3.5 0.4
47 60 3 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A UNIDENTIFIED IRON 6 5.7
47 60 3 1 SPOON FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRON SPOON HEAD UTENSIL 1 12.1
50 62 3 12 HORSE BIT FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRON HORSE BIT 1 67.5
47 60 3 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A PIG METAPODIAL 1 1.6
47 60 3 2 TOOTH BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A LARGE MAMMAL TOOTH 1 1
47 60 3 2 TOOTH BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A RIGHT MANDIBULAR 1ST MOLAR, PIG 1 0.5
50 62 2 0 HARDWARE- UNIDENT FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A
IRON RING CONNECTED T THREADED BOLT (SEE 
CATALOG FOR SKETCH) 1 63.5 1.75
50 62 2 0 BRACKET FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A
"U"-SHAPED IRON BRACKET (SEE CATALOG FOR 
SKETCH) 1 122.3 6
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47 60 3 3 BRICK BRICK UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A BRICK 6 9.2
47 60 3 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 2.7 2 1850 1900
47 60 3 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 4.7 2.5 1850 1900
47 60 3 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 8.1 3 1850 1900
47 60 3 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 4 8.5 1.5 1850 1900
47 60 3 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL, CLINCHED 3 7.4 1850 1900
47 60 3 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 0.9 1.25 1880 1936
47 60 3 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 6.4 3 1880 1936
47 60 3 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 3 3.9 1.5 1880 1936
47 60 3 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 5 13.3 2 1880 1936
47 60 3 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 5 21.6 2.5 1880 1936
47 60 3 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL, CLINCHED 7 16.4 1880 1936
47 60 3 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAG 13 32.2 1850 1900
47 60 3 3 WIRE NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL FRAG 2 3 1880 1936
47 60 3 5 STOVE PART FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A THICK CURVED IRON, POSSIBLE STOVE PART 1 80.9
50 62 4 1 UNIDENT CERAMIC YELLOWWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A YELLOWWARE FRAG 1 0.4
47 60 3 7 COIN CUPROUS METAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A COOPEROUS INDIAN HEAD? COIN 1 3.1 0.76 1859 1909
50 62 2 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A UNIDENTIFIED IRON FRAGMENTS 5 5.6
47 60 3 9 GUN CARTRIDGE/SHELL CUPROUS METAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A 22-CALIBER SHOTGUN SHELL 1 3.2
47 60 4 0 UNIDENTIFIED SLATE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SLATE FRAGMENT 1 0.1
47 60 4 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC
WHITEWARE/IRO
NSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WHITE EARTHENWARE 4 2.3
50 62 4 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 1.3 1 1850 1900
47 60 4 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRON FRAGMENT 1 0.3
47 60 4 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A MAMMAL RIB, POSSIBLY PIG 1 1
50 62 2 0 METAL STRIPPING FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRON BAND FRAGMENT 1 1.6 0.25
47 60 4 3 UNIDENT. NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A UNIDENTIFIED NAIL 1 8.8
47 60 4 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 4.1 2 1850 1900
47 60 4 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 5.5 2.5 1850 1900
47 60 4 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL, CLINCHED 1 5.3 2.25 1850 1900
47 60 4 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAG 1 1 1850 1900
47 60 4 7 THIMBLE CUPROUS METAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A FLATTENED TAILOR CUPEROUS THIMBLE 1 0.9
50 62 2 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A UNIDENTIFIED BONE 3 1.4
50 62 2 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A UNIDENTIFIED BONE, CALCINED 1 0.6
50 62 2 3 UNIDENT. NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A UNIDENTIFIED NAIL 2 3.8
50 62 2 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 2 5.4 2 1850 1900
47 60 6 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAG 1 3.9 1850 1900
47 60 7 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WHITEWARE 1 0.8
50 62 4 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL, CLINCHED 2 6.7 2 1850 1900
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50 62 2 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 2 7.4 2 1850 1900
47 60 8 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WHITEWARE 1 0.7
47 60 8 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRON FRAGMENTS 1 4.5
50 62 2 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 3 15 2.5 1850 1900
50 62 2 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 5 8.6 1.5 1850 1900
50 62 2 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL, CLINCHED 1 1.3 1.5 1850 1900
50 62 2 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL, CLINCHED 1 1.9 2 1850 1900
47 62 0 SURF 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 1 0.7 1850 1936
47 62 0 SURF 1
FRUIT/CANNING JAR 
LINER/LID MILK GLASS MASON JAR LID/LINER N/A N/A MASON TYPE JAR LINER 1 1 1869 1936
50 62 2 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL, CLINCHED 4 13.7 2.5 1850 1900
50 62 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A NAIL WITH BOLT 1 10 1880 1936
50 62 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 6.7 3 1880 1936
50 62 4 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL, CLINCHED AND ANNEALED 1 2.3 1.5 1850 1900
50 62 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 3 4.8 1.5 1880 1936
50 62 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 23 94.8 2.5 1880 1936
50 62 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 30 67.4 2 1880 1936
50 62 4 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 1.4 1.5 1880 1936
50 62 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL, CLINCHED 2 2.5 1.5 1880 1936
48 61 0 SURF 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 2 13.4 1850 1936
50 62 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL, CLINCHED 2 13.2 3 1880 1936
48 62 SC 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A FLAT IRON 1 30.5
48 62 SC 15 PREHISTORIC PREHISTORIC UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A
WYANDOTTE CHERT PROJECTILE PT, SARATOGA 
STRAIGHT STEMMED, CROSSMENDS W/ BODY FRAG 
FROM LEVEL 1 OF SAME UNIT (SEE CATALOG SHEET 
FOR SKETCH) 1 3.7
48 62 Wall Clean 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC
WHITEWARE/IRO
NSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WHITE EARTHENWARE, BURNED 1 0.6
50 62 4 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 4.3 2.25 1880 1936
50 62 4 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 2 5.2 2.5 1880 1936
48 62 Wall Clean 12 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY HORSE SHOE NAIL N/A N/A HORSE SHOE NAIL 1 2.2
48 62 1 0 UNIDENTIFIED SLATE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SLATE FRAGMENTS 2 0.8
48 62 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 1 6.3 1850 1936
48 62 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC
WHITEWARE/IRO
NSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WHITE EARTHENWARE FRAGS 23 31.7
50 62 4 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL CLINCHED AND ANNEALED 1 4.9 2.5 1880 1936
50 62 4 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAG 5 11.7 1850 1900
50 62 4 3 WIRE NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL FRAGS 1 1.4 1880 1936
50 62 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL, CLINCHED 14 37 2 1880 1936
50 62 4 3 BRACKET FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CORNER BRACKET 1 27.7 3
50 62 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL, CLINCHED 20 73.3 2.5 1880 1936
50 62 2 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAG 45 140.6 1850 1900
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50 62 2 3 WIRE NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL FRAGS 14 44.1 1880 1936
48 62 1 0 COAL CHARCOAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CHARCOAL (DISCARDED) 8 1.3
48 62 1 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A UNIDENTIFIED IRON FRAGS 18 42
48 62 1 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A
UNIDENTIFIED THICK ROUND IRON FRAG, POSSIBLE 
HANDLE TO SOMETHING MECHANICAL 1 101.1
48 62 1 0 UNIDENT. METAL CUPROUS METAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A UNIDENTIFIED COPPER FRAG 1 0.8
48 62 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A BASE FRAG "ENGLAND" 1 1.3 1891 1936
48 62 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE RIM SHERDS, BURNED 7 38.5 1850 1936
50 70 1 0 UNIDENTIFIED SLATE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SLATE FRAG 2 1
48 62 1 1 UTENSIL HANDLE FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRON PAN HANDLE (SEE CATALOG SHEET FOR SKETCH) 1 16.7
48 62 1 1 POT/PAN FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A FRYING PAN RIM FRAG 1 100.1 11
50 62 2 3 BOLT FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT IRON BOLT 1 115 4.25
50 70 1 0 WIRE FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRON WIRE FRAGS 3 14.9
48 62 1 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A UNIDENTIFIED SMALL AVIAN BONE, BURNED 1 0.2
48 62 1 2 TOOTH BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A PIG INCISER 1 1.1
48 62 1 2 TOOTH BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A PIG PREMOLAR, BURNED 1 1.3
48 62 1 2 TOOTH BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A UNERUPTED PIG MOLAR, BURNED 1 4.8
50 70 1 0 NUT & BOLT FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRON CUT NUT AND BOLT 1 15.1 1.755
50 62 2 4 RAZOR FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SAFTEY RAZOR HEAD 1 12.4 1904 1936
50 62 2 5 STOVE PART FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A PROBABLE STOVE PARTS 3 161.3
48 62 1 3 UNIDENT. NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A UNIDENTIFIED NAIL 3 3
48 62 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 0.8 1 1850 1900
48 62 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 1.4 1.25 1850 1900
48 62 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 4.1 2 1850 1900
48 62 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 5.8 2.75 1850 1900
48 62 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 2 5.3 1.75 1850 1900
48 62 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 3 5.8 1.5 1850 1900
48 62 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL, CLINCHED 1 5.8 2.25 1850 1900
48 62 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 1.5 1.75 1880 1936
48 62 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 2.9 2.25 1880 1936
48 62 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 3.5 3 1880 1936
48 62 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 2 2.1 1.5 1880 1936
48 62 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 6 20.4 2.5 1880 1936
48 62 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 14 33.7 2 1880 1936
48 62 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL, CLINCHED 1 3 2.75 1880 1936
48 62 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL, CLINCHED 2 7.3 2.75 1880 1936
48 62 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL, CLINCHED 4 8.8 2 1880 1936
48 62 1 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAG 27 74 1850 1900
48 62 1 3 WIRE NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL FRAG 3 3.4 1880 1936
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48 62 1 5 STOVE PART FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A STOVE PART PLATE, SQUARED 1 314.2
50 70 1 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRON BAND FRAGMENT 1 35 1.5
48 62 1 6 BUTTON SHELL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SHELL BUTTON FRAGMENTS 3 0.2
50 70 1 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRON FRAGMENTS 2 20.9
48 62 1 7 PENCIL SLATE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SLATE PENCIL FRAG 1 1.4
50 70 1 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A UNIDENTIFIED IRON FRAGS 12 12.3
48 62 1 9 GUN CARTRIDGE/SHELL CUPROUS METAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A
.22 CALIBER SHOTGUN SHELL "U" HEADSTAMP, , UNION 
METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.? 1 0.5 1885 1920
48 62 1 10 PIPE BOWL FRAG RED BALL CLAY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A RED BALL CLAY PIPE BOWL FRAG 1 0.4
48 62 1 12 WASHER FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRON WASHER 1 7.9
48 62 1 15 PREHISTORIC PREHISTORIC UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A
SARATOGA STRAIGHT STEMMED STEM FRAGMENT, 
GREYISH-BROWN WYANDOTTE CHERT; MENDS WITH 
BROKEN PT STEM FROM SURFACE COLLECTION OF THIS 
UNIT 1 6
48 62 2 0 UNIDENTIFIED SLATE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SLATE FRAGS 5 3.8
48 62 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE 1 11.2 1850 1936
48 62 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE, BURNED 9 25.6 1850 1936
48 62 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC
WHITEWARE/IRO
NSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WHITE EARTHENWARE 19 17
48 62 2 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC
WHITEWARE/IRO
NSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WHITE EARTHENWARE RIM FRAGS 5 9.8
50 70 1 0 UNIDENT. METAL CUPROUS METAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A UNIDENTIFIED COPPER FRAG 1 0.1
50 70 1 1 UNIDENT CERAMIC YELLOWWARE 17 UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A 1 YELLOWWARE SHERD 1 1.2
50 62 2 5 STOVE PART FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A
UNIDENTIFIED HEAT-TREATED FLAT IRON, STOVE 
PART? 1 9.7
50 62 2 7 HARMONICA PART CUPROUS METAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A HARMONCA PLATES, COPPER 1 17.4 4 1
50 62 2 9 WASHER UNDIFF. METAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WASHER 1 2.2
50 70 1 1 CROWN CAP FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CROWN CAP FRAGMENT 1 1.9 1892 1936
50 62 3 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 4 16.8 2 1850 1900
50 62 3 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL, CLINCHED 2 3.4 1.5 1850 1900
50 62 2 12 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY HORSE SHOE NAIL N/A N/A HORSE SHOE NAIL 1 3
50 62 3 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC
WHITEWARE/IRO
NSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WHITE EARTHENWARE 10 12.9
50 70 1 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A BONE FRAGMENT 1 0.3
50 70 1 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A BURNED/CALCINED BONE 1 0.3
48 62 2 0 COAL CHARCOAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CHARCOAL 7 4.8
48 62 2 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRON BRACKET? W/ SMALL PIN 1 1.2
48 62 2 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A UNIDENTIFIED IRON FRAGS 5 2.7
48 62 2 0 UNIDENT. METAL UNDIFF. METAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A
LONG TWISTED UNDIFFERENTIATED METAL W/ SMALL 
CIRCULAR AND SQUARE PERFORATIONS 1 7.2
48 62 2 0 UNIDENT. SHEET METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRON SHEET METAL 7 5.5
48 62 2 1
FRUIT/CANNING JAR 
LINER/LID MILK GLASS MASON JAR LID/LINER N/A N/A MASON TYPE CANNING JAR LINER 1 5 1869 1936
48 62 2 2 NUT SHELL ORGANIC OTHER UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A NUT, BURNT- WALNUT? 1 0.5
48 62 2 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A MEDIUM MAMMAL BONE 1 2.5
48 62 2 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SMALL MAMMAL BONE FRAGS 2 0.4
48 62 2 2 TOOTH BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A PIG TOOTH 1 0.4
1 1 ROOT CELL 3 UNIDENT. NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A UNIDENTIFIED NAILS, HEAVILY CORRODED 2 8.9
1 1 ROOT CELL 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 22 4 1850 1900
48 62 2 3 UNIDENT. NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A UNIDENTIFIED NAIL 2 3.1
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48 62 2 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 1.4 1.5 1850 1900
48 62 2 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 1.8 1.25 1850 1900
48 62 2 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 3.5 2.25 1850 1900
48 62 2 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 12.1 2 1850 1900
48 62 2 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 3 14.4 2.5 1850 1900
48 62 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 0.8 1.25 1880 1936
48 62 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 1.6 1.5 1880 1936
48 62 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 15.4 4 1880 1936
48 62 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 7 31.2 2.5 1880 1936
48 62 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 10 22.8 2 1880 1936
48 62 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL, CLINCHED 1 3.8 2.75 1880 1936
48 62 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL, CLINCHED 2 7 2.5 1880 1936
48 62 2 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL, CLINCHED 4 7.6 2 1880 1936
48 62 2 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAG 12 33.4 1850 1900
48 62 2 3 WIRE NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL FRAG 7 10.6 1880 1936
48 62 2 3 SCREW FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SCREW 1 2.7 1
48 62 2 7 PENCIL SLATE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SLATE PENCIL, HALF ROUND OTHER HALF FLAT 1 1.1
50 70 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 2.5 1.75 1850 1900
48 62 2 9 MAPLE SPILE FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A MAPLE SPILE, IRON 1 18
48 62 2 9 GUN CARTRIDGE/SHELL CUPROUS METAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A
.22 CALIBER SHOTGUN SHELL WITH "U" STAMPHEAD, , 
UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.? 1 0.6 1885 1920
48 62 2 10 PIPE BOWL FRAG STONEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A MOLDED STONEWARE PIPE BOWL FRAG 1 1.4
48 62 2 12 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY HORSE SHOE NAIL N/A N/A HORSE SHOE NAIL 1 2.9
48 62 2 12 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY HORSE SHOE NAIL N/A N/A HORSE SHOE NAIL 1 3.1 1.5
48 62 2 15 PREHISTORIC PREHISTORIC UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A
BIFACE, GRAY AND WHITE SPECKLED UNKNOWN 
MATERIAL 1 6.6
48 62 3 0 UNIDENTIFIED SLATE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A SLATE FRAGS- WITH SOME LINES? 10 12.7
48 62 3 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A IRONSTONE, BURNED 1 5.8 1850 1936
48 62 3 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC
WHITEWARE/IRO
NSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WHITE EARTHENWARE 13 16.2
50 70 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 6.3 2.25 1850 1900
1 2 ROOT CELL 3 UNIDENT. NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A UNIDENTIFIED NAILS, HEAVILY CORRODED 13 56.4
50 70 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 6.3 3 1850 1900
48 62 3 0 COAL CHARCOAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CHARCOAL 18 4.1
48 62 3 0 UNIDENT. METAL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A UNIDENTIFIED IRON FRAGS 8 17.4
48 62 3 0 UNIDENT. METAL LEAD UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A LEAD? METAL BLOB 1 3.4
48 62 3 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE
WHITEWARE/IRO
NSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A BASE WITH PARTIAL MARK, UNIDENTIFIED 1 0.9
48 62 3 2 NUT SHELL ORGANIC OTHER UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A NUTS, BURNT-WALNUT? 2 1.1
48 62 3 2 FAUNAL BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A BURNT/CALCINED BONE 2 1
50 70 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAILS 2 1.6 1.25 1850 1900
50 70 1 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAILS 5 17.4 2 1850 1900
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50 70 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 0.8 1.25 1880 1936
50 70 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 1.7 2 1880 1936
48 62 3 3 BRICK BRICK UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A BRICK 1 0.4
48 62 3 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CLINCHED CUT NAIL 1 6.6 2.75 1850 1900
48 62 3 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 4.98 2.5 1850 1900
48 62 3 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 0.7 1 1880 1936
48 62 3 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 7.2 3 1880 1936
48 62 3 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 2 6.22 2 1880 1936
48 62 3 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 3 7.8 2 1880 1936
48 62 3 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 4 21 2.5 1880 1936
48 62 3 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL WITH FLAT METAL FRAG ATTACHED 1 1.9 1.75 1880 1936
48 62 3 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL, CLINCHED 1 4 2.5 1880 1936
48 62 3 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL, CLINCHED 2 7.5 2.25 1880 1936
48 62 3 3 CUT NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL FRAG 11 25.4 1850 1900
48 62 3 3 WIRE NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL FRAG 1 1.2 0.75 1880 1936
48 62 3 3 WIRE NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL FRAG 1 1.8 1 1880 1936
48 62 3 3 WIRE NAIL FRAG FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL FRAG 4 10.5 1.75 1880 1936
48 62 3 3 SPIKE FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE SPIKE FRAG 1 18.2 4
50 70 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 2 2 1880 1936
48 62 3 12 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY HORSE SHOE NAIL N/A N/A HORSE SHOE NAIL 1 2.1 1.5
48 62 4 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC
WHITEWARE/IRO
NSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WHITE EARTHENWARE FRAG 7 10.3
50 70 1 3 WIRE NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A WIRE NAIL 1 2.3 2 1880 1936
1 2 ROOT CELL 3 CUT NAIL FERROUS ALLOY UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CUT NAIL 1 5.3 2.5 1850 1900
48 62 4 0 COAL CHARCOAL UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A CHARCOAL (DISCARDED) 9 1.7
48 62 4 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A 1 STONEWARE FRAG 1 12.5
48 62 4 2 TOOTH BONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A N/A PIG MOLAR AND PRE-MOLAR SET IN BONE 2 6.1
50 62 3 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA BURNT AQUA GLASS 4 6.7
30 70 STP 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 1 0.4
50 62 3 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA CANNING JAR FRAG 4 29.3 1858 1936
40 60 STP 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA MELTED AQUA GLASS 1 1.6
48 62 5 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 1 1.6
40 60 STP 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 1 0.2
40 61 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 5 10.8
40 61 1 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 4 1.5
40 61 1 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 15 23.2
40 61 2 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 3 7
40 61 2 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA GLASS BASE FRAG 1 1.9
40 61 2 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 1 2.8
48 64 0 SURF 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE BASE- HEAT FRACTURED 1 7.9
40 61 2 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 13 16.5
40 61 2 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS THIN 3 0.6
40 63 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 7 7.1
40 63 1 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 11 14.1
40 63 2 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA MELTED GLASS 2 13.2
40 63 2 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 3 2.4
40 63 2 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA CANNING JAR FRAGMENT 4 16.9 1858 1936
49 54.9 1 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA MELTED AQUA GLASS 1 0.5
49 54.9 1 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA MELTED AQUA GLASS 3 24.6
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49 54.9 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA UNIDENTIFIED AQUA BOTTLE FRAGS 18 13.5
40 63 2 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 9 8.1
40 63 3 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 3 27
40 63 3 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 6 14.2
40 68 1 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA MELTED GLASS 1 1.9
40 68 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA PANEL BOTTLE FRAG 1 0.7
40 68 1 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA CANNING JAR FRAGMENT 2 6.9 1858 1936
40 68 1 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS WAX SEALER N/A AQUA WAX SEAL CANNING JAR BURNED 1 8.9 1850 1880
40 68 1 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS MASON JAR N/A AQUA CANNING JAR FRAGMENT - MASON TYPE 2 5.7 1858 1936
40 68 1 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 1 0.9
40 68 2 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA CANNING JAR FRAGMENT 1 2.3 1858 1936
40 68 3 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS MASON JAR N/A AQUA
MASON TYPE CANNING JAR NECK FULLY MACHINE 
MADE 1 7.6 1890 1936
40 70 STP 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 1 3.5
49 54.9 1 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA CANNING JAR FRAGS 19 58.3 1858 1936
40 70 STP 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 2 1.3
40 70 STP 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 1 0.8
49 54.9 1 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW  GLASS 5 4.7
49 54.9 1 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW  GLASS 8 6.5
41 50 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA GLASS FRAGS 6 4.6
41 50 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS 7 UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA 1 AQUA GLASS BOTTLE WITH LIP 1 1.3
41 50 2 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA GLASS FRAGS 1 1
41 64 WALL CLEAN 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 2 1.1
41 64 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 3 1.6
41 64 1 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA FRUIT/CANNING JAR "...V 26" ON BASE 3 32.6 1890 1936
41 64 1 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 5 2.5
41 64 2 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA MELTED GLASS 1 1.5
41 64 2 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 10 10
41 64 2 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA MOLD BLOWN AQUA BOTTLE CATHEDRAL PICKLE ? 1 3.3
41 64 2 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 6 5
41 64 3 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 5 10.7
41 64 3 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 3 2
42 60 1+2 Wall Clean 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 4 4.5
42 60 1+2 Wall Clean 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 3 3.1
42 60 1 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA MELTED GLASS 1 33.8
42 60 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 28 39.4
42 60 1 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 25 32.5
42 60 2 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 3 0.8
42 60 2 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 10 5.3
42 63 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 24 34.2
42 63 1 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS MASON JAR N/A AQUA MASON-TYPE FRUIT JAR FRAGMENT 2 9.8 1890 1936
42 63 1 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 12 12.6
42 63 2 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 20 36.1
42 63 2 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 6 13.7
42 64 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 9 13.7
50 70 2 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA CONTAINER GLASS 3 2.8
42 64 1 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 4 9.1
49 54.9 2 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA MELTED AQUA GLASS 2 4.8
49 54.9 2 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA UNIDENTIFIED AQUA BOTTLE FRAGS 9 10.6
42 64 2 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS FRAGMENT 14 22.5
42 64 2 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 8 7.6
42 64 3 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 1 0.6
42 64 3 4 BOTTLE-MEDICINAL GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA PANEL BOTTLE "..CEN.." 5 6
42 64 4 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 1 1
49 54.9 2 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA CANNING JAR FRAGS 5 20.7 1858 1936
43 63.3 1 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA MELTED GLASS 1 5.8
43 63.3 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 5 10.7
43 63.3 1 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS MELTED 1 2.5
49 54.9 2 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW  GLASS 2 1.2
49 54.9 2 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW  GLASS 4 7
49 54.9 2 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW  GLASS MELTED 1 8
43 63.3 1 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS MELTED 1 2.5
43 64 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 21 22.4
43 64 1 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 4 8.1
43 64 2 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 11 17
43 64 2 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 5 2.6
43 64 3 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 6 13.3
43 64 3 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 2 4.2
43 64 4 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 2 8.1
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44 62 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 7 7.8
44 62 1 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA CANNING JAR FRAGMENT 1 1.8 1890 1936
44 62 1 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 4 2.5
44 62 1 4 BOTTLE-MEDICINAL GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA MOLD BLOWN PANEL BOTTLE 1 0.4
44 62 2 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 7 8.6
44 62 2 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 5 5.3
44 62 3 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 1 1.3
44 62 3 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 3 4.9
44 63 1 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA MELTED GLASS 3 6.7
44 63 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 21 51.3
44 63 1 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA CANNING JAR RIM 1 3.4 1890 1936
44 63 1 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS 99 WAX SEALER N/A AQUA 1 AQUA WAX SEAL CANNING RIM 1 29.6 1850 1880
44 63 1 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 12 10.5
44 64 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 25 61.1
44 64 1 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA CANNING JAR RIM FRAG 2 5.8 1858 1936
44 64 1 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 2 0.8
49 54.9 3 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA MELTED AQUA GLASS 2 4.1
50 70 2 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW  GLASS 15 20.4
44 67 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 18 23.7
49 54.9 3 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 13 10.5
44 67 1 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS HEAT FRACTURED 1 0.5
44 67 2 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA MELTED GLASS 1 2.8
44 67 2 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 9 14.2
44 67 2 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA FRUIT JAR "BALL/...SO..." 1 16.6 1895 1900
49 54.9 3 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA CANNING JAR FRAGMENTS 5 80.2 1858 1936
49 54.9 3 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS 38 MASON JAR N/A AQUA 1 MASON JAR "MASON PATENT NOVEMBER" 1 26.7 1858 1936
49 54.9 3 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS 39 WAX SEALER N/A AQUA 1 WAX SEALER CANNING JAR RIM 1 21.5 1850 1880
44 67 2 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 6 2.2
44 67 3 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 2 2.3
45 58 0 SURF 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 1 1.7
45 63 1 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA MELTED GLASS 2 4.2
50 70 2 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW  GLASS 15 20.4
49 54.9 3 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW  GLASS 5 3.3
45 63 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 14 20.8
45 63 1 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 3 5
45 68 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 10 9.7
45 68 1 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA CANNING JAR FRAGMENTS 5 19.1 1858 1936
45 68 1 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 14 7
45 68 2 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 6 6.5
45 68 2 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS WAX SEALER N/A AQUA WAX SEAL CANNING JAR 1 13.7 1850 1880
45 68 2 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 3 3.4
45 68 3 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 3 2.1
45 68 3 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA CANNING JAR FRAGMENT 3 34.6 1858 1936
49 54.9 4 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA UNIDENTIFIED AQUA GLASS FRAGS 7 13.4
45 68 3 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS MASON JAR N/A AQUA CANNING JAR MASON TYPE 1 1.8 1858 1936
49 54.9 4 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW  GLASS 1 1.1
45 68 3 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 3 2.8
45 68 3 4 BOTTLE-MEDICINAL GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA
AQUA PANEL BOTTLE "SLOCUM'S COLTSFOOT 
EXPECTORANT" 1 4.7 1888
45 68 3 4 BOTTLE-MEDICINAL GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA PANEL BOTTLE FRAG 1 2.9
45 68 4 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 3 3.1
45 68 4 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 2 1
45 68 4 4 BOTTLE-MEDICINAL GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA SMALL AQUA VIAL FRAGMENT 2 3.8
49 55 0 SURF 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 1 1
46 59 0 SURF 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 1 3.4
49 57 0 SURF 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA CANNING JAR 1 17.4 1858 1936
49 58 0 SURF 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS 104 MASON JAR N/A AQUA 1 MASON TYPE JAR RIM 1 4.9 1858 1936
46 62 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE BASE FRAGMENT - BURNED 2 5.3
49 59 0 SURF 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA MELTED GLASS 1 7.1
49 59 0 SURF 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA CANNING JAR FRAG 1 25.1 1858 1936
49 59 0 SURF 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW  GLASS 1 1.6
46 62 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE FRAGMENT 7 16.5
46 62 1 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 2 0.9
46 62 2 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 5 4.6
46 62 2 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA CANNING JAR BASE FRAG - BURNED 1 21.8 1858 1936
49 61 0 SURF 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA CANNING JAR FRAG 1 17.1 1858 1936
49 61 0 SURF 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW  GLASS 1 1.5
46 62 2 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 5 2.2
49 64 0 SURF 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW  GLASS 1 1.8
49 65 0 SURF 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE "...LIV..." 1 2.9
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46 62 3 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA MELTED GLASS 1 2.2
49 66 0 SURF 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 1 5.4
46 62 3 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 4 3.5
49 67 0 SURF 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA FRUIT JAR "B", BALL JAR 1 1.5 1888 1936
50 40 1 STP 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW  GLASS 1 0.8
50 45 1 STP 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 1 1.6
50 45 1 STP 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS MELTED 1 1.3
46 62 3 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 10 19.7
46 62 3 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 5 6.7
46 63 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 5 8.7
50 55 1 STP 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 2 0.7
50 59 0 SURF 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA MELTED GLASS 1 8.5
50 60 0 SURF 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 1 12.1
46 63 1 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 5 5.3
46 63 2 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 11 13.6
50 62 Wall Clean 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 1 0.3
46 63 2 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS - MELTED 2 7.1
46 63 2 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS - THICK 2 14.9
50 70 3 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW  GLASS 2 1.3
50 62 0 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 1 0.7
50 62 0 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA CANNING JAR FRAGS 4 54.7 1858 1936
46 63 2 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS LIGHTENING SEAL JAR N/A AQUA LIGHTNING CANNING JAR TOP FRAGMENT 1 2 1882 1936
46 63 2 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 5 2.6
46 63 2 4 BOTTLE-MEDICINAL GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA PANEL BOTTLE "...ACE"//"...'S" 3 12.4
46 63 3 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA CANNING JAR FRAGMENTS 9 24.6 1858 1936
46 63 3 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS MASON JAR N/A AQUA MASON TYPE CANNING JAR MELTED 1 4.6 1858 1936
50 62 1 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA MELTED GLASS 1 4.3
51 67 0 SURF 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 2 4.9
50 62 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA
AQUA BOTTLE FRAG W/ TEXT "MR" AND THE LETTER "P" 
CROSSED ALONG STEM OF LETTER (SEE CATALOG 
SHEET FOR SYMBOL) 2 1.9
50 62 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE FRAGS 26 34.4
46 63 3 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 3 6.8
46 63 4 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 1 4.3
46 66 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 12 10.2
46 66 1 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA CANNING JAR FRAGMENT 10 75.3 1858 1936
50 62 1 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA CANNING JAR FRAGS 9 48 1858 1936
50 62 1 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS 101 MASON JAR N/A AQUA 1 MASON JAR RIM, AQUA 1 6.3 1858 1936
46 66 1 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS MASON JAR N/A AQUA MASON TYPE CANNING JAR FRAGMENT 1 1.3 1858 1936
46 66 1 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS LIGHTENING SEAL JAR N/A AQUA LIGHTENING SEAL CANNING JAR FRAGMENT 3 10 1882 1936
46 66 1 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 7 8.5
46 66 2 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 14 25
46 66 2 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA CANNING JAR 4 25.4 1858 1936
46 66 2 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 8 6.4
46 66 3 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 3 3.2
47 53 0 SURF 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 1 1.9
47 59 1 0 MELTED GLASS MILK GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA MELTED GLASS 5 16.5
47 59 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE FRAGMENT 32 54.5
47 59 1 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA CANNING JAR FRAGMENTS 8 37.9 1858 1936
47 59 1 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW  GLASS 21 22.8
47 59 2 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 14 23.7
47 59 2 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA CANNING JAR FRAGMENT 3 54.3 1858 1936
47 59 2 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS WAX SEALER N/A AQUA CANNING JAR WAX SEAL 1 6.4 1850 1880
47 59 2 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS MASON JAR N/A AQUA CANNING JAR MASON TYPE SEAL 1 1.1 1858 1936
47 59 2 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW  GLASS 12 22.5
47 59 3 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA MELTED GLASS 1 2.6
47 59 3 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 2 2.3
47 59 3 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 2 0.9
47 60 1 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA MELTED/BURNED GLASS 11 33.7
47 60 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 1 1.5
47 60 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 30 41.6
47 60 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA MOLD BLOWN AQUA GLASS W/ SWIRL PATTERN 1 4.9
47 60 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA THICK AQUA BOTTLE GLASS, BASE? 2 7.5
47 60 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS 103 UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA 1 AQUA PANEL BOTTLE FRAG 1 9.2
47 60 1 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA CANNING JAR FRAG 5 101.9 1858 1936
47 60 2 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 4 7.1
47 60 2 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 16 52
47 60 2 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS, BURNED 1 2.4
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47 60 2 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA GLASS BOTTLE NECK 1 2.2
47 60 2 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS 116 MASON JAR N/A AQUA 1 MASON/CANNING JAR NECK 1 4.3 1858 1936
47 60 2 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW  GLASS 5 11.7
50 62 2 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA MELTED GLASS 1 2
50 62 2 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE FRAGS 19 31
47 60 3 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA GLASS 12 26.5
50 62 4 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA GLASS 5 11.3
47 60 3 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW  GLASS 9 20.9
47 60 3 7 MIRROR GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA MIRROR GLASS FRAGMENT 1 0.6
47 60 4 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW  GLASS 4 6.9
47 60 5 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA MELTED GLASS 1 2.4
1 1 ROOT CELL 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA UNIDENTIFIED AQUA BOTLE GLASS 1 3.1
50 62 2 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA CANNING JAR FRAS, MELTED 2 29.6 1858 1936
50 62 2 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS 118 MASON JAR N/A AQUA 1 MASON JAR RIM, AQUA 1 7.3 1858 1936
47 60 5 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW  GLASS 1 1.3
47 60 5 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW  GLASS 1 4
1 1 ROOT CELL 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS 1 UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA 1 AQUA MASON JAR BASE 1 132.7 1858 1936
50 62 2 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA FLAT GLASS 5 30.2
47 60 6 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW  GLASS 1 0.6
47 60 7 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW  GLASS 4 6.9
47 60 8 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW  GLASS 1 0.8
47 61 0 SURF 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA MELTED GLASS 1 4.6
47 61 0 SURF 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE BASE FRAG 1 5.2
47 61 0 SURF 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW  GLASS 1 0.8
48 51 0 SURF 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW  GLASS 1 1.1
48 53 0 SURF 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 1 0.9
48 53 0 SURF 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA CANNING JAR "...PA..." MELTED 1 8.5 1858 1936
48 53 0 SURF 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW  GLASS 2 1.9
48 55 0 SURF 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW  GLASS 1 7
48 56 0 SURF 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW  GLASS 1 3.4
48 60 0 SURF 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA CANNING JAR FRAG 1 5.6 1858 1936
48 61 0 SURF 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW  GLASS 1 6.3
48 62 1 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA MELTED GLASS 2 4.1
48 62 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE FRAG, THIN 5 2.3
48 62 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 23 54.1
50 67 0 SURF 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW  GLASS 1 3.6
48 62 1 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS 115 TEAPOT N/A AQUA 1 AQUA CANNING JAR RIM 1 5.2 1858 1936
48 62 1 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW  GLASS 2 4.1
48 62 1 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW  GLASS 10 8.5
50 70 1 1 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA CONTAINER GLASS 16 14.1
48 62 2 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA MELTED/BURNED GLASS 5 22.9
50 70 1 1 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS 10 UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA 1 AQUA BOTTLE GLASS BASE 1 1
1 1 ROOT CELL 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW GLASS 1 7
48 62 2 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 6 4.6
48 62 2 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA BOTTLE GLASS 24 42.6
50 70 1 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW  GLASS 19 34.2
48 62 2 3 WINDOW GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA WINDOW  GLASS 7 8.6
48 62 3 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA GLASS 3 6.8
48 62 4 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA GLASS 6 8.2
50 62 3 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AQUA AQUA GLASS 37 40.8
50 70 4 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE 19 TEACUP HANDLELESS POLY PAINTED GREEN 1
WHITEWARE POLYCHROME TEA CUP WITH GREEN 
FLORAL PETALS AND 4 SQUARES IMPRESSED ON 
BOTTOM BASE FRAG (SEE SKETCH ON CATALOG SHEET) 1 1.9 1830 1860
50 70 2 2 GULLET STONE WHITEWARE 22 UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE GREEN 1
GULLET STONE, WHITEWARE WITH GREEN SPONGE 
PAINTING 1 0.7 1830 1870
43 64 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE POLY PAINTED GREEN WHITEWARE GREEN POLY FLORAL PAINTED 2 1.6 1830 1860
42 60 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE
COMMON 
CREAMWARE SAUCER POLY PAINTED GREEN
COMMON CREAMWARE SAUCER GREEN POLY PAINTED 
FLORAL 1 0.6
42 60 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE UNDIF. CERAMIC UNIDENTIFIABLE POLY PAINTED GREEN CERAMIC GREEN POLY PAINTED FLORAL BURNED 1 0.6
40 63 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE POLY PAINTED GREEN WHITEWARE GREEN POLYPAINTED 2 1.3 1830 1860
45 68 4 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE POLY PAINTED GREEN WHITEWARE GREEN POLY PAINTED 1 0.3 1830 1860
40 61 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE 62 TEACUP HANDLELESS POLY PAINTED GREEN 1 WHITEWARE FLORAL SPRIG PAINTED 1 0.4 1830 1860
44 63 1 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE YELLOWWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE ANNULAR W/ MOCHA GREEN
YELLOWWARE ANNULAR W/ MOCHA WHITE BAND 
WITH GREEN DENDRITIC 1 1.4 1830 1900
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50 70 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE 19 TEACUP HANDLELESS POLY PAINTED GREEN 2
WHITEWARE POLYCHROME TEA CUP WITH GREEN 
FLORAL PETALS AND 4 SQUARES IMPRESSED ON 
BOTTOM BASE FRAG (SEE SKETCH ON CATALOG SHEET) 1 21.6 1830 1860
47 59 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE SAUCER POLY PAINTED GREEN WHITEWARE SAUCER GREEN POLY PAINTED BURNED 2 7.1 1830 1860
46 62 2 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A GREEN MELTED GLASS 1 5.6
47 59 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE TEACUP HANDLELESS POLY PAINTED GREEN
WHITEWARE TEACUP HANDLELESS GREEN FLORAL 
POLY PAINTED 1 3.6 1830 1860
46 62 3 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A GREEN MELTED GLASS 2 6.3
46 62 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE POLY PAINTED GREEN WHTIEWARE GREEN SPRIG WITH BROWN BAND 1 0.4 1830 1860
46 63 3 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A GREEN MELTED GLASS 1 1.7
45 63 1 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE REDWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE LEAD GLAZED BROWN 1 LEAD GLAZED REDWARE FRAG 1 1.6 1790 1880
47 59 2 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE REDWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SLIPPED BROWN REDWARE BASE BROWN SLIPPED 1 39.4
45 68 3 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SLIPPED BROWN STONEWARE BROWN SLIPPED 1 3.4
45 63 1 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE REDWARE 48 UNIDENTIFIABLE SLIPPED BROWN 1
REDWARE, SALT GLAZED? UNGLAZED INTERIOR; 
BROWN SLIP/GLAZE EXT 1 3 1790 1880
42 60 1 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE GLAZED BROWN BROWN GLAZED STONEWARE BURNED 2 22.2
42 60 1 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE MIXING BOWL GLAZED BROWN
STONEWARE BROWN GLAZED COLLARED MIXING 
BOWL 1 112.7 10
46 66 2 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE YELLOWWARE BOWL ANNULAR BROWN YELLOWWARE BROWN ANNULAR BOWL 1 5.1
48 62 2 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE YELLOWWARE 68 UNIDENTIFIABLE ANNULAR BROWN 1 YELLOWWARE BROWN/CREAM BANDS, SMALL BOWL? 2 9.4 6 1830 1900
47 59 1 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE REDWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SLIPPED BROWN REDWARE BASE FRAGMENT WITH BROWN SLIP 2 13.4
48 62 2 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE REDWARE 78 UNIDENTIFIABLE LEAD GLAZED BROWN 1
LEAD GLAZED INT AND EXT REDWARE RIM AND BODY 
FRAGS, STORAGE JAR? 1 2.4 1790 1880
45 68 1 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE LEAD GLAZED BROWN STONEWARE BROWN LEAD GLAZE 1 6.6
45 63 1 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE REDWARE 78 UNIDENTIFIABLE LEAD GLAZED BROWN 1
LEAD GLAZED INT AND EXT REDWARE RIM AND BODY 
FRAGS, STORAGE JAR? 2 11 1790 1880
45 68 3 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE YELLOWWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE ANNULAR BROWN YELLOWWARE BROWN ANNULAR 1 0.05
46 63 1 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE ANNULAR BROWN WHITEWARE ANNULAR BROWN BANDS BURNED 1 1.9 1830 1900
44 67 3 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE YELLOWWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE ANNULAR BROWN YELLOWWARE ANNULAR 1 0.6
44 63 1 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE YELLOWWARE 68 UNIDENTIFIABLE ANNULAR BROWN 1 YELLOWWARE BROWN/CREAM BANDS, SMALL BOWL? 1 1.5 1830 1900
48 62 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE 146 UNIDENTIFIABLE DECAL BROWN 1
IRONSTONE W/ BROWN FLORAL DECAL, THICK AND 
PLATTER OR PLATE 1 5.8 1890 1936
49 54.9 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE POLY PAINTED BROWN WW GREEN PAINTED DEC 1 0.8 1830 1860
44 63 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE 144 UNIDENTIFIABLE BANDED/EDGED BROWN 1 WHITEWARE INT BROWN BAND SMALL PLATE? 1 1.7 1830 1860
41 50 1 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE 4 BUTTER CHURN SLIPPED BROWN 1 BROWN INTERIOR SLIP, PROBABLY CHURN 1 42.7 1800 1920
47 60 1 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE 74 UNIDENTIFIABLE SLIPPED BROWN 1 BROWN SLIPPED STONEWARE FRAG 1 12.6 1800 1920
47 60 3 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE REDWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SLIPPED BROWN 1 BROWN SLIPPED REDWARE 1 0.9 1790 1880
45 68 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE SAUCER BANDED/EDGED BROWN IRONSTONE SAUCER WITH BROWN BANDED 1 0.8
47 60 3 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE 142 UNIDENTIFIABLE BANDED/EDGED BROWN 1 WHITEWARE RIM BROWN BAND INT AND EXT 1 0.8 1830 1860
50 62 3 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE 148 UNIDENTIFIABLE BANDED/EDGED BROWN 1 WHITEWARE W/ INT BROWN BAND, BURNED 1 0.6 1830 1860
47 59 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE SAUCER BANDED/EDGED BROWN WHITEWARE SAUCER W/ BROWN BAND 1 0.8 1830 1860
51 61 0 SURF 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE 63 MIXING BOWL SLIPPED BROWN 1 COLLARED MIXING BOWL W/ BROWN SLIP 1 220.4 10 1800 1920
47 59 2 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE REDWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SLIPPED BROWN REDWARE BASE BROWN SLIPPED 1 39.4
46 63 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE DECAL BROWN IRONSTONE WITH BROWN DECAL - FLORAL 1 4.3 1890 1936
43 64 1 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE STONEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SLIPPED BROWN STONEWARE BROWN SLIPPED INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR 1 4.2
50 62 3 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE 146 UNIDENTIFIABLE DECAL BROWN 1
IRONSTONE W/ BROWN FLORAL DECAL, THICK AND 
PLATTER OR PLATE 1 0.9 1890 1936
49 54.9 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE 29 TEACUP HANDLELESS MONO PAINTED BROWN 1
IRONSTONE CUP W/ BROWN BAND INTERIOR AND 
EXTERIOR AND FLORAL 2 11 1850 1900
50 70 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE
WHITEWARE/IRO
NSTONE 20 TEACUP HANDLELESS SPONGE BLUE 1 BLUE SPONGE-PAINTED TEACUP 2 13.8 1830 1870
50 70 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE
WHITEWARE/IRO
NSTONE 15 UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE BLUE 1 BLUE SPONGE-PAINTED WW FLATWARE 3 7 1830 1870
44 62 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE PLATE SHELL EDGE-SCALLOPED BLUE WHITEWARE BLUE SHELL EDGE PLATE - AT LEAST 3 3 7.3 1830 1860
44 62 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE PLATE SHELL EDGE-SCALLOPED BLUE WHITEWARE BLUE SHELL EDGE PLATE BURNED 1 3.5 1830 1860
44 63 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SHELL EDGE-SCALLOPED BLUE WHITEWARE BLUE SHELL 1 2.1 1830 1860
44 64 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE 80 PLATE SHELL EDGE-SCALLOPED BLUE 1 WHITEWARE BLUE SHELL PLATE 2 33.9 9 1830 1860
40 61 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE 54 TEACUP HANDLELESS SPONGE BLUE 1 WHITEARE CUP BLUE SPONGE 1 0.7 1830 1870
47 59 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE BLUE WHITEWARE BLUE SPONGE 1 2.1 1830 1870
42 63 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE BLUE IRONSTONE BLUE SPONGE 1 0.8
40 68 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE
COMMON 
CREAMWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE BLUE COMMON CREAMWARE BLUE SPONGE ERODED GLAZE 1 1.2
46 63 3 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SHELL EDGE-SCALLOPED BLUE WHITEWARE BLUE SHELL 2 2 1830 1860
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42 63 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE PLATE SHELL EDGE-SCALLOPED BLUE WHITEWARE PLATE BLUE SHELL 1 2.7 1830 1860
47 59 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SHELL EDGE-SCALLOPED BLUE WHITEWARE BLUE SHELL EDGE SCALLOPED 1 3.3 1830 1860
47 60 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE BLUE BLUE SPONGE, BURNED 1 0.5 1830 1870
46 63 2 2 GULLET STONE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE BLUE WHITEWARE BLUE SPONGE GULLET STONE 1 0.2 1830 1870
47 59 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE BLUE WHITEWARE BLUE SPONGE 5 6.1 1830 1870
47 59 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SHELL EDGE-SCALLOPED BLUE WHITEWARE BLUE SHELL EDGE SCALLOPED BURNED 1 0.8 1830 1860
40 63 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SHELL EDGE-SCALLOPED BLUE WHITEWARE BLUE SHELL EDGE SCALLOPED 1 2.3 1830 1860
46 62 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE SAUCER SPONGE BLUE WHITEWARE BLUE SPONGE  SAUCER BURNED 1 1.8 1830 1870
41 64 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SHELL EDGE-SCALLOPED BLUE WHITEWARE BLUE SHELL EDGE-SCALLOPED 1 1.1 1830 1860
50 70 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE
WHITEWARE/IRO
NSTONE 23 UNIDENTIFIABLE MONO PAINTED BLUE 1
MONOCHROME BLUE WHITEWARE PLATE OR PLATTER 
RIM SHERD 1 1.8 1830 1860
44 64 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE BLUE BLUE SPONGE WHITEWARE 1 2.2 1830 1870
5 Wall Clean 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE PLATE SHELL EDGE-SCALLOPED BLUE WHITEWARE BLUE SHELL 1 10.2 9 1830 1860
46 62 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE TEACUP HANDLELESS SPONGE BLUE WHITEWARE BLUE SPONGE CUP 1 0.4 1830 1870
45 63 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE BLUE WHITEWARE BLUE SPONGE 1 1.5 1830 1870
42 63 2 1 UNIDENT CERAMIC UNDIF. CERAMIC UNIDENTIFIABLE UNKNOWN DECORATION BLUE UNIDENTIFIED CERAMIC WITH BLUE DECORATION 1 0.3
40 61 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE BLUE WHITEWARE BLUE SPONGE 2 1.3 1830 1870
40 68 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE MONO PAINTED BLUE IRONSTONE WITH MONO FLOW BLUE PAINTED FLORAL 1 7.6
41 64 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE MONO PAINTED BLUE IRONSTONE WITH MONO FLOW BLUE PAINTED 2 3.6
44 63 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE MONO PAINTED BLUE WHITEWARE MONO BLUE 1 1.6 1830 1860
46 66 2 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE YELLOWWARE BOWL ANNULAR BLUE YELLOWWARE BLUE ANNULAR BOWL 1 0.9
47 60 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE 155 TEACUP HANDLELESS SPONGE BLUE 1 BLUE SPONGE CUP, BURNED 1 3.7 1830 1870
47 60 2 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE WHITEWARE 143 UNIDENTIFIABLE ANNULAR BLUE 1 BLUE/WHITE ANNULARWARE 1 1.4 1830 1900
44 67 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE UNDIF. CERAMIC UNIDENTIFIABLE MONO PAINTED BLUE WHITEWARE WITH BLUE MONO PAINTED BURNED 1 0.4
45 63 1 1 FOOD SERVICE IRONSTONE 88 UNIDENTIFIABLE MONO PAINTED BLUE 1 FLOW BLUE PAINTED CREAMER OR SMALL PITCHER 2 7.5 1850 1920
42 60 1 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE ANNULAR BLUE WHITEWARE BLUE ANNULAR 1 1.8 1830 1900
40 61 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE 49 SAUCER SPONGE BLUE 1 BLUE SPONGE SAUCER 1 5.1 1830 1870
45 68 1 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE UNKNOWN DECORATION BLUE IRONSTONE WITH BLUE DECORATION - FLOW? 1 0.2
47 57 0 SURF 0 UNIDENT CERAMIC IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE UNKNOWN DECORATION BLUE IRONSTONE TRACE OF BLUE- FLOW BLUE? 1 0.9 1850 1900
45 63 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE 89 SAUCER MONO PAINTED BLUE 1 MONO BLUE FLORAL FLOW PAINTED SAUCER 2 3.9 6 1850 1920
50 62 3 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE 89 SAUCER MONO PAINTED BLUE 1 MONO BLUE FLORAL FLOW PAINTED SAUCER 1 7.6 6 1850 1920
48 62 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE UNKNOWN DECORATION BLUE WHITEWARE TRACE OF BLUE DEC 2 1.8 1830 1870
47 60 6 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE YELLOWWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE ANNULAR BLUE
YELLOWWARE ANNULAR WHITE BAND AND BLUE 
STIPE 1 1.6 1830 1900
48 62 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE UNKNOWN DECORATION BLUE WHITEWARE TRACE OF BLUE DEC 2 0.6 1830 1870
47 59 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE UNKNOWN DECORATION BLUE WHITEWARE BLUE UNKNOWN DECORATION 1 0.6
50 70 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE
WHITEWARE/IRO
NSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE BLUE BLUE SPONGE-PAINTED WW SHERD, BURNT 1 0.2 1830 1870
47 59 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A BLUE COBALT BOTTLE FRAGMENT 1 0.9
42 60 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE BLUE WHITEWARE BLUE SPONGE 2 2 1830 1870
42 64 2 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE ANNULAR BLUE WHITEWARE BLUE ANNULAR 1 0.05 1830 1900
46 63 4 1 FOOD SERVICE IRONSTONE SLOP BOWL MONO PAINTED BLUE
IRONSTONE SLOP BOWL MONO FLOW BLUE PAINTED 
FLORAL 3 28.9 7
40 61 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE 51 UNIDENTIFIABLE SHELL EDGE-SCALLOPED BLUE 1 WHITEWARE BLUE SHELL EDGE 1 0.05 1830 1860
43 64 4 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE SAUCER BANDED/EDGED BLUE WHITEWARE BLUE BANDED/EDGED SAUCER - BURNED 1 1.5 1830 1860
48 62 4 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE BLUE BLUE SPONGE FRAG, BURNED 1 2.2 1830 1870
48 62 4 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE BLUE BLUE SPONGE PAINTED SAUCER RIM 1 1.1 1830 1870
46 62 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE BANDED/EDGED BLUE IRONSTONE WITH FLOW BLUE INTERIOR BAND 1 0.6
49 54.9 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE 28 UNIDENTIFIABLE BANDED/EDGED BLUE 1 WHITEWARE W/ INTERIOR BLUE PAINTED BAND, CUP? 1 1.2 1830 1860
0 SURF 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE 159 TEACUP HANDLELESS SPONGE BLUE 1 BLUE SPONGE CUP 1 1.2 1830 1870
47 59 4 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE TEACUP HANDLELESS SPONGE BLUE WHITEWARE BLUE SPONGE CUP 1 0.6 1830 1870
49 54.9 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE 34 UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE BLUE 1 WHITEWARE BLUE SPONGE DECORATION 1 0.1 1830 1870
50 62 3 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE BLUE BLUE SPONGE WHITEWARE 2 0.7 1830 1870
46 62 3 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE BLUE WHITEWARE BLUE SPONGE 1 0.3 1830 1870
48 62 4 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE 147 UNIDENTIFIABLE POLY PAINTED BLUE 1 WHITEWARE BLUE FLORAL PAINED 1 3.1 1830 1860
47 59 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE MONO PAINTED BLUE IRONSTONE BLUE FLOW MONO PAINTED 1 2.2
47 59 3 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE MONO PAINTED BLUE IRONSTONE MONO PAINTED FLOW BLUE 1 2.9
47 60 3 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE 89 SAUCER MONO PAINTED BLUE 1 MONO BLUE FLORAL FLOW PAINTED SAUCER 1 6.3 6 1850 1920
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47 60 4 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE 141 TEACUP HANDLELESS MONO PAINTED BLUE 1 MONO BLUE PAINTED CUP 1 0.8 1830 1860
48 62 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE 90 SAUCER MONO PAINTED BLUE 1 MONO BLUE PAINED SAUCER 1 2.2 1830 1860
48 62 3 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE 89 SAUCER MONO PAINTED BLUE 1 MONO BLUE FLORAL FLOW PAINTED SAUCER 1 1.9 6 1850 1920
48 62 4 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE 89 SAUCER MONO PAINTED BLUE 1 MONO BLUE FLORAL FLOW PAINTED SAUCER 1 0.2 6 1850 1920
40 60 STP 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE BLUE WHITEWARE BLUE SPONGE 1 2.5 1830 1870
47 59 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE SAUCER SPONGE BLUE WHITEWARE SAUCER BLUE SPONGE BURNED 1 1.5 1830 1870
46 63 2 1 FOOD SERVICE IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE MONO PAINTED BLUE
IRONSTONE SLOP BOWL WITH MONO FLOW BLUE 
PAINTED FLORAL 2 5.8 7
50 62 4 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE 89 SAUCER MONO PAINTED BLUE 1 MONO BLUE FLORAL FLOW PAINTED SAUCER 1 5 6 1850 1920
46 62 3 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE BLUE WHITEWARE BLUE SPONGE 1 0.7 1830 1870
46 66 3 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE SAUCER SPONGE BLUE WHITEWARE BLUE SPONGE SAUCER 1 1.5 1830 1870
48 62 3 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE SAUCER SPONGE BLUE BLUE SPONGE SAUCER, BURNED 1 2 1830 1870
48 62 4 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE BLUE BLUE SPONGE FRAG 1 0.5 1830 1870
42 60 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE
COMMON 
CREAMWARE PLATE SHELL EDGE-SCALLOPED BLUE COMMON CREAMWARE BLUE SHELL 4 9.7
47 60 4 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE 154 SAUCER SPONGE BLUE 1 BLUE SPONGE SAUCER, BURNED 5 5.9 1830 1870
47 59 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE SHELL EDGE-SCALLOPED BLUE IRONSTONE BLUE SHELL EDGE SCALLOPED 2 8.6
47 60 5 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE BLUE BLUE SPONGE FRAG 1 0.05 1830 1870
47 60 1 1 FOOD SERVICE WHITEWARE 84 UNIDENTIFIABLE SHELL EDGE-SCALLOPED BLUE 1 THICK BLUE SHELL RIM, PLATTER? 1 2.6 1830 1860
42 63 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE BLUE WHITEWARE BLUE SPONGE 1 0.2 1830 1870
47 60 6 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE BLUE BLUE SPONGE FRAG 1 0.4 1830 1870
42 63 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE PLATE SPONGE BLUE WHITEWARE PLATE BLUE SPONGE BURNED 1 3.4 1830 1870
46 62 3 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE TEACUP HANDLELESS SPONGE BLUE WHITEWARE BLUE SPONGE CUP 1 0.7 1830 1870
47 60 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE
WHITEWARE/IRO
NSTONE 91 UNIDENTIFIABLE TRANSFER BLUE 1
WHITE EARTHENWARE W/ BLUE TRANSFER BURNED 
SMALL PLATE? 1 1.2 1830 1870
42 64 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE BLUE WHITEWARE BLUE SPONGE BURNED 1 1.2 1830 1870
42 64 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE TRANSFER BLUE IRONSTONE WITH BLUE TRANSFER 1 1.7 1850 1870
44 62 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE BLUE WHITEWARE BLUE SPONGE 1 0.6 1830 1870
47 60 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE 85 UNIDENTIFIABLE SHELL EDGE-SCALLOPED BLUE 1 WHITEWARE BLUE SHELL 1 0.5 1830 1860
47 60 3 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE 82 PLATE SHELL EDGE-SCALLOPED BLUE 1 WHITEWARE BLUE SHELL PLATE 1 2.5 1830 1860
46 62 3 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A BLUE IRONSTONE WITH TRACE OF FLOW BLUE DECORATION 1 0.2 1844 1870
48 62 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE 82 PLATE SHELL EDGE-SCALLOPED BLUE 1 WHITEWARE BLUE SHELL PLATE 1 3.6 1830 1860
46 63 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE BLUE WHITEWARE BLUE SPONGE 2 2.8 1830 1870
49 54.9 3 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE 27 PLATE SHELL EDGE-SCALLOPED BLUE 11 BLUE SHELL EDGED PLATE 1 0.3 1830 1860
50 62 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE
WHITEWARE/IRO
NSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE SHELL EDGE-SCALLOPED BLUE WHITE EARTHENWARE BLUE SHELL BURNED 1 1.5 9 1830 1860
45 63 1 1 FOOD SERVICE IRONSTONE 86 UNIDENTIFIABLE SHELL EDGE-SCALLOPED RED 1 THICK RIM RED SHELL PLATTER? 1 1.8 1850 1900
47 60 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE 152 TEACUP HANDLELESS SPONGE RED 1 RED SPONGE CUP 2 3.6 1830 1870
48 62 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE 158 PLATE SPONGE RED 1 RED SPONGE SMALL PLATE 1 3.3 1830 1870
44 67 3 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE RED WHITEWARE WITH RED SPONGE 1 0.5 1830 1870
45 68 4 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE TEACUP HANDLELESS SPONGE RED RED SPONGE CUP FRAGMENT 1 3.8 1830 1870
48 62 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE RED RED SPONGE DEC WHITEWARE 1 1.5 1830 1870
47 60 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE 152 TEACUP HANDLELESS SPONGE RED 1 RED SPONGE CUP 2 0.8 1830 1870
47 59 3 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE RED WHITEWARE RED SPONGE 1 0.3 1830 1870
47 60 3 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE 152 TEACUP HANDLELESS SPONGE RED 1 RED SPONGE CUP 1 0.9 1830 1870
47 59 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE
COMMON 
CREAMWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE RED COMMON CREAMWARE RED SPONGE 3 5.9
50 70 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE
WHITEWARE/IRO
NSTONE 16 UNIDENTIFIABLE SHELL EDGE-UNSCALLOPED RED 1 RED EDGEWARE WW, UNSCALLOPED 1 1 1830 1860
42 60 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE TEACUP HANDLELESS SPONGE RED WHITEWARE CUP RED SPONGE 1 1.5 1830 1870
40 61 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE 50 SAUCER SPONGE RED 1 WHITEWARE SAUCER RED SPONGE 1 5.1 6 1830 1870
48 62 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE UNKNOWN DECORATION RED WHITEWARE TRACE OF RED DEC 1 1.3 1830 1870
47 60 3 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE UNKNOWN DECORATION RED WHITEWARE TRACE OF RED DEC 1 0.5 1830 1870
44 67 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE UNKNOWN DECORATION RED WHITEWARE RED DECORATION - POLY? 1 1.2 1830 1870
48 62 5 7 COMB SYNTHETIC UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A RED RED RUBBER/CELLUOID COMB TOOTH 2 0.02
44 64 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE RED RED SPONGE WHITEWARE, BURNED 1 1.4 1830 1870
47 60 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE 176 PLATE POLY PAINTED RED 1 RED PAINTED SMALL PLATE BURNED 1 1.3 1830 1860
47 60 7 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE 150 UNIDENTIFIABLE POLY PAINTED RED 1
BURNED WHITEWARE BASE FRAG W/ RED POINTED 
LINES 1 3.9 1830 1860
44 62 3 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE RED WHITEWARE RED SPONGE - BURNED 1 0.9 1830 1870
50 62 3 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE RED RED SPONGE WHITEWARE 1 0.05 1830 1870
46 62 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE POLY PAINTED RED WHITEWARE RED FLORAL PAINTED 1 0.6 1830 1860
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50 55 1 STP 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE RED WHITEWARE WITH RED SPONGE 1 0.5 1830 1870
47 59 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE POLY PAINTED RED WHITEWARE RED POLY PAINTED 1 0.3 1830 1860
47 60 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE POLY PAINTED RED WHITEWARE W/ RED PAINTED DEC 1 1.2 1830 1860
46 62 3 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE RED WHITEWARE RED SPONGE 1 1.1 1830 1870
46 63 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE SAUCER SPONGE RED WHITEWARE SAUCER RED SPONGE 1 5 1830 1870
42 60 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE RED WHITEWARE RED SPONGE 1 1 1830 1870
42 64 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE BANDED/EDGED RED IRONSTONE WITH RED BAND 1 1.3
42 60 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE PLATE SHELL EDGE-SCALLOPED RED IRONSTONE RED SHELL 1 2.8
46 63 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE RED WHITEWARE RED SPONGE 1 0.05 1830 1870
46 63 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE RED WHITEWARE RED SPONGE 1 0.4 1830 1870
46 62 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE SAUCER SPONGE RED WHITEWARE RED SPONGE SAUCER 1 0.8 1830 1870
42 63.3 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE TEACUP HANDLELESS POLY PAINTED RED WHITEWARE RED POLY PAINTED 1 0.8 1830 1860
48 62 2 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A YELLOW YELLOWED BURNED GLASS 1 1.3
48 62 3 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE PURPLE BLUE/PURPLE SPONGE 1 0.3 1830 1870
44 62 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE PURPLE WHITEWARE PURPLE SPONGE 1 0.1 1830 1870
46 66 3 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE TEACUP HANDLELESS SPONGE PURPLE WHITEWARE PURPLE/BLUE SPONGE CUP 1 0.7 1830 1870
47 60 3 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE 156 UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE PURPLE 1 BLUE/PURPLE SPONGE CUP? 1 1.1 1830 1870
47 60 3 1 FOOD SERVICE WHITEWARE 151 UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE PURPLE 1 BLUE/PURPLE SPONGE LID OF SUGAR OR TEAPOT? 1 2.8 1830 1870
30 70 STP 0 RUBBER RUBBER/SOFT UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A BLACK BLACK RUBBER FRAG 1 0.05
47 60 1 6 BUTTON GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE PRESSED BLACK
PRESSED BLACK GLASS BEZEL, BUTTON-LIKE (SEE 
CATALOG SHEET FOR SKETCH) 1 3.9 0.95 0.8
50 70 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE SEMI-PORCELAIN 14 UNIDENTIFIABLE UNDECORATED BLACK 1
SEMI-PORCELAIN BASE FRAG "G. MEAKIN/ ANLEY/ 
GLAND." 1 2.4 1891 1936
40 68 1 6 BUTTON UNKNOWN UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A BLACK
LARGE 4 HOLE BLACK COAT BUTTON - COMPOSITION? 
LOOKS LIKE MOLDED COAL 1 3 29.6
47 60 1 0 UNIDENTIFIED CELLULOID UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A BLACK CELLULOID THIN COMB-LIKE TOOTH 1 0.1
47 60 2 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A BLACK
BLACK GLASS BLOB W/ SAME COLORING AS PEACOCK 
BUTTON 1 0.7
47 60 2 6 BUTTON GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A BLACK
BLACK GLASS CIRCULAR BUTTON W/ RAINBOW 
PEACOCK DESIGN 1 2.5 0.7
44 64 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS 98 UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A PALE BLUE 1 LIGHT BLUE GLASS 1 1
48 62 1 6 BEAD GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A PALE BLUE SMALL ROBIN'S EGG BLUE GLASS BEAD 1 0.05
44 64 1 6 BEAD GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A PALE BLUE LIGHT BLUE GLASS BEAD 1 0.3
44 64 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE 157 TEACUP HANDLELESS SPONGE BLUE/PINK 1 BLUE/PINK SPONGE CUP 1 0.7 1830 1870
48 62 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE 157 TEACUP HANDLELESS SPONGE BLUE/PINK 1 BLUE/PINK SPONGE CUP 1 0.7 1830 1870
42 60 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE TEACUP HANDLELESS SPONGE BLUE/PINK
WHITEWARE CUP WITH BLUE/PINK CUT SPONGE 
DECORATION 1 2.1 1830 1870
40 63 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE BLUE/PINK WHITEWARE BLUE/RED SPONGE 1 2 1830 1870
42 60 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE TEACUP HANDLELESS SPONGE BLUE/PINK
WHITEWARE CUP WITH BLUE/PINK CUT SPONGE 
DECORATION BURNED 1 2 1830 1870
47 60 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE SAUCER SPONGE BLUE/PINK BLUE/PINK SPONGE FRAG 2 3.6 1830 1870
46 62 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE BLUE/PINK IRONSTONE PINK/BLUE SPONGE - SAUCER OR PLATE? 1 1.6
47 59 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE TEACUP HANDLELESS SPONGE BLUE/PINK WHITEWARE CUPBLUE SPONGE W/ PINK BAND 2 1.3 1830 1870
47 60 5 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE 153 TEACUP HANDLELESS SPONGE BLUE/PINK 1 BLUE/PINK SPONGE CUP 1 3.4 1830 1870
42 63.3 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE TEACUP HANDLELESS SPONGE BLUE/PINK WHITEWARE BLUE/PINK SPONGE CUP 1 0.5 1830 1870
47 60 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE
WHITEWARE/IRO
NSTONE UNIDENTIFIABLE POLY PAINTED BLUE/PINK BLUE/PINK POLY PAINTED, BURNED 1 0.05 1830 1860
46 62 3 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE BLUE/PINK WHITEWARE BLUE/PINK SPONGE 1 0.3 1830 1870
47 60 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE 160 UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE BLUE/PINK 1 BLUE/PINK SPONGE FRAG 1 0.7 1830 1870
47 59 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE TEACUP HANDLELESS SPONGE BLUE/PINK
WHITEWARE BLUE/PINK SPONGE TEACUP HANDLELESS 
BURNED 1 1.4 1830 1870
44 62 4 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE BLUE/PINK
WHITEWARE BLUE/PINK SPONGE WITH STRAINER HOLE - 
TEAPOT? 2 2.3 1830 1870
45 68 2 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE YELLOWWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE ANNULAR W/ MOCHA BLUE/GREEN YELLOWWARE BLUE/GREEN ANNUALAR W/ MOCHA 1 3
46 63 4 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE TEACUP HANDLELESS POLY PAINTED BLUE/GREEN WHITEWARE BLUE/GREEN SPRIG PAINTED 1 2.6 1830 1860
48 62 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE SAUCER POLY PAINTED BLUE/GREEN BLUE GREEN FLORAL WHITEWARE, BURNED 1 4.1 1830 1860
50 62 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE IRONSTONE 87 PLATE POLY PAINTED BLUE/GREEN 1
IRONSTONE UNDERGLAZE BLUE PAINTED W/ GREEN 
OVERGLAZE DETAIL 1 6.4 1850 1900
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47 60 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE 145 SAUCER POLY PAINTED BLUE/GREEN 1 WHITEWARE SAUCER BLUE GREEN FLORAL PAINTED 1 6.3 6 1830 1860
43 64 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE POLY PAINTED BLUE/GREEN WHITEWARE BLUE/GREEN POLY PAINTED  FLORAL 1 1.1 1830 1860
44 63 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE 145 SAUCER POLY PAINTED BLUE/GREEN 1 WHITEWARE SAUCER BLUE GREEN FLORAL PAINTED 1 5.9 6 1830 1860
47 59 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE SPONGE BLUE/GREEN WHITEWARE BLUE/GREEN SPONGE 1 0.8 1830 1870
42 64 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE POLY PAINTED RED/GREEN WHITEWARE RED/GREEN FLORAL POLY PAINTED 1 0.3 1830 1860
46 66 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE TEACUP HANDLELESS SPONGE RED/GREEN WHITEWARE RED/GREEN SPONGE CUP 1 0.8 1830 1870
45 63 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE 149 SAUCER SPONGE RED/GREEN 2 WHITEWARE SAUCER GREEN/RED SPONGE 5 26.1 1830 1870
44 63 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE 178 UNIDENTIFIABLE POLY PAINTED RED/GREEN 1 RED/GREEN FLORAL PLATE? 1 2.9 1830 1860
44 63 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE 177 UNIDENTIFIABLE POLY PAINTED RED/GREEN 1 RED/GREEN FLORAL SAUCER? 2 3.3 1830 1860
44 62 3 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE POLY PAINTED RED/GREEN WHITEWARE POLY FLORAL PAINTED 1 1.2 1830 1860
44 62 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE POLY PAINTED RED/GREEN WHITEWARE RED/GREEN FLORAL POLY PAINTED 2 2.2 1830 1860
48 62 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE POLY PAINTED RED/GREEN WHITEWARE WITH POLYCHROME FLORAL DEC 2 1.9 1830 1860
44 64 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE POLY PAINTED RED/GREEN RED GREEN FLORAL WHITEWARE 3 2.1 1830 1860
42 60 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE
COMMON 
CREAMWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE POLY PAINTED RED/GREEN COMMON CREAMWARE RED/GREEN POLY FLORAL 2 4.1
42 60 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE UNDIF. CERAMIC UNIDENTIFIABLE POLY PAINTED RED/GREEN
WHITE EARTHENWARE POLYCHROME PAINTED 
BURNED 2 2.7
41 64 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE POLY PAINTED RED/GREEN WHITEWARE RED/GREEN FLORAL POLYPAINTED 1 0.5 1830 1860
46 63 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE SAUCER SPONGE RED/GREEN WHITEWARE SAUCER RED/GREEN SPONGE 1 2.2 6 1830 1870
42 63 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE POLY PAINTED RED/GREEN WHITEWARE POLY PAINTED RED/GREEN FLORAL 2 2.6 1830 1860
50 70 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE 12 PLATE POLY PAINTED RED/GREEN 1 POLYCHROME WW PLATE BASE 1 5.4 1830 1860
49 54.9 1 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE 30 TEACUP HANDLELESS POLY PAINTED RED/GREEN 1
WHITEWARE CUP W/ RED BAND INT AND EXT AND 
GREEN PAINTED DEC 1 1.3 1830 1860
46 63 2 1 TABLEWARE/TEAWARE WHITEWARE SAUCER POLY PAINTED BROWN/BLUE
WHITEWARE SAUCER BLUE FLORAL WITH BROWN 
BAND 1 0.6 1830 1860
42 63 1 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE WHITEWARE UNIDENTIFIABLE ANNULAR BROWN/BLUE WHITEWARE BLUE/BROWN ANNULAR - BOWL ? 2 4.6 1830 1900
47 59 3 1 FOOD PREP/STORAGE WHITEWARE BOWL ANNULAR BROWN/BLUE
WHITEWARE BROWN/BLUE ANNULAR BOWL ALL 
BURNED 3 5.6 1830 1900
50 62 3 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AMBER AMBER BOTTLE GLASS 5 14.6
48 62 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AMBER AMBER BOTTLE GLASS, ONE PARTIALLY MELTED 4 18.7
43 63.3 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AMBER AMBER BOTTLE GLASS 1 4.4
47 60 2 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AMBER AMBER BOTTLE GLASS 1 3.3
46 63 2 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AMBER THICK AMBER BOTTLE GLASS BEER? 1 10.8
42 64 2 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AMBER AMBER BOTTLE GLASS 1 3.6
47 60 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AMBER AMBER BOTTLE GLASS 1 0.2
48 62 3 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AMBER AMBER GLASS 1 6.7
42 63 2 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AMBER AMBER BOTTLE GLASS 1 8
41 64 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AMBER AMBER BOTTLE GLASS 2 6
50 70 1 1 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS 11 UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AMBER 1 AMBER BOTTLE GLASS 2 1.2
47 59 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AMBER AMBER BOTTLE FRAGMENT 3 9
45 68 2 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AMBER AMBER BOTTLE GLASS 1 0.5
42 63 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AMBER AMBER GLASS BOTTLE BASE FRAGMENT - BURNED ? 2 23
44 64 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS 92 UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AMBER 1 MOLD BLOWN AMBER BOTTLE VERTICAL RIBS 1 1.7
40 61 1 1 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS 57 UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AMBER 1 MOLD BLOWN AMBER BOTTLE, FLASK? 1 1.8
50 62 2 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AMBER LIGHT AMBER BOTTLE FRAGS 7 24.4
42 60 1+2 Wall Clean 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AMBER AMBER BOTTLE GLASS 1 0.2
41 64 3 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AMBER AMBER BOTTLE GLASS CROWN FINISH ? 1 1.1
44 63 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS 92 UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AMBER 1 MOLD BLOWN AMBER BOTTLE VERTICAL RIBS 1 6.7
44 63 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AMBER AMBER BOTTLE GLASS 2 7.7
40 61 1 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AMBER AMBER MELTED GLASS 1 9.1
46 63 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AMBER AMBER BOTTLE GLASS 1 1.3
50 62 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS 114 UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AMBER 1 LIGHT AMBER BOTTLE FRAGS 2 5.1
40 68 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AMBER AMBER BOTTLE GLASS 1 2.1
49 54.9 3 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AMBER MELTED AMBER GLASS 1 7
40 63 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AMBER AMBER BOTTLE GLASS 1 0.4
49 54.9 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS 42 UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AMBER 1 AMBER BOTTLE FRAG 1 0.5
50 62 3 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS 113 UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AMBER 1 AMBER BOTTLE BASE 1 12.4
43 64 2 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AMBER AMBER BOTTLE GLASS 1 1.9
46 62 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AMBER ROUND AMBER BOTTLE BASE FRAGMENT 1 5.9
49 54.9 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS 41 UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A AMBER 1 AMBER BOTTLE FRAG 1 0.3
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40 61 1 1 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A OLIVE OLIVE BOTTLE BASE W/ PONTIL MARK 1 19.4
47 59 2 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A OLIVE OLIVE MELTED GLASS 1 6.1
45 63 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED SUN PURPLED GLASS 1 7.9 1840 1914
42 64 2 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED
SUN PURPLE GLASS - SMALL * STAR SHAPES MOLDED 
ON INTERIOR 1 4.7 1840 1914
42 60 2 8 LAMP CHIMNEY GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED SUN PURPLED LAMP GLASS 3 2.2 1840 1914
42 63 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED SUN-PURPLED GLASS 5 11.1 1840 1914
42 63 1 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED MELTED SUN-PURPLED GLASS 1 2.6 1840 1914
44 64 1 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS 117 UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED 1 SUN PURPLED CANNING JAR RIM FRAG 1 3.2 1880 1914
48 62 2 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED SUN PURPLED HEAT FRACTURED GLASS 1 4.3 1840 1914
41 64 1 1 TABLE/DRINKING GLASS GLASS TUMBLER N/A SUN PURPLED SUNPURPLE FLUTED TUMBLER FRAGMENT 1 3.1 1840 1914
47 59 2 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED SUN PURPLED GLASS 1 1.4 1840 1914
42 63 2 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED SUN PURPLE GLASS 3 2 1840 1914
44 67 1 1 FRUIT/CANNING JAR GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED SUNPURPLE FRUIT/CANNING JAR 2 2.5 1880 1914
42 63 2 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED SUN PURPLE BOTTLE GLASS 1 16.7 1880 1914
48 62 2 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED SUN PURPLED MELTED GLASS 1 1.8 1840 1914
44 67 2 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED SUN PURPLE GLASS 3 1.3 1840 1914
48 62 2 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED BOTTLE BASE 1 13.6 1880 1914
42 64 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED SMALL SUN PURPLED HAND TOOLED NECK 1 4.9 1880 1914
40 68 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE PRESSED SUN PURPLED SUN PURPLE PRESSED GLASS WITH SAW TOOTH RIM 1 0.7 1840 1914
42 64 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED SUN PURPLE BOTTLE GLASS 1 5.4 1880 1914
41 64 2 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE PRESSED SUN PURPLED SUNPURPLE PRESSED GLASS 1 1.1 1840 1914
46 66 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE PRESSED SUN PURPLED
SUN PURPLED PRESSED GLASS DIAMOND PATTERNED; 
COVERED DISH? 1 3.6 1840 1914
46 63 2 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED SUN PURPLED GLASS 1 1.5 1840 1914
47 60 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED SUN PURPLED GLASS 6 27.9 1840 1914
48 57 0 SURF 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS 105 UNIDENTIFIABLE PRESSED SUN PURPLED 1 SUN PURPLED BASE FRAG, PITCHER OR BOWL 1 52.6 1840 1914
48 62 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE PRESSED SUN PURPLED SUN PURPLED BASE FRAG W STARBURST 1 5.5 1840 1914
47 60 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED SUN PURPLED PANELED GLASS, TUMBLER? 1 18.5 1840 1914
48 62 4 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS 93 UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED 1 SUN PURPLED THICK STEM FRAG? 1 17.8 1880 1914
48 62 5 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED SUNPURPLED GLASS 1 1.3 1840 1914
45 63 1 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED SUN PURPLED MELTED GLASS 1 2.5 1840 1914
47 59 2 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE PRESSED SUN PURPLED PRESSED GLASS ROMAN ROSETTE PATTERN 1 13.2 1840 1914
43 64 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED SUNPURPLE GLASS 2 7.6 1840 1914
48 62 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED SUN PURPLED GLASS 4 3.4 1840 1914
40 61 2 1 TABLE/DRINKING GLASS GLASS 59 TUMBLER PRESSED SUN PURPLED 1 SUN-PURPLED PRISM PATTERN TUMBLER 1 3.7 1840 1914
48 62 1 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED SUN PURPLED MELTED GLASS 5 28.2 1840 1914
49 54.9 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED SUN-PURPLED GLASS FRAGS 4 9.1 1840 1914
40 61 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED JAR ON DISH RIM SUNPURPLED 1 17.7 4 1840 1914
40 61 2 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED UNIDENT SUN-PURPLED GLASS 1 4 1840 1914
43 64 2 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED SUNPURPLE GLASS 2 10.9 1840 1914
48 62 1 1 TABLE/DRINKING GLASS GLASS 102 TUMBLER N/A SUN PURPLED 2 PLAIN SUN PURPLED TUMBLER 1 9.2 3 1840 1914
40 63 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED SUNPURPLE GLASS 2 3.1 1840 1914
43 64 3 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED SUNPURPLE GLASS 3 3.8 1840 1914
50 62 3 1 TABLE/DRINKING GLASS GLASS 102 TUMBLER N/A SUN PURPLED 2 PLAIN SUN PURPLED TUMBLER 6 66.3 1840 1914
49 54.9 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS 45 UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED 1 SUN-PURPLED BOTTLE FRAGS 1 18.1 1880 1914
40 63 2 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED SUNPURPLE GLASS 2 8.2 1840 1914
49 60 0 SURF 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED SUN-PURPLED BOTTLE BASE FRAG 1 19.7 1880 1914
44 62 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED SUN PURPLE GLASS 2 1.5 1840 1914
44 62 1 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED SUN PURPLE OVAL BOTTLE FRAGMENT 1 21.9 1880 1914
51 68 0 SURF 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS 96 UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED 3 SUN PURPLED LARGE OVAL BOTTLE 1 85.7 1880 1914
44 62 2 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED SUN PURPLE GLASS 5 4.1 1840 1914
44 63 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED SUN PURPLED GLASS 5 16.5 1840 1914
52 69 0 SURF 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED SUN PUPLED GLASS FRAG 1 2 1840 1914
44 63 1 1 BOTTLE-LIQUOR GLASS 108 UNIDENTIFIABLE BRANDY FINISH SUN PURPLED 1 HT BOTTLE NECK 1 43.5 1880 1914
45 68 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED SUNPURPLE GLASS 8 7.7 1840 1914
40 61 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED SUN-PURPLED GLASS 1 3 1840 1914
45 68 3 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED SUNPURPLE GLASS 1 0.3 1840 1914
47 60 2 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE TRANSFER SUN PURPLED SUN PURPLED MELTED/BURNED GLASS 1 2.3 1840 1914
46 66 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED SUN PURPLED GLASS 2 0.9 1840 1914
46 66 2 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED SUN PURPLED GLASS 1 0.8 1840 1914
44 63 1 0 MELTED GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED SUN PURPLED MELTED GLASS 1 11.8 1840 1914
53 69 0 SURF 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS 96 UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED 3 SUN PURPLED LARGE OVAL BOTTLE 1 175.6 1880 1914
50 62 2 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED SUN PURPLED BOTTLE FRAGS 1 11.9 1880 1914
50 62 2 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED SUN PURPLED GLASS FRAGS 3 25.5 1840 1914
41 64 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED SUNPURPLE GLASS 2 1.5 1840 1914
41 64 3 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED SUNPURPLE GLASS 1 2.2 1840 1914
46 66 3 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED SUN PURPLED GLASS 1 0.2 1840 1914
44 64 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED SUN PURPLED GLASS 5 5 1840 1914
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42 60 1 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED SUNPURPLED GLASS 2 4.2 1840 1914
50 62 3 0 UNIDENT GLASS GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN PURPLED SUN PURPLED GLASS 1 2.2 1840 1914
50 62 3 0 BOTTLE-UNIDENT GLASS UNIDENTIFIABLE N/A SUN YELLOWED SUN YELLOWED GLASS 2 26.4 1915 1936
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1 1 0 56.5 LIGHT BROWN SANDY SILT LOAM ROOT CELLAR, VERY ROCKY
1 2 56.5 220 LIGHT BROWN SANDY SILT LOAM ROOT CELLAR, VERY ROCKY
30 60 1 0 23 DARK BROWN LOAM STP
30 60 2 23 33 LIGHT BROWN SANDY CLAY STP
30 70 1 0 26 BROWN LOAM STP
30 70 2 26 42 YELLOW BROWN SANDY CLAY STP
40 50 1 0 18 DARK GREY BROWN SILT LOAM STP
40 50 2 18 38 LIGHT YELLOW BROWN CLAY SILT STP, REACHED BEDROCK
40 60 1 0 18 DARK GREY BROWN SILT LOAM STP
40 60 2 18 41 LIGHT YELLOW BROWN CLAY SILT LOAM STP, REACHED BEDROCK
40 61 1 0 12 MEDIUM BROWN CLAY SILT LOAM ROOT INCLUSIONS
40 61 2 12 22 YELLOW BROWN CLAY LOAM MORE COMPACTED, BELIVED TO BE SUBSOIL TRANSITION
40 61 3 22 32 YELLOW BROWN SANDY CLAY
40 61 4 32 53 DARK YELLOW BROWN CLAY SAND STP DUG IN NE CORNER
40 63 1 0 6 DARK BROWN FINE SANDY SILT LARGE ROOT MASS PRESENCE
40 63 2 6 16
MEDIUM YELLOW BROWN FINE SANDY 
LOAM DUG TO SOIL CHANGE
40 63 3 16 24 LIGHT YELLOW FINE SANDY SILT SMALL TO MEDIUM ROCKS NOTABLY ALONG NORTH WALL
40 63 4 24 31 LIGHT YELLOW BROWN SANDY SILT LESS ROCKS CONCENTRATED IN NE CORNER
40 68 1 0 9 DARK BROWN SANDY SILT MOIST SOIL DUE TO RAINFALL
40 68 2 9 18 BROWN SANDY SILT MOIST SOIL DUE TO RAINFALL
40 68 3 18 29 YELLOWISH BROWN SILT CLAY HIGH DENSITY OF SMALL ROCKS
40 70 1 0 38 GREY BROWN SILT LOAM STP
40 70 2 38 44 LIGHT YELLOW BROWN CLAY SILT LOAM STP
41 50 1 0 5 DARK BROWN LOAM HIGH CONCENTRATION OF INCLUSIONS AND BIOTURBATIONS
41 50 2 5 16 GREY BROWN LOAM HIGH CONCENTRATION OF INCLUSIONS - PEBBLES AND SMALL COBBLES
41 50 3 16 23 RED BROWN CLAY SILT 80% INCLUSIONS - COBBLES AND PEBBLES
41 50 4 23 52 RED BROWN CLAY STP IN NE CORNER OF UNIT
41 64 1 0 4 DARK BROWN SILTY SAND
41 64 2 4 12 MEDIUM YELLOW BROWN SILTY SAND LOW AMOUNTS OF MIEDUM SIZED ROCKS
41 64 3 12 20 YELLOW BROWN SANDY SILT LARGE MASS OF ANGULAR ROCK ALONG NORTH WALL
41 64 4 20 29 YELLOW BROWN SANDY SILT HIGH AMOUNTS OF ROCKS AND ROOTS
42 60 1 0 14 DARK BROWN FINE SANDY SILT 3 LARGE (~8 INCH) ROCKS FROM EAST WALL
42 60 2 14 18 YELLOW BROWN FINE SANDY SILT
42 60 3 18 28 MEDIUM YELLOW BROWN FINE SILTY SAND MOIST SOIL (UNSURE IF CLAY OR DAMPNESS)
42 60 4 28 32 YELLOW BROWN SANDY SILT MOIST, SANDIER TOWARDS BOTTOM
42 63 1 0 16 BROWN CLAY SILT MOIST AND LOOSE SOIL, ROOT INTRUDING INTO NORTH WALL
42 63 2 16 27 YELLOW BROWN CLAY SILT MOIST AND GRAVELY TOWARDS THE EAST
42 64 1 0 11 DARK BROWN FINE SILTY SAND
42 64 2 11 21 MEDIUM DARK BROWN SILTY SAND MEDIUM YELLOW COLOR OVER WALL, F-5 CONTINUES INTO SOUTH WALL
42 64 3 21 24 MEDIUM YELLOW SANDY SILT F-5 ON EAST HALF ONLY WEST HALF OF UNIT DUG, VERY ROCKY
43 63.25 1 4 13 BROWN CLAY SILT
ONLY 75 CM EAST-WEST BECAUSE OF STUMP NEAR EAST WALL, HEAVY ROOT MASS AND F-5 
UNCOVERED
43 64 1 0 5 DARK BROWN FINE SANDY SILT SOIL WET FROM SEVERAL DAYS RAIN
43 64 2 5 11 MEDIUM YELLOW BROWN FINE SILTY SAND WET SOIL FROM RAIN, F-5 IDENTIFIED ON NORTHERN WALL
43 64 3 11 14 MEDIUM YELLOW BROWN FINE SANDY SILT F-5 EXPOSED AS FOUNDAITIONAL ALONG ENTIRE EAST WALL
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43 64 4 14 21 LIGHT YELLOW BROWN CLAY SILT COMPACTED AND ROCKY SOIL, FEWER ROCKS ALONG NORTH END (POSSIBLE STRUCTURE CORNER)
44 62 1 0 5 VERY DARK BROWN SANDY SILT
44 62 2 5 12 DARK BROWN SANDY SILT ROCKY SOIL THROUGHOUT
44 62 3 12 21 DARK BROWN SANDY SILT MOTTLING WITH BELIEVED SUBSOIL
44 62 4 21 24 YELLOW BROWN CLAY SILT
44 62 5 24 30 YELLOW BROWN CLAY SILT
44 63 1 0 19 YELLOW BROWN SANDY SILT
STRUCTURAL STONES FOUND IN SW CORNER, EXTEND ACROSS S WALL. EXPOSED NORTH EDGE OF F-
5.
44 64 1 0 19 YELLOW BROWN SANDY SILT STRUCTURAL STONES FOUND IN SE CORNER, EXTEND ACROSS HALFWAY ALONG SOUTH WALL
44 67 1 0 8 DARK BROWN SILT LOAM ORGANIC
44 67 2 8 18 DARK BROWN SILT LOAM MOTTLING IN THE SE CORNER, OCCUPATION
44 67 3 18 25 YELLOW BROWN CLAY ROOTS PRESENT, GRAVELY TOWARDS END OF UNIT
44 67 4 25 25 YELLOW BROWN CLAY STP DUG IN SE CORNER (25-50 CM)
45 63 1 0 22 YELLOW BROWN SANDY SILT ROCK AND ROOT INCLUSIONS. EXCAVATED AS ONE LEVEL TO EXPOSE F3.
45 68 1 0 9 DARK BROWN FINE SANDY SILT SMALL ROCKS SCATTERED THROUGHOUT, CHARCOAL FLECKS AT BASE OF LEVEL IN NE CORNER
45 68 2 9 16 DARK YELLOW BROWN COARSE SANDY SILT ROCKY SOIL ALON NORTH EDGE, FAIR AMOUNTS OF CHARCOAL FLECKING
45 68 3 16 21 YELLOW BROWN SANDY SILT SMALL ANGULAR ROCKS THROUGHOUT, MORE DENSE IN NORTH AND EAST
45 68 4 21 32 LIGHT YELLOW BROWN SANDY SILT VERY ROCKY
45 68 5 32 41
LIGHT YELLOW BROWN COMPACT CLAY 
SILT SOIL CHANGE MATCHED END OF ROCKS
45 68 6 41 46 YELLOW BROWN COMPACT CLAY SILT SOMEWHAT ROCKY, NO CHARCOAL
46 62 1 0 4 DARK BROWN LOAM MOIST SOIL DUE TO RAINFALL
46 62 2 4 13 DARK BROWN SILTY SAND CHARCOAL AND BRICK FLECKING, HIGH NUMBER OF INCLUSIONS
46 62 3 13 18 LIGHT BROWN SANDY SILT SOME INCLUSIONS (ROCKS AND ROOTS)
46 62 4 18 27 ORANGE SANDY CLAY SOIL DESCRIBED AS COMPACTED
46 62 5 27 34 ORANGE SANDY CLAY HEAVY ROOT ACTIVITY
46 63 1 0 5 DARK BROWN LOSE SILTY SAND LOTS OF ORGANIC MATTER AND ROOT MASS
46 63 2 5 13 LIGHT BROWN SILT WITH SANDY AREAS HEAVY RAINFALL PREVIOUS NIGHT HEAVY SATURATION
46 63 3 13 21 LIGHT BROWN SILTY SAND
SOFT AND DAMP FROM RAINFALL, LINE OF ROCKS UNCOVERED RUNNING PARALLEL TO F-5 ALONG S 
WALL
46 63 4 21 28 ORANGE BROWN SILTY CLAY TRANSITION INTO MORE COMPATED CLAY
46 66 1 0 10 MEDIUM DARK BROWN SANDY SILT HEAVY ROOT ACTIVITY
46 66 2 10 20 YELLOW BROWN SANDY SILT MEDIUM DARK BROWN SANDY SILT PERSISTED ON W SIDE OF UNIT, MORE ROCKS PRESENT
46 66 3 20 32 YELLOW BROWN COARSE SANDY SILT VERY ROCKY, APPEARS TO BE A CLEAN FILL OF LOOSE DARK BROWN FILL FROM NE TO SW
46 66 4 32 32 YELLOW BROWN COARSE SANDY SILT VERY ROCKY AND COMPACT, LEVEL WAS AN STP IN SE CORNER (32-50 CM)
47 59 1 0 17 DARK BROWN LOOSE SANDY SILT HIGH ROOT PRESENCE AND SOME SMALLER ROCKS
47 59 2 17 27
YELLOW BROWN MOTTLED FINE SANDY 
SILT MOTTLING POSSIBLY FROM INITIAL PHASE 1 STP, MORE PEBBLES
47 59 3 27 37 YELLOW BROWN MOTTLED SILT LOAM DARK BROWN MOTTLING SEEMS LESS SIGNIFICANT, LESS ROCKS BUT HEAVY ROOT ACTIVITY
47 59 4 37 43 YELLOW BROWN SANDY SILT MOTTLING PRESENT BUT LIKELY DUE TO HIGH ABUNDANCE OF ROOTS
47 60 1 0 12 DARK BROWN SANDY SILT
47 60 2 12 19 DARK BROWN SANDY SILT MOTTLED DARK BROWN
47 60 3 19 28 BROWN CLAY SAND MOTTLED YELLOW BROWN
47 60 4 28 36 YELLOW BROWN CLAY SAND MOTTLED LIGHT YELLOW BROWN SANDY LOAM
47 60 5 36 40 LIGHT YELLOW CLAY SAND MORE ROOTS THAN PREVIOUS LEVELS
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47 60 6 40 44 LIGHT YELLOW CLAY SAND MANY SMALL ROOT INTRUSIONS
47 60 7 44 50 LIGHT YELLOW CLAY SAND DARK YELLOW BROWN SILTY CLAY LOAM ALONG SOUTH WALL, POSSIBLE FEATURE
47 60 8 50 54 LIGHT YELLOW CLAY SAND DARK YELLOW STAIN DISSAPEARED, BELIEVED TO BE FROM ROOT ACTIVITY
47 60 9 54 88 RED YELLOW BROWN SANDY CLAY
48 62 1 0 8.5 DARK BROWN SILTY SAND TWO RODENT BURROWS IDENTIFIED
48 62 2 8.5 21 LIGHT BROWN SILTY SAND
48 62 3 21 27 YELLOW BROWN SILTY SAND
48 62 4 27 34 YELLOW BROWN SILTY SAND MORE MOTTLED AND ROCKY
48 62 5 34 40 RED YELLOW SILTY SAND MOIST SOIL AS WELL AS COARSE SAND
48 62 6 40 46 YELLOW BROWN SILTY CLAY
48 62 7 46 82 YELLOW BROWN SILTY CLAY STP IN NE CORNER
49 54.9 1 0 11 BROWN SILT CLAY
49 54.9 2 11 18 DARK YELLOW BROWN CLAY SAND SOIL IS LOOSE WITH ROOT INTRUSIONS
49 54.9 3 18 29 DARK YELLOW BROWN SANDY CLAY
49 54.9 4 29 38 DARK YELLOW BROWN SANDY CLAY GLACIAL TILL (SMALL)
49 54.9 5 38 52 DARK YELLOW BROWN SANDY CLAY SOME GLACIAL TILL DEPOSITS
50 40 1 0 7 VERY DARK BROWN SANDY LOAM STP
50 40 2 7 31 DARK BROWN SANDY LOAM STP
50 40 3 31 48 BROWN CLAY LOAM STP
50 45 1 0 10 VERY DARK BROWN SANDY LOAM STP
50 45 2 10 30 DARK BROWN SANDY LOAM STP
50 45 3 30 48 BROWN CLAY STP
50 50 1 0 9 VERY DARK BROWN SANDY LOAM STP
50 50 2 9 29 DARK BROWN SANDY LOAM STP
50 50 3 29 50 BROWN CLAY STP
50 55 1 0 20 VERY DARK BROWN SANDY LOAM STP, HEAVY RAIN OVERNIGHT STANDING WET SOIL AND WATER AT BASE OF UNIT
50 55 2 20 32 DARK BROWN SANDY LOAM STP, HEAVY RAIN OVERNIGHT STANDING WET SOIL AND WATER AT BASE OF UNIT
50 55 3 32 46 YELLOWISH BROWN CLAY STP, HEAVY RAIN OVERNIGHT STANDING WET SOIL AND WATER AT BASE OF UNIT
50 62 1 0 0 DARK BROWN LOAM DATUM IS THE SE CORNER DUE TO HEAVY ROCK PRESENCE. LOOSE SOIL, HIGH ROOT DENSITY
50 62 2 0 14 DARK BROWN LOAM LOOSE SOIL WITH MUCH ROOT ACTIVITY, SNAIL SHELLS PRESENT
50 62 3 14 23.5 DARK BROWN LOAM LOOSE WITH MODERATE TO HEAVY ROOT PRESENCE
50 62 4 23.5 29.5 DARK YELLOW BROWN SANDY LOAM
50 70 1 0 25 DARK BROWN LOAM COBBLE/PEBBLE INCLUSIONS
50 70 2 25 32 DARK BROWN LOAM COBBLE/PEBBLE INCLUSIONS, ROOT MASS, LARGER STONES (~10CM DIA.)
50 70 3 32 42 YELLOW RED BROWN SANDY CLAY LESS ROCK AND ROOT INCLUSIONS
50 70 4 42 71 YELLOW RED BROWN SANDY CLAY STP, STOPPED DUE TO INCLUSIONS TOWARDS BOTTOM OF UNIT
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